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Introduction
This volume contains transcripts of interviews with various residents collected during
the 1993 field phase of the survey of acequia systems in the Mimbres Valley. As noted in
Volume 1, additional interviews were conducted with other residents, but were not recorded.
Accordingly, no transcript of these interview sessions cannot be included here.
The individuals interviewed, as well as the abbreviated names appearing in these
transcripts, included John VonTress (JVT, age 57), Regis McSherry (RM, age 67), Sam Grijalva
(age 73), Charles Disert (age 84), and Horace Bounds (HB, age 90). Vesta McSherry, appearing
as VM in transcripts, provided additional information in the Regis McSherry interview. The
narrative that results from compiling these quotations provides information about acequia
systems extending back in time to approximately 1925.
The actual transcripts are prefaced with excerpts from conversations with different
individuals. These excerpts are organized according to specific topics pertaining to the
construction, operation, and maintenance of floodwater irrigation systems in the Mimbres
Valley. Topics include (1) water duty, (2) irrigation methods, (3) changes in crop production
strategies, (4) the role of fatiga, ditch maintenance and the office of mayordomos, (5) derechos
and rotation cycles, (6) characteristics and problems with ditches, and (7) sharecropping. Out
of these quotations emerges a clearer picture of the problems associated with floodwater
irrigation systems, as well as a detailed indication of the variety of solutions developed by local
irrigators.
The transcripts themselves deserve one further comment. Portions of the interview with
Horace Bounds were adversely affected by what might be termed a major malfunction in the
recording equipment. Words and phrases appearing in brackets are my reconstruction of the
gist of the conversation and should not be considered direct quotations. Similar brackets
appear in other interviews where I have inserted words or phrases to clarify what was being
discussed.
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Narrative
Water Duty
HB

But I do know this, that ah...we were, we were enjoying, well not particular enjoying
because that want anymore than we needed, was three-acre-feet, you see, this, this iand
is high, it is, it's high duty land...for, for irrigation. You don't have, make it simple for
you, you don't have anything but a layer of silt, a layer, a layer of soil, a layer of silt,
a layer of gravel, some more soil and now that's that's the history of it, if you dig down
here, cross cut it, we've done that...and that's what you find. And it takes lots ofwater,
you don't have anything under you, ok. They've ah...the..the ah...who ever this was
determined by, if I under, if I understood the history right, well they took
ah..they...they...they took some of their calculations from, that was on the data. I,m not
sure as to the usage and demand of water. And it was determined, I think primarily by
your altitude. And here, we, we needed...the three-acre-feet wasn't ample even. Weli,
alfalfa that that where alfalfa production is a where it's practiced you know on the
proper basis that that they use, can use, or should have or expect to use five acre feet
per season. Well, you can see where you are and if you're a...if you only have an
allowance of 2.7 and it would take, you you can see what it has done to that crop. Well
that it's it, that's it, if you have, you'd have to reduce, you could use, you could use your
water allowance, but you would have to farm less acreage, and of course, the a, a secret
if there is such a thing, in your farming efforts in a place like this, is to a a do what
you can with the water you have and then be lucky enough to get some rainfall and
that's, that's, that's what puts you over the hump; that free water, you know that water
from above. That's the, that's the water that puts, that's that's what does your crop,
course, your crops grow better, make bettcr profit, better, everything is better.

Rlvt

Are you asking acre feet? I...we have not exceeding the three acre feet, and a, course,
'your question with vary in my answer in some like this year there's no ditch water righi
now, it's a hundred percent pump, and a... Very seldom it's been this way, lr/e have liad
supplementary. The pump supplementary to the ditch instead of the ditch
supplementary to the pump. lVith the a, three ditches place has rights out of the just one
little trickling water coming down, there was one ditch that has not been restored at all
and the ditch that, there's one ditch Eby-baca was restoring, it's dry, the Greenwald is
the only one that has a maybe, two hundred gallons a minute coming down, course, it
starts up the road about three miles and I'm sure up there it would be x amount more,
but it's all dirt ditch. There's a lot evaporation in the same ditch, water loss that way,
by thc time it gets here. lVell ,it's probably judging by our pumps, maybe it's thrje
hundred gallons per minute which is a...we're broadcast irrigation panel, irrigation it
won't do it by itself. Now, Monday night we had the pumps plus the Greenwald, and
a, we were able to do something with'it, supplementing the pumps to the ditch, this
maybe often that little bit, but we used to do aerial spraying of the orchards, and you
could irrigate and spray at the same time.

Irrigation Methods

Rlvt

Now some thirty years ago, I did away with bordering and went in there and made a
trough see, so I'd have a flat on spreader, and cross spread, and I don't have to throw
any cross shreds in the balance, I don't have to throw borders again. I used to have to
everytime I spayed which is at least four times a year, you'd have to knock these
because I would irrigatc this way you know, and then I would pray this way and I
would go with my borders and then just slap heck out of my equipment so I would have
to knock them down equipment so I would have to knock them down. Right, and then

go back in a rebuild them. That's right, and then you rebuild them, your chemicals fell
on the soil you know and you have to disc it and all that would come up so that's why

I have all this equipment. Anyway, I defied all, nature didn,t even wave a

handkerchief around my face at all. Anyhow, but I am real proud that I did away with
the borders because and that flood area. It has a gradual fall, but yes it doesn't erode,
and a we started some fescue grass there whictr trelps a lot too. Some of my neighbors
and my co-grower up here believe in clean cultivation, I don't. I think it looks nicc to
see it like a well, but you see more orchards where the grass might contain some things
that you retain the moisture longer, but there open; only dislike about it is early Sprin!,
during frost control time, your ground is colder, we read a whole lot colder than he doJs
because it doesn't irradiate any of the soil and to irradiate any heat and that. That's
right, there is a three four days difference, adding even three or four degrees
difference at night, or in early morning. No, [my orchards stay] colder because we don't
absorb any heat to be irradiated. It should be and I just won't think that convince me
to clean cultivate and I mean by means of disking cause you sensed away the water
being absorbed in the soil and a, soil and so you might say we have a thin, hard pan on
top of it because it is disced and another reason I got away disking it, you loosen the
soil and tree roots go where they want to go it's where it's softer right and then come
up to the surface and demand water often. I remember from the Mexican bracero that
a plant has to make a sacrifice, we were raising NUMEX at that time, at the tail end
you could see there was a kind of yellowish where the water held up kind of a light
green and don't baby it, make those roots go down, not only for water, but elementJin
the soil, so it's it's your will take potash, your magnesium, the deeper you go to a degree
the better it is, because it goes down to your irrigation so I found in making my aJing
away with clean cultivation, disking, throwing borders, making my permanint panels,
putting in this fescue, that I can, my first irrigation, you might sayis a little a to gei
the soil wet, takes a little more water than the Fall, but once you get started a cycte of
irrigation say it takes two and a half hours, maybe the second irrig-ation will take about
an hour and forty-five minutes on these runs I have designed, but the first irrigation
are your gopher holes, your wedge in the capillary system, and everything, once you
start your following irrigation it takes less time and I find that I havi to iirigate iew
times without having, doing clean cultivation. It helps that you take your native
grasses, volunteer grasses, if you can read them and they talk to you and they're
a little
thirsty, you know your trees, and I repeat again, I have this cover problim, weeds,
Johnson Grass, mostly fescue orchard grass, then I don't have to irrigate as often ai
some of my neighbors.
HB

If you do, well, ah.. it's hard to control, your borders, your borders are, they can't be

wide enough to ah..accommodate it because of the fall of the land. youi borders have
to be ah...not so wide. So we've found that you take, your...have ah...you have a main
ditch, then you'll, you'll take out your water here, then you'll put tlat into another
ditch. It's a two ditch system...You see..put the watcr in this othir ditch, ok. Now you
can take this water out and put it in this ditch in as many places as you want. Thenihe
control of this one [subsidiary ditch] witl give you a certain amount, a desired amount
for these borders here, you see? From...from this little ditch. And of course why,
according to your fall well sometimes you can, sometimes you can use three or four
borders; and a good irrigator can sometimes use more than that. And that is...that is the
secret of, there's a lot of difference in irrigating and just running water..you know?
You run water over the land that's one thing and if you irrigate thit's another. That,s
something you can't teach, it's hard to, you know? You can't tell a person if they don't,
oh you can too, you can tell them if you can get thcm to do it...but if ah.. ah..that..that
of course, that, that doesn't come, that doesn't come under scientific. If it was scientific
you measure your penetration at the head of your...of your...your flow, your run and at
the lower end and all such as that. I think this vallcy, if I understand it right, it's

ah..it's ah... four percent. I think that's what it is. One foot to the hundred. That's the
reason, that's the reason the flow's so fast. See, that's the reason that river runs so fast.
Well, if you have a...ok, you have ah... you have a ditch and...and you have ah...you have
this land. All right, the general slope of this land, maybe, this is extreme, you
see...you're running like that [off at an angle from the acequia madre]. The...the slope
of this land like that, ok? That's come out of that, then, then, then you, then you would
set up your...your borders in that manner, you see? The...to, ah, slow down the flow.
That's how...that's how you get that. oh yea, sure, yea, you....your....if your ah.. if you
had enough flow. You see, one reason you see the variation in...in the amount of water,
has a lot to do. If you said, say you have ah...have a piece of flat land, you have a full
ditch, you're just...you're in business you see? You have a big wide border, beautiful,
no trouble, beautif ul for cverything. You have plenty of water, you turn that out, flood
it, put plenty of water on it, get a good piece of, a good piece of farming done. Ok then,
in the spring of the year, when, or that is, if...if you water is short, what can you do?
It just runs out there a little ways, and the rest of this is...is dead, you see? Can't...you
can't grow. You have to...you have to confine this water to where it'll run..and
that's...that's what I was telling you the other day. That, that if you level this kinda
land and this, and this....ah...variable water flow...you might get along for awhile, but
you built yourself some trouble. You're going to, there will be a time when you, you say
well, I can't do anything. The land's too, the land's too level to flow, you need, you need
some fall, for a little bit of water, you see?
JVT:

\Yell, we have a concrete dam that was built in 1962 that diverts water out of the river
on the (unintelligible), a corridor place, and then it we have the ditch divides there
and it goes into the east side and the west side and on the west side I think there's 80
some odd acres on the west side and on the east side there are maybe over around 300
acres but I'm not sure if f igures are accurate as thcy get. The west side is l5 inch plastic
pipes and the east side is a mixture of everything it's got a little dirt ditch, a cement(?)
ditch, pipeline, and some new pipeline. lVhere it splits so it comes into a common head
the east and west have a common head, where it splits how do you get the water across
to the other side. Have a cycling under the river and it goes under the river and when
we first moved here and had the dirt ditches there was two different dams there and
they were about 200 feet apart but all the water went into the first dam and then we
had to turn the ditch (unintelligible) to let the water down to go to the second dam and
so we were taking turns on this system of aiming the water, but we had the one dam
cycling. And when we came here [ca. 1945], it was a 55-gallon barrel welded together
on legs that went across there and these short pieces of 20 inch pipe that somebody had
found somewhere and put it atl this together. In fact, [Horace] Bounds is the one that
did it, guy named McCallan weld all those barrels together, when we first moved here
was when he welded it. lrVe're thinking about, see that pipeline we're putting in the
second portion of it would go under there and go over some, go up on under there.
Probably start some problems...

Crops
HB:

Corn was grown before our time [ca. 1925]...that and this. The people before us well
they grew a substantial amount of corn. That was corn, beans, chili. And a the the
corn, of course, it...it be a cash crop. lYell, we ah..we ah...ah..just ah...four years ago...wc
attempted ta plant alfalfa down here on this farm that wc newly acquired. And ah...the
alfalfa was ah...I don't know if it was the strain or whether it we had an insect or I
don't know what the trouble was but, but the alfalfa only lastcd two years. Thcre's an
occasional plant left but, but our good stand we, we enjoyed it for two years...you mean
with our New Mexico Commons? lilell, if it was, if it was renovated and respected and
taken care of as an alfalfa field should be, more or less, well, we have, we havc stands

of alfalfa that, that would run for ten or twelve years. And, and of course, well, you
have to, you have to renovate them, you have to see that they don't suffer, you know,
and, say dry winter, why you have to put some water on them, and take care of them,
that's all, just like anything. You mean with our New Mexico common? Well, it was if
it was renovated and respected and taken care of then an alfalfa field should be more
or less well we had we had stands of alfalfa that that would run for ten or twelve years.
And and of course, you have to you have to renovate them and see that they don't
suffer you know and say dry winter why you have to put some water on them and take
care of them, that's all just like anything.
RM

Arld then my folks moved down here 192... early Twenties. And my mother's from
Pennsylvania, she was a, schoolteacher, she came out here because her sister had come
here for her health. And she a...her sister was, well, I guess lonely, and anyway my
mother came and landed a job here teaching school. And she taught for almost thirty
years. And a...she a,lvas the one that initiated...that the a...place... convcrted from grow
crops- corn, beans, alfalfa. [Apples] wasn't grown yet. But a...[she] put it into orchards,
her grandfather had course, they didn't have in Pennsylvania, and so it's been a good
business, a business that a, a lot of us have made a living at.

JVT:

In those days [945]...we moved here we had two teams of horses, we had sharecroppers,
we had hogs, we had corn, we raised beans up on the flat, didn't do any more with that
whole flat, there was lambs and this whole thing around the house here was orchards
deep with (unintelligible), apples, find pigs around here. And then after the second
world war everybody got in the instant mood, started buying their apples at Safeway
and we could no longer run that, what you'd call it, type of an operation.

Fatiga, Ditch Maintenance, and the Role of Mayordomos
HB

That was the work on the ditch, at any time they needed ah.. repair or whatever, you
'know, to replace the dam or any thing else was ah...any of that work was known as the
fatiga. The secretary would keep ah...keep count of [it]. Mayordomo and [knew the]
fatiga and it says, it says in here why how a man and his team they got, they were
allowed just a man with a shovel, you see? Well now, they [contributed fatiga]. tilhen
I first came here [that was the case] and we also, we also had a mayordomo and 'course
they ah..ah..they ah...this was handled on a mayordomo basis. And [I was responsible]
for discontinuing the mayordomo on this ditch. It's this..., it's been discontinued, we
don't have a [mayordomo anymore]. Well, the reason, the reason was discontinued was
because of the ah..of the...really like I said before...that, that everyone, everyone who
was capable of working went ah [to ditch meetingsJ. Well we get back to early days of
the mayordomo, get back to say when we first came here, or before. \Yhen we first came
here the ah, ah, ditch meeting the act was ah...the land owners they put on their best
clothis wcnt to that just like going to'Church. [They would] go to the ditch meeting.
And it was ah..it was ah...held informally and in the evening and the secretary would
ah..[review] procedures and ah...In future anticipation [of ditch work]. And ah...and
ah...the commissioners, ah the commissioners were elected yearly, for, for a one year
term. And at that time, now not, not in my, my time but this was before my time, the
mayordomo had to give bond. He had to give bond. [And was paid wages.] Then that
I was, he's the judge [it was] his decision, of course. lVhy he would ah...he'd notify a
pcrson in advance of their lwater] when it was, when they would get it. And of course
when the [mayordomo] would get a trip up the ditch every day to throw the weeds out
and see the trash that would come down the river, [see] that no water [was] taken, take
a shovel and ah..and [fix leaks] filled in a little dirt [if] there's a gopher hole or
something like that. But [if it flooded] out in the night and washed all the ditch out, all
the ditch bank well then (problem with tape)...the fatiga that he'd have to call out so

many, so many men and if they worked on that then some of em would be ahead on the
fatigas some would be in arrears on the fatigas. rrYell, there was ah...ah...the first of the
season. There was always a general ditch cleaning, you see? Now everyone was called
on that to you know contribute or, that was a big, a big fatiga, you know to get the
ditch in shape, clean it out...and (something #037)...put water in the ditch, that would,
that would be in the spring, or late winter whichever they, whichever they determined
was the time to get it, you see? And then the rest of, from then on during the season,
they ah...the ditch, like if you'd get a flash flood, coming off the hillside, well it would
fill up the ditch, or wash it out...which ever it might be. And then the mayordomo, well
he would, he would summon the ranchers, in particular if the water was behind, why
hc would try to get them to try to ah..ah..bring their, their fatiga time up to date. And
he'd summon them to get help, whether it was team or men or how many men or
whatever the case might be...you see...whatever, whatevcr the owner wanted to put in or
was able to put in at that time, or however it might be. Well, there probably was, but
I,I never, ah...the bylaws, the bylaws of this ditch, mostly contained in that old, that old
ditch book.

RM

But, anyway, I remember the gathering down here...was a kind of a store which is our
post of fice now. And a...middle of January, two Sundays before the Monday you started
working, rehashing who all had to have so many men, how many teams, and where they
would start, at one time, and you started to work, ready to go to work at 7:00 you didn't
leave the house at the seven, and they would take it by tareas each section and take a
cigarette break. No, there would be, for example, it might have been down here a, say
the post office up to Larry Davis's now that would be here at noon break, but a, each
ditch according to the part of us to clean the ditch boss determined tarea, your section
to be cleaned between rests or cigarette breaks, you didn't stop to team to roll a cigarette

if you could roll it, it'd be fine, and if you had any repairs you did it during the
cigarette break. Yeah, harness, or a handle out of the scraper, bust a hamstrin!, or
something like that you know. They were, we used fresnos lot in the sandy area, bui our
main ditch was scrapers, about two and a half feet wide, with handles on it, and
anyu'ay, if you broke down between tareas, the ditch boss would take not of it by
minutes or, and then it would it be handwork that you had to do.while you were broke
down. And, and if all the work was other than your cigarette break, then that person
that broke down took time to fix his harnesses up or, scraper or the single iree or
whatever it was, got on the shovel and thc axe or grubbing hole and went to the...plow
and shop, it would be shop work. So, we had these skunk willow, pussy-willow thickets
you know, you had to grub out with the grubbing hoe or an axe and some of the banks
are pretty steep, that would be done by hand. Now we used fresnos, but that was more
on your, were your sandy draws would come in. To get it out little. Well uh, there were
two horse and then there were four horse fresnos. And a...I remember there was a four
horse either has four single trees on it, but anyway, a...the a... users knew what they had
to do, I mean it was a, the repetition of the, the year before, thaw, and this is what it
was, and if a, you didn't show up well then you didn't had to do, if you didn't, then you
had to, show up at the team, then you had to do the handwork. There was one old
gentleman that I remember he was too old to run the team or do the handwork he always
came with this little wagon and brought hay for the horses to eat in lunch break. But
it, the thing need scrape our ditches you understand, but over a period of years we have
in some places, and like in this opened it up for dozer and, and there was still some
places that a, were a, thank you, and not very long tarea, are hand cleaned. Two weeks,
they give you two weeks noticc by thc first of Fcbruary, you...you start digging ditches.
lvlaccdonio took maybe about a week, the other side about ten days. Yeah, normally it's
a longer, normal the...The Eby-baca ditch above this one is longer on the end isn;t it?
Yeah, and it has some'a, well a lot of it to over there, it follows the, there to over the
hill, and yes, you can come in here, but you'd have to carry your scraper of dirt quite

always to dump it...to avoid hand work. And hand work,
do it you know what I mean.

it took maybe three

weeks to

Derechos and Rotation Cycles

HB

Well, the water hours are related to acreage that you have. Well ah...in ah..percentage
proportionately. \Yell, when the water allocation was started, ah...I've forgotten buf I
think that, I think that it was calculated on the basis of ah...of three and a half hours
per acre. I think that's what it was, we could ah...really hunt up some of this data and
ah...and figure it out for sure, if you want to know. About three and a half hours per
acre? (NWA) rflell,I think that's about what it was, something of that nature. And that,
that gave so many acres times three and a half hours, gave a total acreage. Divided
back into the acreage, that, that each person has, you see. That because of his, because
of the hours that he had, ah...ah...the fatiga was in ah...ah..direct relation to the amount
of irrigated hours that he had you see? Could be, could be, could be ah...ah.., it could
be so many days, a large, large acreage, plus so many hours. Smaller acreage less, it was,
it was in proportion...to their, to their usage, was what it was.

VM:

On the Macedonio ditch, it's a hundred and sixty-eight hours a week, on the Eby-baca
ditch, there's three hundred and thirty-six hours a week. Now, I can't tell why, but this
is how it works out, it's how many hours each user has depending on his acreage, so you
add up the totals, how many hours they get for then, and that's what it comes out. Well,
I'll tell you why. Because, these, those are two ditches the Greenwald and the Eby-baca
are both figured on a three hundred and thirty-six hour week, that's because it's every
two weeks; we're on a two week schedule. Yeah, and the other two are on a one week

schedule.

JYT:

Yeah, when we do it some people try to cut but they would like for us to have it so
many hours over here, so many over there. IVe grip about it, but everybody clse does.
(Unintelligible) going to mention it (unintelligible) and in the old days the old timers
were real bad about keeping the hours on the ditch. And the first hours on the ditch
were worth a lot more than State Engineers saying we have 3 feet of water to use
because if you don't have the hours on the ditch to deliver it and so some of the land
out here has 25 minutes an acre and a some of them have an hour an acre and so that's
is a big concern so a lot of people especially the ones that drop 30 minutcs. \ilell, that,s
what I was saying, when the old people most of them Spanish background would trade
land out here they if they sold half their land they would retain over half of their hours
on their ditch. And that's something that I don't understand, maybe that's in the
records and the old books but down at boundaries maybe these hours are kept in these
books. lVhereas the records are that these hours on the ditctr I don't know because
they're not in the courthouse they're not in the State Engineer so they have they have
to be in those, I understand that in some parts of the state where that was taken right
there on the ditch and people went to court and made the ditches give everybody hours.

Characteristics and Problems with Ditches
HB

lYell, we have that, that's a gopher holes, a gopher can ah..you can work on your ditch
today and a gopher, ah..gopher hole come in it the next night the next day you have a
washout you see? lYell that, yea, gophers and gophers and then ah.. and then
ah...ah...ah...streams drift you know, drift ah.. the drift wood and trash, it comes down.
lYell, ah..you could take a little, little small limb and that, it could get crossways in the
ditch, then it would just accumulate and accumulate you know, grass and other trash
and the next thing you have, as the Mexican calls it defalco, its, its, it'll overflow and
there, there washes your ditch out, you see? All of those things, all of those things were,

were, ah...were before, before our ditch was, before we had it concreted. And ah...ah..it
ah...when we used to have the just the earth and trash and soak weeds and [earthen]
dams, you see? Well, ah...all of those things were ah...ah...they were so...it was so adverse
to ah...to any ah..any manner of ah...production, you, the dams, it would washout, it
leaked. And the, the ditch, well of course it would wash out, and an earthen ditch, ours
was, I don't know if ours was keep well, but ours would lose, well percentagewise it
would be from, it could be from 30 to 50 percent of the water. That it would loose from
one end to the other. And, and ah..shortage of water, well, there would only be stream
flow, oh, maybe half the distance of the ditch...there wouldn't be enough to, because the
ditch would lose so much...it'd lose so much in the ditch, that it would ah.., your seepage,
lossage in different ways, that, they, the people ah..thc farms and usage below *ouid,
wouldn't be able to get any water. So, that was, all of that was, the ah...the great
advantage is, it would, you might say doubled our amount of water...

JVT: Your gophers

are your biggest problem with a dirt ditch because you just get started
irrigating and the water splits and you run up there and your side of your, whole side
of the mountain is gone because them gophers dug a hole in it and that would be the
problem and of course then in those days your brush and grass and everything growing
up, clogging it up, that was another problem. The, ah, like I said when we moved here
you had so much water you didn't have any of these problems. I'll tell you gophers were
your biggest problem that now if you had to use a dirt ditch you wouldn't never get any
water through because it just wouldn't run back. You don't have that much water. yei,
on that side over there is, my mother had the fields levelled and they didn't remove the
top soil. Level the field, and put the top soil back. They just went to levelling and so
we wound up with a complete sand and we raised grass and wheats and stuff and
plowed them under and plowed them under until we got two fields over there that you
can run water across because the soil is been built back up in it and we have two fields
that are still we actually have natural grass and weeds and everything else we plow
them under once in a while and then they built up to start farming in (unintelligible)

Sharecroppers

HB
'

This place was, when I got it, I didn't know anything about [farming]...I know nothing
about farming. The land it was ah....(problem with tape)...it was ah...small, small tracts.
And this, these small fields had one irrigation, won't irrigating but about four, five or
six acres. And that was one way because it wouldn't irrigite any other way, you
see...you'd run into a lot of these little tracts so land. So thei *ere ah...ah...in the past
well they ah...they had been ah..let out to sharecroppers, you sec. Sharecropping was
very extensive before well in there before I came, when when before, well during the
Depression, beforc the Dcpression, and well really all down the line, a some of these,
some of these natives who now, of course, it's their second, third, fourth gencration of
those natives, but they raised their family here as sharecroppers you see and that was
that was the way these farms were a there would be a set of certain acres, three acres
or five acres that would, that would irrigate with a certain flow of water you see, wcll
they let this man have that one you see, or you might have two or three of them,
however, it might be. But the boundary of one was where the where the water would
irrigate best from that point you see, it might be thrce acres it might be ten and that
that was the way, that that was determined. Oh I, I can't go into that because I just
heard them say some of it was debtor seals, and some of it was a was a was a, well, of
coursc, tcn shares. I would be...I'd be forty, sixty. There, you see, some of thcm werc
forty sixty, some of thcm were fifty fifty. Depended I guess on...on what they grew, I
don't know just, I didn't have any cxperience with that.

Weights end Measures

HB

A hundred shell, a hundred pounds shelling, that it would be a hundred pounds of
shelled corn. I might sell a hundred and five, I might sell hundred and ten, might sell
ninety-eight, or ninety-five, but I had that was used as a measurement. And a this a this
tub, this wagon would hold ten tubs you see, so that was how like sharecroppers or
someone who had storage in all they keep the number of wagon totals put in their bin
or wherever they put it. And, of course, if it was on a sharecrop basis well it would be
so many per unit, so many per million, that's the way they divided it: On calculating
in ten sacks of corn, and a...and this this tub full of corn, when you came to buy the tub
full of corn or they deliver it, whichever case you might be, well it was always termed
in

a,

costal-

Drought of the 1950's
JVT:

1950 well all we had here were a few head of cattle and I remember the government
giving us corn, old corn, in the sacks for l0 cents a hundred and we'd pick it up at the
Farmer's Market there just to keep your colvs alive. \Ye were hauling water in the trunk
of our car in a barrel out here to drink cause the wells went dry, it was a different
world then like I said, it never got to where you could raise pigs and corn and apples
and stuff and sell them out here. It nevbr recovered from that and so we didn't raise any
cows and just planting pasture for those cows since they were being a non-profit
organization they was in just a good place to live. No, they couldn't [make a living]
unless you owned the whole thing you made it might, don't even know what you could
do. No, the drought killed the orchards, this went on this side and then the other [I]
leveled the fields took the trees out and then that was the end of that orchard.

In

Interviewee: Horace Bounds (HB)
Interviewer: Neal Ackerly (NA)
Tape Number I of 5
Labeled Horace Bounds Part 1A
HB

That ah...that don't mean anything except..(laughing).....and then they'll say, well I don't
know nothing about it.

NA

Ummm....hummm

HB

(problem with tape #004) That would be good for the dates...

NA

There we go, we're on, itts on.

HB

The name Mimbres...

NA

Ijmmm hummm (problem with tape)...uhhh, no I'm going to see Mr. McSherry tomorrow.

HB

Tomorrow?

NA

Yes sir.

HB

You haven't seen them?

NA

(problem with tape),....sure when he was going to be back or what he was going to have
to do when he came back, so it's ah...ah...I'm going to try to see him.....

HB

see the (sounds

NA

Ummm humm.

HB

And....ah...there's....there's a lot of work, Neal is this, did you want to suggest
ah...(problem with tape) This has ah...you have down here flood lproblem with tapi)

NA

I was just trying....some folks keep records of when they got flooded out real bad and
other folks don't, which is why I, you know, need to try to talk to a number of different
people if I can.

HB

(problem with tape)...why.....that'd leave two floods.

NA

Uhhh huuu.

HB

And they (problem with tape)...in less than a hundred years.

NA

Uhhh Huuuu. Right.

HB

We've had two of them in the last ten.

NA

Right, right.

HB

...so there's

like: quote, growth #012) was known as the (something) willow...

not that....that cxplains, that explains a lot of what's happening today.
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NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

You said that you, that you would like to ah....well how do you want to work this? you
want....

NA

Oh, I was sort of curious, well I'd like to know when you were born, because
have a clue.

HB

I was born in ah..I was born November the 6th, 1903 (problem with tape)

NA

Here in New Mexico?

HB

I was born in Van Horn,

NA

Oh, you were?

HB

Van Horn, Texas. My folks came to New Mexico in 1899...get my mail in Santa Rita.
Well, it used to be Santa Rita. (problem with tape #028). ...'bout 1923.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Of 'course, my dad was a rancher and the progress was westerly...

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

...and he came, he came to, he came to Deming (problem with tape)...about 1g99...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...or

NA

Did he come with cattte?

HB

He brought his cattle.

NA

He did?

HB

I don,t

Texas.

ah..l9l4 and ah...it was a matter of just changing country and ah...getting where he
ah...getting where he ah...well [couldn't make it].

He brought

it out of his own herd, and hc brought his own herds. Shipped his

ah....shipped his ah...[cattle] shipped well a small train load of cattle...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

A box car load of...of

NA

Do you recall how many head of cattle?

HB

lYell' he had ah... as I understand it (problem with tape)..about 400 ah..head of cows,
was a good place then too.

NA

Ummm hummm.

ah...

t2

it

HB

It

NA

Ummm hummm...

HB

was a good place, but ah..

...but ah....they brought, the cattle came to ah...to what was known and that was known
that was ah...(problem with tape) and that was a ship..that free range that
had just about come to an end and it was used..
as [Separ] and

NA

Ummm hummm

HB

(More problems with tape)...more and more people were doing the same thing, but that
was before (problem with tape)...had ordered to have a ranch had really taken place.

NA

L]mmm hummm. LJmmm hummm.

HB

[The style of] ranching well that's ah.. that's what happened they, ah...would buy a ranch
and he ah...He started in and had ah....established a ranch and a home for both.

NA

I've heard both...I've stories or read interviews with, in particular an interview with
Ron Bell.

HB

And ah the ranchers would have kind of a boundary line a fence or a perimeter...

NA

IJmmmm hummmm.

HB

....ranch....(problem with tape)...that was about the same age as he was....

NA

(Jmmmm hummmm.

HB

'...and (problem with tape).....he was already established in this country...

NA

Llmmmm hummm.

HB

...that was down in [Deming]. This this nephew he ah...he ran the cattle, the cattle is

ah.....the cattle was turned loose, ranching rights or facilities....

NA

Ummmm hummm.

HB

(problem with tape) you know, that's just...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....like

NA

Lfmmmm hummm.

HB

....like this subdivision over here....

NA

Ummmm hummmm. Right.

HB

It sti[ holds

it still

holds good....

good.
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NA

IJmmmm hummmm. Here when you were, well, see you were born in'03 and came here
in, you came here in....you came here when you were about l2 or l3 then?

HB

Yep.

NA

lilhat was the country like, when you came? lVhat was what was the valley like?

HB

I wasn't that, well that wasn't

NA

You went to Deming first?

HB

Deming is where....

NA

oh.

HB

When we came from Texas, we...rve landed in Deming.

NA

oh.

HB

We established this little ranch
ah..(problem with tape) Deming.

NA

IJmmm hummmm. ummm hummm. At that point that was a pretty, there
activity going on, between Deming and Lordsburg.

HB

WelI, no, there was very little. The ranches were kinda few and far,
he settled his ranch it was ah empty.

NA

Oh really, IJmmmm, cause there was a lot of mining going on down south toward
Hachita and a little town called Eureka, down that way...

HB

lVell [not for] quite a ways...

NA

Ummm hummm

HB

....south of [Deming]....

NA

Ummm hummm

HB

My dad was ah...he was north of..

NA

Ummm hummm

HB

North of the southern Pacific,

NA

Right.

HB

It was on down (problem with tape)...(#80 sounds like: truck was in) ...when that railroad
was in.

NA

\Yhcn did, when did your, did you, your family or you, move up into Mimbres?

a valley when we came,..(problem with tape)

half way

see, and

between Deming and Lordsburg...and

Hachita is way

t4

was a

lot of

far between. And

off down there...

HB

Ah, of course about in the 1920's.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

About 19, 1921, that was a real, that was a real bad time for ranchers.

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

The price of cattle was low...ranchers were having trouble.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And I was the oldest child, and I...and ah...let's
I went to work at Hurley.

NA

{Jmmm hummm.

HB

The cowpunchers, all the cowpunchers down in that country they..Hurley was
starting
up then...the mill at Hurley and all those that came, the men came to Huriey,
and
I was
just a big old kid and I followed them.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...I worked there oh,

NA

You were working in the mines then?

HB

No. no, Hurley is the mill, that's a concentrator.

NA

Oh..oh a concentrator.

HB

Not a mine, for the Santa Rita mine.

NA

Ummmm hummm.

HB

And ah, then I went back home and we had ah...ah...another pretty hard spell.
And I up,
then I came to Santa Rita.....

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...in 1923. And ah..worked there, oh I don't know I guess over a year.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

(problem with tape)

NA

Oh. Ummm hummm.

HB

Lay us off on the wayside they said.....

NA

That's...

I

see

I must have

been about

I7 or lg and

guess a year, maybe not so [long]...
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HB

Not too many people get that, you

NA

Yep. (problem with tape) So it's as each year goes by and my wife and I look
at each
other and we're still surprised. (laughs) So you got marrie d, i;,24. What did you, when
did you, first get farm land over here?

HB

see.

oh well we got, as I say af ter '24 or'25, why we started, that was when we bought our

first land.
NA

Ummm.

HB

This side of Santa Rita.

NA

Ummm hummm-

HB

And then we ah about l5 years and then when we bought this farm and moved here.

NA

IJmmm hummm. Sometime in ah....the late'30s, late'30s or there about?

HB

Oh, I'd say we got

NA

ummm hummm. How, how big, did you buy the whole farm at once or did you
buy....

HB

No, we bought it one piece at a time. lVe bought this farm and then the
adjoining farms.

NA

t,mmm hummm. You were joking yesterday about
was your first piece?

HB

I guess that's something we should clarify before we start this farming, you know.
That's, that's what's confusing to a lot of pcople. The technology of the-professionals
who try to ah...

NA

IJmmmm hummm.

HB

You know' [tell us how] the valley, the land that can be irrigated.

NA

Right. Right. I don't think there's ....

HB

As far as farming, you can't call it farming, you can't really call it farming
because, all
would produce is ah, ah [small crops]. Ai tt e time, at ihe time this ah...this
valley
conceived farming area, well it played a vital part, bicause..

NA

Right.

HB

-'.you see' that was when, that was when Pinos Altos and ah [Santa Rita mines were
going.l And they were here, well then there was, then these people
came in here, but as
far as [farming], it's just, it's just a Hindu operation, is what it is.

NA

Ummm hummm exactly.

HB

lYcll, living is just, just a piece-by-piece and hand-by-hand.

it in '35, ,39 or'40

somewhere in there.

it wasn't a successful farm. How big

it
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NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

You know the nature of the fields....

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

That we call a field that are (problem with tape), the run is too short
....to ah...to ah...farm [compared to Mesilla] or any place, you know, where there, where
there is real farming, that's what I mean.

NA

Right, right.

HB

You can't do it. So, that being the case...[good grass is the] significance of value in the,
in the farming land, you know. And then this is because this grama grass, this native
grass, this good grazing land goes right up to the edge of the farm.

NA

(Jmmm hummm.

HB

Now that's ah...now that's there's...there's nothing as good as, you know running water
to have.

NA

To know that running water's perfect.

HB

You have running water, plenty of running water and cotton wood trees, thcy was just

no, they was no better ah...no better ah..grazing land hardly [anywhere], so, so
that's....that's...that's where...that's where the value of land is. Raising crops are...you
can, you can harvcst some [crops] most anything that will grow.
NA

Right. Right.

HB

The soil's good but you can't establish a, a lr big farm.l As one of those people who did
not have cattle, were not in the cattle business, well they [didn't have many acres].

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

In fact, the, these places that, that we have owned, and do own and the like, ah...there
was, well, I'd say not less than ah...l0 or l5 acres....

NA

So there was orchards when you

HB

There's about l0 or l5 acres, that's ah...that's a pretty substantial number. There was a
remainder of orchards, then productivb orchards just like this man that you met here
the other day. lilell, we owned the place once (problem with tape)...

NA

LJmmmm hummm.

HB

And that was, that (problem with tape)

NA

Right. lVell they still are, aren't they?

HB

Yeah, took lcss, took less and less land than

first acquired the
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place?

it would

be

for livestock...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

[I don't] know anything about the orchards...I do, we had plenty for those cow to eat...

NA

IJmmm hummm-

HB

...with some soft ground and ah....they, they could have better.

NA

What did you give for a piece of land?

HB

This was an estate.

NA

It

HB

It

was an estate?

was an estate. It was ah..the man deceased was ah..Pablo Bryant, the best nature, the
best personality, that you could ever imagine. But yea, it was an estate..that's when we

bought it.

NA

tlmmm humm...As I, you, we were talking a little bit about leveling and the fact that
land leveling didn't work so well, ah..here.

HB

This place was, when I got it, I didn't know anything about [farming]...I know nothing
about farming. The land it was ah....(problem with tape)...it was ah...imall, small tracts-.
And this, these small fields had one irrigation, won't irrigating but about four, five or
six acres.

NA

Right.

HB

(Problem with tape) And that was one way because it wouldn't irrigate any other way,
you see...you'd run into a lot of these littlc tracts so land. So they *ere ah...ah...in the
past well they ah...they had been ah..let out to sharecroppers, you see.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

They [sharecropped it].

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

And ah...that was when we got a little, a little better equipment and

just..just..(problem with tape)...let's see what did they call this....

NA

Laser leveling?

HB

Laser leveling?

NA

Yes sir.

HB

No, no thcy never attempted any of that.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And ah...you

see

then

this ah when we first ah...when we first got it [the farm], and of course
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then the plow was ah...about an eight or ten inch plow...
NA

Ummmm hummm.

HB

(problem with tape) An eight or ten inch plow don't turn much dirt.

NA

Right.

HB

And

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

That made...it...turned over quite a bit...

NA

with the term ntwo-way plow", could...could you explain that a little bit.

HB

Was..that was a...ah...turned a lot of dirt...

NA

(more problems with tape)...oh ok..alright, ok.

HB

Then we had ah...an eighteen inch [plow] and ah... over these ah...fields was there was
white [colored dirt] that ah...just ah, plowing just straight sand.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

That was the flow of the river at one time, you

NA

Right, where an old channel was in other words.

HB

Well, if it, it was a portion of
end here...

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

....of the wall here...can tell today

NA

IJmmm, my goodness.

HB

The head of these, the lack of these [borders] anytime before and now. No doubt this
was before the...back to before the Indian time.

NA

Right.

HB

\Yell' the watcr and the floods,
most of the water was...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

[Concentrated, the riverl started overflowing

NA

Right.

it don't

go very deep. And ah...we started using an eighteen inch two way plow...

see.

it. The way I have this thing [laid

[it

out] over the three foot

was as] wide as it was when we came herc.

if they had any at all, took carc of itself. tilhere possibly

I9

it [the bank]

HB

...you see...

NA

Ummm humm. IJmmm hummm-

HB

So' the the natural, the natural way these floods [run, they overflow] and that is
the
only way. I don't think, course now man could pui in ah...he could prri in ah..(problem
with tape)...he could put in ah...concrete ah...ah...culvert.

NA

Pipe.

HB

He could do that.

NA

Yea, IJmmm hummm.

HB

But as long as he use, as long as he use [dirt ditches]...those in contact and I don't care
what you do with it...

NA

Lfmmm hummm.

HB

[You] rea,lize you just might

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Cause that's the old way

as

well kiss your work good-bye.

of doin it, doin it. Well, you figure it anyway you want to, it,
this thing was a natural when it was operated by nature, only it-had
tiol spill a little

over here and a little over there.

NA

Right.

HB

'.,.so

NA

Right.

HB

[You would] take
[a small border].

NA

Lrmmm hummm. LJmmm hummm. lVhen you, when ah... were these all like cheek
to
jowl or were the parcels scattered around, up and down
the valley?

HB

lYhat ah, what we've had is ah...is ah...just all in one piece.

NA

Oh...ok.

HB

What we acquired would all be adjoining.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. Makcs the whole process of farming and irrigating
a lot easier, I imagine.

HB

lVell it ah, wcll

NA

(problem with tape) Did you, when you first started (problem with tape)...the
animals

irrigating was another, was a whole lot of water, a whole lot of urater
[for] you get
your land irrigated.

it

it all and put it in onc, in one quartcr or one area, where

there,s just

ah..
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were still in use a lot, or were folks pretty mechanized?
HB

well, this ah, when we started here why ah lthey farmed with rigs].

NA

Oh you did?

HB

They farmed with rigs.

NA

Umm humm.

HB

They farmed with rigs and then ah...that's the hardest.

NA

(Jmmm, these were, were these teams of horses or mules?

HB

Horses for a number of years and ah...we used them in a feeble attempt to try to
spray
the orchards.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

and...

NA

Did, did anybody, when you were here, did anybody use oxen?

HB

No.

NA

No?

HB

I have found oxen

NA

Oh, you have? So, maybe at some point somebody
eighteen hundreds

HB

There's one right there, there's an oxen shoe some where, oh, it,s in there in
thc kitchen.

NA

ummm humm. what ah...what kind of tractor did you use? I'm just always curious.

HB

Only one we had was one of em little popping Johnnies.

NA

oh really? I've seen pictures of em, but I've never

HB

A little Popping Johnny, I don't know whether's a...ah...I believe they call that an N-12
or something...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Th.y call it a Popping Johnny. Ever, ever time it turns over it pops, no, that was just

.

shoes, here on the place.

did. In the eighteen, back in the

seen one

the exhaust.

NA

Oh, that was just the exhaust coming out, ok. No I never...

HB

Pop, Popping Johnny they callcd it.

2t

of

em.

NA

What about, when you started the farm, was

did you have [hired help]?
HB

\Ye started to

it

it just you and your wife and your kids or

farm this place, when we first came down here...when we first came here,

was [hired help].

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And the best, the best workmen at that time. I didn't ah...we bought the place, we lived
up there where we had our home up there [Santa Rita] for a couple of three years...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

lilhen we started to farm this place....

Mrs.B. Good morning

HB

Good morning....the ah....the best farmers that worked, you know, [were] middle aged
[and] knew how to farm...

NA

lJmmm hummm.

HB

Knew how to do everything.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

[They] worked on this place. I didn't but they did.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And they'd be here, or ah and then they'd [work for] two dollars a day.

NA

Two dollars a day in wages!

HB

Two dollars a day and ah [did a good job].

NA

So

HB

No' not really, I come down here and ah...and more or less told them do go ahead and
do what they knew to do.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

and that...I didn't start in to try to change something, I didn't know anything about it,
you see?

NA
HB

did, then you had a manager, in other words, before you came down?

Lfmmm, Ummm hummm. Did these same group of guys stay with you for a long time

ter....

No they were, well they [worked in the mines] those people, that generation who were
not to-o old, it was [mine poor people]. You see, they hadn't had all thcse up and downs.
(problem with tape)...I had ah..ah..[never] been someone to keep a diary on this.lvhy wc
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could tape these ups and downs, but [I don't know] too much about those ups and downs.

NA

Uhhhh huuu.

HB

But that's been life you see, which is alright. If that's all I complain about..(problem
with tape)...but these generations, that generation (problem with tape)

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...so...so..the...the help and

NA

ummm hummm.

HB

...educated some (problem with tape)...they all ah..well then...(problem
know they (something +*313.5) (problem with tape) by then

NA

L]mmm hummm.

HB

..and ah [get] a little bit more acquainted with the machinery and the like (problem with
tape)...that's been the history of this valley and all you the old people, all of them have

the people they knew they were children, of course, their
children were educated, they were...

with tape)..you

gone to the mines. This is a picture today, see?

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

You have so many acres out here and you don't have on it [enough people]. That's
worked on a ranch that knows how to run a baler hook up ah, they, they've all

left here.

NA

They're doin wage work.

HB

[For] five dollars an hour or...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

That's the, that's the reason that the farms...the farms are not persevering down here.
Fifty years ago, came in and started farming, [much] younger than they are now.

NA

Ummmm hummm.

HB

You, you just tell it's miserable down where you can see the farms...

NA.

L/mmm hummm.

HB

...and [no] water and, and no production.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

[In those days] you, you don't drive, you don't drive up and down this valley
they's an orchard, or a real good productive farm.

NA

Ummm hummm.
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unless

of them that have permanent pasture, well it appears good and it is good.

HB

Some

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Like ah..you know...like ah harvest crops, such

NA

LJmmm hummm.

HB

...well, you don't, you don't see that.

NA

Hummm. Ah, that there is also some places that look to be [abandoned] and they've been
abandoned for some time.

HB

well, that's it. They've, they've been left out so long that they appear to be...they are

as small

[grains] or hay...

abandoned.

NA

Right, there's, there's mesquites coming up in them...

HB

That's

NA

...and the weeds are [real bad].

HB

That's it, there's no..it's a sad situation, that's a sad situation.

NA

Yea. Ummm.

it the weeds...
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NA

That's strange (003)

??

I have some (something)...John..

NA

I'm have a little trouble with this machine, so you're hearing me click the button. I'm
not cutting you off, I'm trying...

HB

Cut it off..

NA

I'm trying to keep the machine going.

HB

Well, ah...maybe

NA

...those

HB

That was the work on the ditch, at any time they needed ah.. repair or whatever, you
know, to replace the dam or any thing else was ah...any of that work was known as the
fatiga. The secretary would keep ah...keep count of [it]. Mayordomo and [knew the]
fatiga and it says, it says in here why how a man and his team they got, they werj
allowed just a man with a shovel, you see,...

if

it shouldn't

have too much of this on it.

you could. Ahhhhh, on the San Lorenzo Ditch, the, the fatigas were ah...
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NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

Well now, they [contributed fatiga].

NA

Was

HB

When I first came here [that was the case] and we also, we also had a mayordomo and
'course they ah..ah..they ah...this was handled on a mayordomo basis.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And [I was responsible] for discontinuing the mayordomo on this ditch. It's this..., it's
been discontinued, we don't have a [mayordomo anymore].

NA

whv?

HB

Well, the reason, the reason was discontinued was because of the ah..of the...really like
I said before...that, that everyone, everyone who was capable of working went ah 1to
diich meetingsl. Well we get back to early days of the mayordomo, get back to say when
we first came here, or before. \Mhen we first came here the ah, ah, ditch meeting the act
was ah...the land owners they put on their best clothes went to that just like going to
church..

NA

Ummmm hummm.

HB

[They would] go to the ditch meeting. And it was ah..it was ah...held informally and in
the evening and the secretary would ah..[review] procedures and ah...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

In future anticipation [of ditch work]. And ah...and ah...the commissioners, ah the
commissioners were elected yearly, for, for a one year term. And at that time, now not,
not in mY, mY time but this was before my time, the mayordomo had to give bond. He
had to give bond.

NA

Hummm.

HB

[And was paid wages.] Then that I was, he's the judge [it was] his decision, of course.
lVhy he would ah...he'd notify a person in advance of their lwlterl when it was, when
they would get it.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And of course when the [mayordomo] would get a trip up the ditch every day to throw
the weeds out and see the trash that would come down the river, [see] that no water
[was] taken, take a shovel and ah..and [fix leaks] filled in a little dirt [if] thcre,s a
gopher hole or....

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...something like that. But [if it floodcd] out in the night and washed all the ditch out,
all the ditch bank well then (problem with tape)...the fatiga that he,d have to call oui

this, was this still true when you first came to the valley?
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if they worked on that then some of em would be ahead on
the fatigas some would be in arrears on the fatigas...
so many, so many men and

NA

Ummmm hummm, ummm hummm.

HB

But to me that's been, it's been sadly overlooked in a way. And, of course, it was a
passing thing. [lYhere] we came here at first, now I don't know whether, whether you've
ah....,whether you have, but there was a certain day of the year that the people had a
Ifiesta].

NA

Right.

HB

And ah, I don't know whether that was in respect to the [cleaning of acequias].

NA

Lfmmm hummm.

HB

...I, I don't understand it.

NA

Ut is] real common in the northern part of the state.

HB

It's still...it's still [practiced?]

NA

It's still very common up north.

HB

It's still in existence?

NA

Yes sir. Ummm hummm.

HB

lYell, it was here when we
arrived]. rilomen and children and some of the men, well
'they would, they would[first
go up the ditch (problem with tape)...being Saturday or
ah..er..er..ah what..or singing or whatever

it

was.

NA

Ummm hummm..ummm hummm. Do, do you recall, what time of thc year this was?

HB

No that's what I was going to say. I don't remember. Just, it only happened
after I came, until it was discontinued.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And ah...it could have been ilate spring] but I know it was, ah that was, it was new to
me and I kinda wondered. And, ah, in. a way it was, it was easy to ex...,except...see the
pioneers came, came in and the pioneirs had their vehicles and their teams and all of
that but, that, those groceries you know the food,...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

.-.ah...it...if you have food and water for existence then you can go a long ways with
what bad clothes you have, and how, and what little money you have, if you happen to
have that, you see.

NA

lVhat is..(problem with tape)
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a

few times

HB

...there's kinda of ah...ah...a rule ah...cowboy...(problem with tape) what this amounted
to..

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Well that's that's kinda what I put

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And, and for me, it, what was so, so picturesque was the fact that this church down
here, this old Catholic [Church, there was] a super professional at toning that bell. you,

it

together at [the time].

you, you understand.

NA

[I heard it ringing] back a couple of times. I would say, you got two or three bells.

HB

One bell.

NA

No.

HB

Yea, one bell only.

NA

Well working that clapper is hard, I mean to, to make...

HB

There's one, one, one bell only.

NA

Ummm humm.

HB

At that time why [there was a fellow who rang that bell]. Course he's passed away, long
except (hard to understand he is mumbling #0g5). (probtem with tape)...be11...

NA

Ummm humm.

HB

And that bcll has such a beautiful tone that, well, my father, at the end of our property
here, built there to hear that bell, you know, being toned. And that's, that just has ah....
it just carries those ah..those ah...waves. That's bein lost, that, there'i nou6dy. The bell
rings once in a while, just dodododo. Ah they just rang tlat in memory of, of different
[events], a death, a birthday, I never know what it was about.

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

..but (problem with tape)...don't know..

NA

I lived in a small town in Florida, and they would tone the bell, with very intricate

sounds...

HB

Yca, yea.

NA

...every day at noon, that's how you knew

HB

But I could (problem with tape)...been lost, discarded...

NA

Hummm, hummm. So that was the, the celebration of, of the ditch or the water or the
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it was noon to go take a lunch break.

harvest...

HB

Celebration of the respect to the deity, I never did know what it is but
in the, the graciados, you know [thanks that] they had water,...

NA

LImmm hummm.

HB

...or wanted more or...

NA

Right.

HB

...they were blessed to have it...

NA

I-Immm hummm.

HB

[I wish I] knew

NA

\ilell only...

HB

What do you think about it, who, who, who did you talk to that's ever brought this up?

NA

I have not talked anybody in the southern [part of the state] ah...

HB

[In

NA

In the northern part I have not talked to anybody, but I read it in some books. Have
you, have you ever seen a book by a guy named Crawford called
[mayordomo]? He was
the mayordomo of a ditch, but up in the northern Rio Grande.

HB

No.

NA

more about

theJ northern

it

was

in, it

was

it than I did.

part they do?

It's a wonderful book, you'll, you'll probably find lots of things in

recognize.

it

that, that you'd

HB

Yep.

NA

[Jmmmm...but I....

HB

Well now that mayordomo like I say is, is, that, that position had quite a significance
at the time in its day, you know.

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

lVhether they, whether they employ a mayordomo for I guess it's still the same...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...same nature, we

NA

Ummm hummm.

just [discontinued] it here. And I was instrumental in doing that, for
the fact that no one wanted the job.
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HB

And it was an expense that in ah...in ah...in maintaining and getting ah...and getting
anybody we could [rely on. The] allowance was so small that...

NA

Right.

HB

....and the duties were so much more varied than what they had been in the past, you
know, we had several new people in here and in the later years, why we ah...ah...we took
and calculated from the book of derechas (derechos) the water rights and such as that.
We calculated and, and that's even, even as today [how] water is made [available].

NA

Ummm hummm. Ahhh...

HB

I don't know whether they do that in other parts or not.

NA

They do, but it has different meanings. Ah..usually a derecho, in El Paso refers to
certain amount of time that's somehow related to the acres of land.

HB

Yea.

NA

Oh yea, there's still mayordomo's in El Paso.

HB

Yea, yea.

NA

Once the water's, the the Bureau of Reclamation delivers the water to [the head]. [But]
water through the community ditch, it's still the responsibility of a mayordomo. - -

HB

Yea....thinking about and just putting it on a, on a list basis, then a certain day a certain
part [of the ditch]. And ah, that ah, of course there's some, some objection toit, always

a

rs.

NA

Right, right.

HB

Then um...objections [were] more prevalent than there has been with this, with this list
problem.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. How, you said the derecho was equivalent to eight
hours of irrigation time?

HB

Ummm. That was, that was the allocation in this, in this particular ditch. At least I
think that's what it is.I think that's what it is. [You'll] find someplace now where they,
that was instigated.

NA

And, and the number of hours, the, in other words the, the half a derecho or a three
quarters of a derecho, how would [that be related] to the acres that you were, to be
cultivated? In other words, did they, did you...

HB

The acreage would determine your, would determine your hours.

NA

ok.

HB

And the, and the derccho was just, that was just a coined, that was a water right would
be so many [hoursJ. A derecho represented, say you had a hundred and twenty hours
29

f or...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

[All farmers] divided into

NA

Right. I know

HB

Well, that's it, you see. Now that's it. and then of course when they get the lwater] they
ah...that they ah..(problem with tape)...was still alright to have somebody do it..but this
fiist works] and then there's nobody to blame.

NA

Right.

HB

No one to blame. Any, any time because [you are] responsible. Yyou go get the water,
and if they have it carted down why you go get it.

NA

Right.

HB

An...and then when your time returns why that's...

NA

Ummm hummm. What's the usual interval, how many days go by from' from one
irrigation cycle, one irrigation period to another? Do you [recall?]

HB

IVell now, [do you mean on the San Lorenzo?]

NA

Yea, on the San Lorenzo.

HB

You're still talking about the San Lorenzo Ditch, well we had ah...well we did, ah...I'd
like to take you [to the dam] would you like to do that?

NA

You betcha.

HB

Do you have your camera?

NA

I certainly

HB

We're at ah..I say we, there's ah, there's a ditch that is ah...we're in the process now
(problem with tape)....1aws, wife, she has a little over 43 acres of farming land down
[there]. This is the...ah...do, ah, water for subsistence is being, that ah...that we're using.

NA

This is the SCS ditch money or the State Acequia?

HB

No this is ah [SCS] and I don't know whether the state has ah...come in or not.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

That there is just about

NA

Ummm hummm.

so many derechos and so plus so many hours, you see.

we had complaints, or we heard, when we talked to

mayordomosl would slip their buddies a little extra time.

folks in El Paso, [that

do.

it
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of the land (problem with

HB

...on the,

NA

Oh yea, I

HB

..that same page, whether

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

It

NA

It doesn't. It

tape)-.

see.

it

has the water allocation or not...

does?

has the percentage and the total number of hours. Yea, it's got the total

hours

HB

There you go, see. I suppose that this ah, I suppose this other [is] worded the same?

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

But ah, but it ours and it's [operated] in the same manner. And ah...we do have the
statutes. We do have to Aeiignate that we do have [mayordomo, and it's] his
responsibility.

NA

LJmmm hummm.

HB

Has to be. And then...

NA

But in fact you all have sort of a group agreement, that [you operate by], right?

HB

lvhether it was, as well
designation.

NA

Right. On San Lorenzo,
Is that correct?

HB

They done that when, we have ah, I think, I have more water on that than any [other
ptactl. I think I get about half of the, I have a little less than 50 percent.

NA

Something.

HB

Ok. 44 plus 6...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

So

as

that was my neighbor and farmer, who has, who has taken the

if

ah, you [wait] for a number of days before you water again'

if I use water, whenever time I use the water it would be about ah...12, l5 days before

the water [is mine again].

NA

I get it...ok.

HB

(problem with tape)

NA

Right.

HB

lVe have, we have..ah...what is know as [garden
31

water].I

guess

you're familiar with that.

NA

I'm familiar with that term, yes. That's, that's like to pull off your little domestic
gardens right near the houses here.

HB

Yea, that's that's ah....that's garden water ever Sunday.

NA

Right, right. It's ah....it's really quite simila,r, yea the ah...do you want to go chat with
your wife and see what's she wants to do about lunch, sir?

HB

Yea, let's just close this

off
END OF TAPE #214
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NA

Talking last time we were talking last time about ah...the way the ditches were
maintained an....if it's ok, I'd like to sort of pick up and run with that for a little bit.
Ah....was the amount of fatiga, that a person or an outfit had to perform, was that
related to the acres that they had, or was that related to the water hours that they had?

HB

Well, the water hours are related to acreage that you have.

NA

How

HB

Well ah...in ah..percentage proportionately...

NA

IJmmm hummm. IJmmm hummm.

HB

..well when the water allocation was started, ah...I've forgotten but I think that, I think
that it was calculated on the basis of ah...of three and a half hours...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...per acre.

NA

Oh..ok.

HB

I think that's what it

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

..and figure

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

.....that particular.

NA

About three and a half hours per acre?

HB

Well,

NA

Ummm hummm.

so?

it out for

lvas, we could ah...really hunt up some of this data and ah...

sure,

if

you want to know...

I think that's about what it

was, something of that nature.
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HB

And that, that gave

NA

Ummm hummm.

so many acres times three and a

half hours' gave a total acreage'

HB

person has, you see.
Divided back into the acreage, that, that each
how did the, how did the fatiga work' I
IJmmm hummm. ummm humm. well, how,
aia you rcnow ttrat ttris guy has to do ten hours fatiga?
mean, in other *";;;;;;
fatiga was in
of his, because of the hours that he had, ah...ah...the

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

NA

...totheamountofirrigatedhoursthathehadyousee?
so many hours or"'
Oh, ok. Alright. Was it so many days for

HB

couldbe,couldbe,couldbeah...ah..,itcouldbesomanydays,alarge,largeacreage'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

-..smaller acreerge less,

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

was what
-.to their, to their usage'

NA

Ummmhummm.ok.Andah...wasthe,when,wasthecleaning,whenwasthecleaning
when your dirersion dam broke and
done, I should say? Ah....I mean, a.ial iro-like
cleaning? Or was
what was the oor-ii time of year, when you all did

HB

NA

That because

ah...ah..direct relation...

plus so many hours...

it

was,

it

was in proportion"'

it

was'

it

was emergency,
there?

first of the season' There was alwaYs a general ditch

HB

\Yell, there was ah-..ah...the
cleaning, you see...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

or, that was a big' a big fatiga'
Now everyone was called on that to you know contribute
vo" f."o* to get the ditch in shape, clean it out"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

that would, that would be in the spring,
...and (something +*037)...put water in.the ditch,
to get it' you
they, whicrra*t trt"v determined was the time

or late winter whichever
see..

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm'

HB

thcy ah...the ditch, like if you'd
And then the rest of, from then on during the season,
it out"'
ori-iie hilhiie, ierr it would fill up the ditch, or wash
get a flash flood,

"oii.g
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NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....which ever

NA

(Jmmm hummm.

HB

it might

be..-

summon the ranchers' in particular
try to ah"ah"bring their' their

he would
...and then the mayordomo, well he would,
to get them to
woulJtiy
he
if the water was behind, whY
fatiga time uP to date...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...andhe,dsummonthemtogethelp,whetheritwasteamormenorhowmanymenor

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...yousee...whatever,whatevertheownerwantedtoputinorwasabletoputinatthat

NA

HB

whatever the case might be"'

time, or however it might be'

back to the issue of' of breaks in the'
ummm hummm. what happened if,I wanna come far behind in their fatiga"'ummm
in the ditches, *rr"i-*o,rii-fr"pp.r if somebody real to"'to get back into shape' or"'?
be put on them
was there
"ov..."t.-.t.r"ittrat'coutA
bylaws of this ditch' mostly
well there probably was, but I, I never, ah...the bylaws, the
contained in that old, that old ditch book""

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...I don't know of any record or recorded bylaws""

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...that's on this ditch...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

person got too
...and ah...ah...there nevcr was, of course a
work"'
ditch
ah...failed or refused to do his

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...ah...he'd be

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...but so

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...denial of the watcr...

far

frowned on by his neighbors"'

as, as.-a matter

of lawful prosecution"'
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far behind and just' just'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...or anything

NA

Ba..basically what that suggests is that most folks pretty much stayed up, I mean they,
they pitched in when it needed to get pitched in...

HB

lilell, it was just ah....ah...this ditch. Now of course,
have been operated in that, that manner.

NA

Ummm hummm. I-Immm hummm.

HB

...an

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

...but...but during my time there never *as anything of that nature, never was brought
about, there would be some that get behind, maybe some that never do it from one year
to another, be behind at the end of the year...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...an all such as that but it was, it was ah...trivial
neighborliness, I'd say (something +r078).

NA

Ummm hummm. I understand, yea, it's, it's better to ah go maybe pitch in and do their
share rather than...

HB

Now we have ah....our a ditch down here where, the ncxt ditch below this one, that'd be
the one that we irrigate our farm out of, down here...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

..we

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...Federal state funds...to restore, our flood damage...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...an they required that we had ah...an acccpted set of bylaws governing our ditch.
lVhich that ditch is better than a hundred years old, had no, had bylaws but they were
ah...wasn't available, they've...they've been lost..

NA

Ummm hummm. Does that ditch have a name, I mean is...

HB

Ancheta-Galaz Ditch is what

NA

Ummm hummm.

of that kind....not to my knowledge, during my time here they never was
any, any action like, taken like that respect.

ah...some

of the others might not

I think they was perfectly lawful in trying to instigate something as a penalty or,
or legally ah..do their part of the work...

in the, in the manner of

ah...of

just ah...in the process of getting some ah...some of the ah...fedcral funds...

it

goes by.
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HB

days"
That...that is two of the old farmers and ranchers of the early

NA

Ummmhummm.Yea,yeal'veseen,I'veseenbothoftheirnames'

HB

...an ah...and we ah..we formulated a set
them they are right here.

NA

That was in the ditch book that you showed me last time?

HB

book"'
No, that was another one' that, this, this old' this old

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....(#094 cannot understand they are both
San Lorenzo Ditch...

NA

L]mmm hummm.

HB

This I'm speaking of is the Ancheta-Galaz Ditch"'

NA

Right.

HB

...course that's the one, that's a

NA

LJmmm hummm.

HB

..the one down there...

NA

Ummm hummm. Uhmmmm

HB

of bylaws, and

if

you want to glance through

talking at the same time)"book it's it's of the

different one"'

of, of nonpayment and
Ah...and we ah...there is ah.. ah..clause and paragraph in there,
they didn't make their,
and of ah...of how it would be trcated in, in case of that, that
work"'
their fatiga, you k;;;-if ihey didn't do their, their share of the ditch

NA

Ummm hummm....Iiiiii...

HB

And of course I,ve never,
to that legal Process...

NA

Right...

HB

While I'm here..

NA

Right,

aS

going
long as I'm on the ditch it's never going to, it's never

was times when the
understand. tJmmm, you mentioned before that there valley
I've noticed a
the
around
wanderings.
ditches would gei*astreO out....in...in my
.oo.t.tJlined..like San Lorenzo up here is
lot of the ditcher, ,o." of the ditches

I

concrete lined....

"'r.

HB

Right.

NA

what kinds of problems did
...but many of them are earthen, still earthen ditches...ah
you
could go back and think
you have with the diictres did you have, in other words' if
36

over your 50 years of, of living here, what kinds of, what, everythinS that's ever
trappenea to the ditch, that you can, can recall? In terms of, of it being knocked out of
commission. Do you have gopher problems, for example or, things like that?
HB

Ah.. what kinda Problems?

NA

Gophers, digging.

HB

well, we have that, that's a gopher holes, a gopher can ah..you can work on your ditch
today and a gopher, ah..gopher hole come in it the next night the next day you have a
washout you

see?...

NA

pretty...
Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. That's pretty common, I mean that's

HB

Well that, yea, gophers and gophers and then ah.. and then ah'..ah...ah..'streams
know, driit ah.. the drift wood and trash, it comes down"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

drift

you

..well, ah..you could take a little,little small limb and that, it could get crossways in the
ditch, ttr"o it would just accumulate and accumulate you know, grass and other trash
and tle next thing y6u have, as the Mexican calls it defalco, its, its, it'll overflow and
there, there washes your ditch out, you see?

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

All of

of those things were, were, ah...were before, before our ditch was,
just the earth
before we had iiconcreted. And ah...ah..it ah...when we used to have the
those things, all

and trash and soak weeds and (something #132) dams, you

see?

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Well, ah...all of thosc things were ah...ah...they were so...it was so adverse to ah...to any
ah..any manner of ah...production, you, the dams, it would washout, it leaked"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and the, the ditch, well of course it would wash out, and an earthen ditch, ours was'
I don't know if ours was keep well, but ours would lose, well percentag,ewise it would
be from, it could be from 30 to 50 percent of the water. That it would loose from one
end to the other. And, and ah..shortage of water, well, there would only be stream flow,
oh, maybe half the distance of the ditch...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...there wouldn't be enough to, because the ditch would lose so much...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....it'd lose so much in the ditch, that it would ah.., your seepage, lossage in different
*"Vi, that, they, the people atr..ttre farms and usage below would, wouldn't be able to
get any water.
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NA

Hummm.

HB

So,

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

...for irrigation.

NA

\ilhen you concrete lined it?

HB

When we concrete...

NA

LImmm hummm.

HB

....lined it.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

We concrete

NA

Ummm hummm. Ah...the piping also,
significantly.

HB

\ilell, the pipe is, is the best in some respects if you, if you don't, if you get the right
installation and don't get stoppage and don't get problems of that nature, you know.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ah..what causes stoppage in the piping systems?

HB

lilell...ah....we had a, we had a rather unique ah...ah...arrangement in ours....because about
a third of the way..of the ditch, a third of the way..we had a concrete ditch...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...then we had an overnight storage, the tank, we had ah...ah...reservoir...

NA

Yes sir.

HB

...we called

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and ah...all the water that entered the pipe, first it went into this overnight storage,
that's, that's where, so that's where, so all of the, all of the trash and debris that came
down the ditch would go in the tank, well then it would settle or float off to one side,
and our outlet for the, for the reservoir was, of course in the bottom...

NA

Right.

HB

....and consequently our, our ah...our problem

that was, all of that was, the ah...the great advantage is,
doubled our amount of water...

it

would, you might say

lined the first stage and then we put ah..we have ah...a concrete pipc in
ah..in the rest of it.

it overnight

I

storage, that's what
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understand, cuts surface evaporation

it

was known as...

of the pipeline stopping up was nil

NA

Hummmm. I've heard stories, again this is from the work we did in Mesilla about
bubble getting in the pipe, and causing it to, to back up.

HB

We never had

NA

Really?

HB

No. lVe never had anything like that...

NA

Hummm.

HB

Our pipe,

NA

ummm hummm.

HB

We, we had ah...we had a

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. I noticed around the valley there's lots of side canyons
that feed down into the flood plain, like Noonday is a big one...

HB

Yea, yea...

NA

Did side drainage flooding cause you problems?

HB

\Yell of course it always causes problems, but that's, we had one in our, in our ditch, the
San Lorenzo Ditch, the largest one we had to contend with, we have ah...ah...a...over, we

it

anything like that.

was submerged You see?

control valve, where, where we would open it, but if there was
in the reservoir, well of course there was no, no air that ah..no air would get into it, at
ah.at the head you see?

had a pipe that was put in over, over the canyon...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

-..y€o, A-frames and ah..pipe that was sufficient to carry the amount
ah...ah...it's metal, yea, it's metal pipe...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....light metal.

NA

Ummm hummm. Like a culvert kind of pipe?

HB

Yep, that, well it wasn't culvert it,
wasn't corrugated.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm..so you would just bridge the canyons then with like
a, with a flume?

HB

No you don't bridgc it.

NA

oh.

HB

You put in an A-frame.

of water, it

it was not corrugated, it was a culvert
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was

type but

it

NA

I, I don't understand what that is.

HB

You don't know what an A-frame is?

NA

I, I don't know, I'm ignorant about that.

HB

Well it's ah.. you take an ah...take a pipe or ah...ah...whatever your ah...whatever your
structure might be, ah....and you put, you put this in ah...these are, here is you're ground
level...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

.....ground level like that..

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and you, you bury these in the ground, these are buried
ah...a barrel and concrete, you put this up like that...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....then, then, then you're ah...you're pipe is up here on top, you see?

NA

Oh, ok.

HB

And these of course, are set with the stream flow...

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

An...an those are, they are, they're very satisfactory because all, all, the only thing that
you have and in that respect, is, is, is just one object, setting up there, course, if, if two
big logs, or a big log came down that could hit it and, that, that would cause you
trouble...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

But this has been, ah..this is ah...ah...a big drainage,...

NA

Ummm.

HB

A big drainage, that

NA

Is that Stitzel Canyon?

HB

Stitzel Canyon. And ah....and then another one down here, on ah...Noonday Canyon, that
another big canyon, it's a big canyon...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and we have ah..we have an underground, we have a siphon...

NA

Ummm hummm.

in the ground, we took

ah,

serves
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HB

...a siphon arrangement

NA

Yes sir.

HB

Under the....under the canyon.

NA

Yea you should see some the siphons up at, that Elephant Butte has. They do the same
thing on big side canyons like that, but they...

HB

So on

there. You know?

this, this ditch, we have, we have both, we using this, we're using this A-frame,

elevated...

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

...elevated ah...structure and down there we have the underground siphon.

NA

And that's pretty much, that's pretty much solved the problem with the ditches being
blownout...

HB

lVell no, no your side drainage, when you get ah...see this... ah...now the...the concrete
ditch been there for I believe some said l8 years, l8 or 20 something like that, and the
ah...the ah...floods, that come on the side canyons, unless, unless it's controlled or
arranged and I don't know how you'd go about it...well then, of course one thing, one
thing that, that was ah...ah...one thing that was ah...against the ah..efficiency of the ditch
in the first place...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

.....was because

of, of the designs of the ditch to just meander on, on a...you know

finding it's own fall...
NA

Lfmmm hummm.

HB

...due to the, the

NA

Right.

HB

Alright, when you start to put in this ditch, then the engineer, they run it straight, you

original terrain.

see?

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

lYell, the construction of the ditch, they, you've seen them, you've seen them lay these
concrete ditches?

NA

Yes sir

HB

With the machines.

NA

That sort of pave it as they

HB

Yca.

I have, with the machines that.

go?
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NA

Yes.

HB

Alright the, the ah...the contractor...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....ah...I'm not, I'm not criticizing the contractor, nor criticize anything cause that was
better than anything we ever had before...

NA

Right.

HB

But, improper installation is what causes some of the trouble.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Now this, ah...ah...the ah.. the area where the pipe, where the concrete would go it was
just worked up with ah..loose dirt.....

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...not compacted...not sprinkled, not in any way....ah...made a solid...you see?

NA

tlmmm hummm.

HB

..so

what happens when you get a little flow, a little side flow off the ah...hillside, you

see?

NA
HB

Ummm hummm.

lvell, the water comes down there and hit that and then it'll back up a littlc and then
goes under that pipe....

it just

NA

Right.

HB

...and it's just,

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

You have your pipe sitting up there with, with nothing under it...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...to support

NA

Yea. f've, we've heard

HB

lVell...

NA

...and then when

HB

Yea, yea that's it.

it just sugars out..it's all gone you

see?

it.

stories, in the, again in the Mesilla Valley, where some
contractors don't put expansion joints, in the canal...

it, when it heats up much, the the concrete just lifts
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up...

NA
HB

And then backs the water back up to the ditch
Well, well this was made in sections that ever so far, well, well there was,

it

was cut

across expansion...

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

And that little bit, it would hit it, hit it all way, by nature, it would, it would, it did it's
work as an expansion joint..

NA

(Jmmm hummm.

HB

....it also a little moss, a little bit ah...of water grass and the like would grow up in there,
you see?

NA

IJmmm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

Which, that wasn't a problem that it, it ah....it would makc a little accumulation,and
hold back, hold back a little dirt, but that, but that was never a problem.

NA

So, so the concrete

HB

lining is, is really simplified, taking care of the ditches?

Well, that's ah..yea that's the concrete, the concrete was, except in that respect because

it didn't, it, it wasn't durable in the area. Now of course, you're area would have a lot
to do with it. You

see?

NA

Ummm hummm. IJmmmm hummmm.

HB

Now like ah, like ah...of course we're talking about this is not, not a farming country,
you see? Nobody would stop here to farm.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

You're talking about ditches.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Well, concrete ditch in ah...in a farming area, course you don't have these side canyons...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

You know, you don't have this runoff that's right here next to the ditch, you know,
that...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

Ah....10 or 15 percent fall coming right down there and you get ah...get a good...ah..a
little ah...rain well then it'll come right down, fill the ditch and jump over it...

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

...and that's your problem.
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NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

There's where your, your buried pipe, your pipe underground, is more satisfactory than,
than the ah...than the ah"..concrete lined ditch.

NA

Ummm hummm. LImmm hummm. I noticed, I remember when you, we were having
lunch the other day an...and your wife was talking, apparently right down here, in front
of your place used to be where part of the San Lorenzo Ditch, I guess....

HB

That was the San Lorenzo Ditch. Yea.

NA

And it's, that's no longer....

HB

No, it's not operationing anymore.

NA

What; how, what were the circumstances that led to

HB

Design.

NA

It

HB

Yea,

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

yep. Yea, it was designed, you see this ah...this...this...ah...farm in this area course this,
this area, and the reason that ah...that ditch was ah...abandoned was because to
ah..ah...for the benefit you can't.....you can't make all of these...ah....well...ah...you can't
make ah....you can't run them, you can't take that machine and run with a bunch of

was the,

it

it was a design

it

being abandoned?

change?

was a design...

crooks....

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...an run even, (something +*336)...so ah...here, the engineers designed the ditch to come
on, on ah....on a high point, you see...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and then you come

off of that and have your headgates, outlets, and your laterals

and

they come in, to ah, to serve the other areas, you see..from both sides.

NA

Ummm hummm. But see, does, let's see now San Lorenzo, the one up here, the one up
north, it terminates up, up north of, of you all doesn't? Doesn't it terminate north of
your ranch? lVhcre the concrete lining stops north of, of your place?

HB

Well this, ah.. the concrete lining extends to the dam...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...to the diversion.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. And then, but it only as far south, how far south does
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it

go?

it

goes south

the other side of Noonday Canyon.

HB

Well,

NA

Oh,

HB

I've forgotten the length of tfriOitctr...

NA

tlmmm hummm. I think I've got some, some numbers on it.

HB

You, your maps will...your...your ah....State Engineer maps..your filing map...your l9l9
filing map, do you have a copy of that, and I know you do...

NA

IJmmm hummm. Lfmmm hummm. Yea.

HB

That was the last and most extensive map that it's had.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

With the exception of this ah...adjudication...

NA

(Jmmm hummm.

HB

...which Salopek and all, all that, all that complaint, that big adjudication of the water
in thc, in the Mimbres Valley...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

lVhich included us here.

NA

Ummm hummm. Yea they... they sort of drug you guys into that, in order to, I mean it
originally, the suit was between Rio Mimbres and Salopek, and then they, it sparked
the whole thing about water rights out, throughout the valley and all the rest of you
all...

it

does?

Ok, alright.

So...

was

HB

Yea, well...

NA

...brought in.

HB

...that was ah...that was, that was it..they ah...the Salopek lawsuit, they got,
ah..his...his...his...as I understand it originated down this side of Deming with some...

NA

Yea.

HB

...with some dry farm...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...ah..problems that he was having with one of his neighbors down there.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. Yea, he was accused of putting up ah, a pushup dam...
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HB

I don't know just what, I don't know the ah.. I don't know what the problem

NA

Yea..

HB

...with those people.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

But I do know this, that ah...we were, we were enjoying, well not particular enjoying
because that want anymore than we needed, was three-acre-feet, you see, this, this iand
is high, it is, it's high duty land...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...for, for irrigation.

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

You don't have, make it simple for you, you don't have anything but a layer of silt, a
layer, a layer of soil, a layer of silt, a layer of gravel, some more soil and now that,s
that's the history of it, if you dig down here, cross cut it, we've done that...

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

..and that's what you find.

NA

Ummm hummm. And

HB

And it takes lots of water, you don't have anything under you, ok. They've ah...the..the
ah...who evcr this was determined by, if I under, if I understood the hiitory right, well
they took ah..they...they...they took some of their calculations from, thai was on the
data...I'm not sure.

NA

I don't know.

HB

...as

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And it was determined, I think primarily by your altitude...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And here, we, we needed...the three-acre-feet wasn't ample even...

NA

Ummmm hummm.

HB

But they, they, from somewhere, somewhere down the valley, I've forgotten where
changes, but those people down there, ah...this side of there...

NA

Ummm hummm.

was...

it takes lots of water.

to the usage and demand of water.
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it

HB

...we're (maybe were, sounds like:put #416)

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

And that, that was a, that was ah..ah..ah lick below the belt...

NA

Right.

HB

...for us up here.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

It

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

That's all.

NA

The, the one thing when you ammm, touch on that in just a second, ammmm' I noticed
some folks were pulling water out of the canal. I noticed some siphon hoses, down on
one of the ditches. wtrat in, again in your experience, in going back in time, how did
you get water out of the ditches? Did you knock a whole in the berm, or did you have
i"t"i or did you use siphon hoses, what, what, how did you get water out of your
ditches....

HB

\Yell, ah..

NA

...on to your fields?

HB

IVe had ah...we had a gate...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

..in some instances, and ah...and we would, we would, ah..lower that gate, close' close

2.7

"'

was just a low blow below the belt.

off

the flow...

NA

IJmmmm hummm.

HB

...and we'd divert

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and ah...let's see I've forgotten the name

NA

Are they

HB

lYell, no...they were ah...ah rachet type' a rachet type.'

NA

Ok, I've seen those.

HB

And of course, I'm not familiar with what the peoplc have down stream, I just, I just
don't get about that much, never did.

lift

it to our lateral

or screw

ditches, you

see?

of those gates. You've

seen them...you know...

tYPes?
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NA

Ummm hummm. Yea, the ah.. one of the...the fellows that we talked to in Mesilla talked
about knocking a whole in the berm and just letting the water, essentially run out, check
it up, and then knock a whole in the berm, once you checked your water. And he said
sometimes it'd get away from you and start to pull out your whole berm...

HB

You're talking about the concrete ditch?

NA

No, no, no, no, this was on the earth ditches, this was...

HB

Oh, on the earth ditches...

NA

..on the earth ditches.

HB

Well, on the earth ditches, we would have ah..like you'd have your ditch, an, we would
have ah...like you have your ditch here and ah....

NA

I'm going to loan you mY Pen here.

HB

I'm dry I think,I've got more pencils here but this one looks like it's gone dry. Ah...we'd
build, we'd build a box...

NA

Mmmmm. (Jmmm hummm.

HB

...you know, we would box the, we'd, we'd have the flow
we'd, we'd build a box here...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....then

NA

Right.

HB

And here on the lower side, this would be flow lip, here on the lower

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...why we'd ah..put in flash boards, you see, there...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...to determine...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...

NA

Right.

HB

...you see...

NA

Ummm hummm.

of the ditch here, and we'd,

we'd ah...make ah...we'd have a, this ditch would be open over here, you

see

side...

you know...two-by-six, two-by-four, would determine the capacity of the water, what
you wanted out here...
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HB

Andthenwedidn'tknow'you-'y-oudisturbtheditchwhyyou'dmadeabigmistake'if
ditch"'
il,riil;;*;a "-*nor" in the

NA

hummm'
Ummm hummm' Ummm

HB

...thatthat,sjustah...that,sjustah.-ditch'anybodythat,severhadanyexperiencewith
ditch' you know"'
a...with a'.ah..a earthen

NA

Ummm hummm'

HB

respected' and
they t'1"'
U9
to
-b-1 that do that"'
laiLgned'
....well, they, they have
lot bettel";;;;;ittigators
gti'iroot
you'll
why
are,
"

NA

Ummm hummm'

HB

,..are just

few and far between'

if they' if

they

was' to' to knock
they were referring to
what
primarily
lateral'
Ummm hummm'-.I think
uie^o-iit-rl' but a field
t
whole in a little

NA

a

"tl'i'i;;i;i;;

lined
Well.ifitwasafieldlateralcourse-that,sah..that,sadifferentthing..Youseethese,
i-p'ont-t;i';i;;; *e n-aa concrete
ot'
ter,
af
with irrisation, an.Leren
talkins as thoush I know"'
I'm "rili
i;;;;;i";' "r.n

HB

and ah...irrigate"'tt'i

END OF TAPE.
TaPe 4 of 5
This side has no label

NA

Yousaidyouweretalkingasifyouknew,andlagainl'massumingyouknewso....
still talking about ditches'
anyway. But ah...we're

HB

much on there
welr they,re getting too

NA

Ummm hummm'

HB

lf" aii"rt flow to' to put it on
Andah...wehavefoundthatthemostsatisfactoryway,youhaveah..youhaveyour
*"ilr-rro,r."ii.
,o
try
,rot
ditch flow and ,o ,rll o.",
you land, You see?

NA

Ummm hummm'

HB

ditch'
I'm talking about Your main

NA

Right.

HB

water'
You're main flow of

NA

Ummm hummm'

HB

Ifyoudo,well,ah..it,shardtocontrol,yourborders,yourbordersare,theycan'tbe
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wideenoughtoah..accommodateitbecauseofthefalloftheland..
NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...your borders have to be ah"'not so wide"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...so

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

ditch"it's a two ditch system"'
...then you'll put that into ah"'another

NA

tlmmm hummm.

HB

Yousee..putthewaterinthisotherditch,ok.Nowyoucantakethiswateroutandput
it in this-ditch in as many places as you want"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...then the control of this one
borders here You see..

NA

Right.

HB

...from, from this little ditch.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

you can, some-times you can
And of course why, according to your fall well sometimes
sometimes use more than that'
use three or four border, and a good irrigator can

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

in irrigating and just
And that is...that is the secret of, there's a lot of difference
running water..You know?

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

You run water over the land that's one thing"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and

NA

Ummm hummm. I've known"'

HB

you know"'you can't tcll a person if they
That,s something you can't teach, it's hard ta
get them to do it"'but if ah"
tou can tell them it you can
don,t, oh you
that doein't come under scientific' If
course, that, that dotsn t
ah..that..that of";;;,

have a main ditch' then you'll' you'll
we,ve found that you take, your...have ah...you
take out Your water here"'

if

will give you a certain amount, a desired amount for

these

you irrigate that's another'

"o-t'
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was scientific you measure your penetration at the head of your, of your, your flow,
your run and at the lower end...

it
NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and all such as that.

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

...then you measure the water that comes out as so much for so much, and so much for
that. ihat's the scientific (+*031) which that, ah...it's hard to get anything to work
scientifically in a place that's not a farm.

NA

Right. Right.

HB

That's what you're asking about, you want to know how this is (sounds like:

I know

#034.5)

NA

Ijmmm hummm. Ummm hummm. I want to know how you do it here? Every,
everybody's everybody's different so...

HB

Everybody's different, Yea.

NA

I noticed that, that the drop of the land here seems to be pretty steep, so I imagine that...

HB

I think this valley, if I understand it right, it's ah..it's

NA

Is it?

HB

I think that's what it is. One foot to the hundred.

NA

L,mmm hummm. ummm hummm. Yea, so you get a pretty good drop over...

HB

That's the reason....

NA

about a mile...

HB

That's the reason...the flow's so fast...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

.....see

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. What's, how the borders that you were discussing,
ummm how do the borders work on land that's very flatten level and land that's more
broke up, if you were, if you were going to be setting up your borders, ah...how would
you do it on land that was flattened versus land that was real, real choppy or, or

ah...

four percent.

that's the reason that river runs so fast.

uneven?

if

you have a, ok, you have ah... you have a ditch...

HB

Well,

NA

Ummm hummm.
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HB

....an...an you have ah...you have this land"'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

you
...alright, the general slope of this land, maybe' this is extreme'

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...your running like that...

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

....the, the slope

NA

So,

HB

...that,s come out

see?

of this land like that"'ok"

you're running it at an off angle to the ditch'

of that, then, then, then you, then you would set up your' your

borders...

NA

ummm hummm.

HB

...an...in that manner' you see...the

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...to ah.. slow down the flow..'

NA

Right.

HB

...that's how, that's how you get that.

HB

If it was real flat would the distance between your border be great, be larger"'
flow"'
Oh yea, sure, yea, you-...your....if your ah" if you had enough

NA

Ummm hummm.

NA

HB

NA
HB

NA
HB

Of water' has a lOt tO dO'
...you see, One reason, you See the variation in, in the amount
you
a full ditch' you're
have
land,
piece
flat
ofIf you said, say you'have ah...have a you
see"'
jusi, you're, you're, you're in business

Ummm hummm.

#063), beautiful for
....you have a big wide border, beautiful (sounds like:trumbull put plenty of water
it,
everything, you have plenty ol water, yo, tuto that out, flood
done"'
piece
farming
good
of
piece
of, a
o" it, get i'good
Ummm hummm.
is if, if you water i.s shortage, what
...ok...then, in the spring of the year, when,'er that
rest of this is, is dead' you see?
can you do...it j.rst-*oJout theie a littie *uyr, and the
Can't, you can't grow...
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NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...you have to, you have to confine this water to where

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

...and this, and this....ah...variable water flow..

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

..you, you might get along

what I was telling you the other day that, that

if

it'll run..and that's...that's
you level this kinda land...

for awhile, but you built yourself some trouble, you going to,
there will be a time when you, you say well, I can't do anything. The land's too, the
land's too level to flow, you need, you need some fall, for a little bit of water, you
see...(+*075)

NA

I-Immm hummm.

HB

...that's, you know that.

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm.

HB

If it level,

NA

Right.

HB

...

NA

Yes sir. Sure can.

HB

You can't do that here.

NA

It',ll just seep in too quick.

HB

It'll just go, you, you in rows, why before you can get it
other, it'll be dried up, you know?

NA

Ummm hummm, ummm hummm.

HB

And if you have to depend on penetration well the water hasn't been there long enough
to ever to your plants, you see?

NA

Ummm hummm. Ummm hummm. Yea...that the, that's just the lack of clay that causing
you those kind of headaches.

HB

Well, it's the, it's the type of soil..

NA

IJmmm hummm.

HB

....lack of clay or what ever you want to call it.

why, in particular here, you can't

fill in there you know you can't pond it...

like down in Cruces, you, they can pond that down there, irrigate by rows, water in
the row from one end to the other.
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changed

it all be out of the

NA

we were having lunch
Ummm hummm. The them, you were mentioning, again, when
Mexico Common'n
the other day that you used io gro* a kind of alfalfa called, "New

HB

Right.

NA

or feed do you, do
lJmmmm...what ah...is...what kind of crops, or what kind of alfalfa
you grow today?

HB

plant alfalfa down here
well, we ah..we ah...ah..just ah...four years ago...we attempted ta
don't know if it was
was
ah"'[
alfalfa
ah...the
And
on this farm that *. ni*fy acquired.
was but, but
trouble
what
the
know
I
don't
or
insect
the strain or whether it we naa an
the alfalfa only lasted two Years.

NA

Ummm hummm.

HB

we enjoyed it for two years'
There's an occasional plant lef t but, but our good stand we'

NA

the, the stand of
\Yhat, what was the, what was the normal' or the usual length of time,
alfalfa, once you got it established, would, would' last?

HB

...you mean with our New Mexico Commons?

NA

Yes, sir. Yes sir.

HB

NA
HB

NA

field
Well, if it was, if it was renovated and respected and taken care of as an alfalfa
would
run
that
that,
alfalfa
of
Stands
we
have
Should be, mgre Or less, well, we have'
for ten or twelve Years.
trVow...Hmmm.

And, and Of Course, well, yOu have to, you have tO renovate them, yOu have to See that
put some water on
they don't suffer, you know, and, say dry winter, why- you have to
them, and take care of them, that's all, just like anything'
Umm Hmm. The renovation that you refer to, that's not a term I've heard'

+lll

BOUNDS2:

NA:

of
What was , what was the normal or the usual length of time that a that strand
once you got it established, would, would.

HB:

Remain with our New Mexico common.

NA:

Yes sir yes sir.

HB:

field
\Yell it was if it was renovated and respected and taken.care of then an alfalfa
for
ten
run
would
should be more or less well we had we had stands of alfalfa that that
see
that
and
them
or twelve years. And and of course, you have to you hav€ to renovate
iiey Ooo't suffer you know and say dry winter why you have to put some water on them
t"k" care of them, that's all just like anything'
"od

NA:

alfalfa

The the renovation that you refer to that's not a term I've heard, what, what exactly
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does

that mean?

HB:

\Yell

it

NA:

I understand chiselling

HB:

NA
HB:

NA:
HB:

NA:
HB:

was a chisel process' you understand chiselling?
Yes

sir'

you know' just a break the crust
Well we found that chiselling was best thing to dojust you broke the crust and and
so
maybe a six inch il i;;i pfnetration you inow,.
you
broke a plant well then if you
il
"
Mexico common was that if
the nature of the New
die out see'
,fr"v luri t"f.. hold and make another plant' it wouldn't
just if you just
perfected
seed'
more
the
later,
the
the
" " .troiri, and deep I guess. And
the, the, root was
they
common
Mexico
New
you
mentioned
the the, here why every time you mentioned'
you
as
far
that's
That's
else'
pius
something
would say well there's i.few Mexico common
g"i1i"v l"y New Mexico common' they can't get into any'

Did you all ever grow much corn up there?
The people before us well they
corn was grown before our time, that and this window. chili' And a the the corn' of
of corn. That was corn, beans,
grew a substantiar
part of the
"*orrrt
a a I don't know what it is in the Northern
And
liop.
course, it it be
this area?
in
was
a
calculated
""tf how corn was measured and how it
state, are you familiar
No sir, no sir I am not. I don't think anyone else is either'

and years did' and and a
And uh, of course, I was familiar with this this valley
moved out here you see
ever
I
years
before
commerce and the-li[" oi th"t, for fifteen
valley.
this
in
before I ever came involved with farming
That would be about 1925 then?
were farmers here' thcy
well from 25 on you know yeah, 25 on. And a the a the natives
and designed' I
all had , they had little wagons, and a the waSon bed was measured
would take a crew' they
don,t know a little short wagon, then would they would a they
was almost ready' they
go into the field, and then a tt en a, would the would the corn
you see by hand' all
would a they *o,riJ snuct it right there and being impoverished,
before
hands, Ihat's it. *uv ttt"y aia it' ttto* before they' now
now were talking
get
out
top
the
would
"uo"t
they would go inio the-field and they
tt
that, before they OiO
"t, what that was called?
of the corn stali, you know

NA:

The tassel.

HB:

\ilell, it was the tassel plus about it would be maybe six feet or seven feet or four feet
down the stalk, but then it on the stand'

NA:

No I've never knew' what was

HB:

fodder'
That was a that they would call that , that, that was their corn

NA:

Oh, okay, okay.

HB:

or ojo they would call it, or it
chop that

off and irrf-iir"l

it

called?

was ojo-...oha...but they called that; now they would then
o.rt oo"iiAe you see now that, tender part a was the best
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coarse that would
to where it was heavy and
g"l
doesn't
it
come on up to
see
would
stalk,
it
the
-d:*'
c.ou"t,
oart of
biggest,
the
i-ig,
u.
,*;wJuld
with a string' generally
iust ue that slight ;i*,
t"rt"'nir'ev Joura tie ttrai
in bundles
vour fingers, up ".;;;;irrJi".r"r,"na
inen ttrey would put that end
rtrirrs,
Jtrr.
a you loosened ,n. .ri,
vo'i"o* what I mean; and
";;;;d
be;:;ff;;i'r-r-it11rt"t'
*'uld
ttt"l
*Jri
vou see, vou know,
thev were called manoro'

i;;";L;';"ria tliii-t'"i ""0

NA:
HB:

I've never heard that'
was a the
Andthatwastencentsuphere,fjvlmilestheywoulddeliverthatfromthere,putin
;. ; ".*'"i that corn foddernow
A.d.a;:iiilJ,
a cow
;"fii.i
#;"';
my barn f or ten
or'o' u cow to give him strength;
nlrl"
fo,
that
that
sav
would
I
And
best feed ,n", ,o.r'ii"fii"r" Uut stre
" would build
if
cows
#il;;r,
for
any
't'"'gih'
give
time
vour
wouldn,t
il;i;;
those
the three of
""d ".noT;;;;;;"pprtiit"t"'v
equal a bail of hav'
thr"ei;i;;;ould

they were four,

NA:
HB:

Even

if,

even

if,

even

if

the corn stalks were dry?

still was
Welltheyhadtobedry'yeahtheyhadtobedry,thevwerecured,theytheywere
total"lY dry' But' but they
*t'"
rh"y
them-otii
thev
cut
that'
tfr"V
the first thev did
totally dry when tfrly
no*l?or'ii"!tt"lks'
t
you
.Well'
these
seen
know' vou've
was a cream of ;;;i,"Iil,

;;ffi;"k tt"'n vou a then thev so back in
i;i::1:l;;i
*".il;;;;in"1" ""11ii"'
""4 tt"tr {qu:te bv hand
orr-I oiit"
l;;';;t';ii pitt'
wason'
rtto thev had this little
or.Ii"i;l; ;i; " haul
wagon'
each
corn' Now
get,;;;,h;i, "t'Oa' thev that
measurement
weren't a from
n;;il't""rt
measurement of number two
naia
ir'ev
"";ililht'

a

set those, ttren trrlv';;;!i
they
shocks they,re cattla well
to set
then
a
*ooio
there and they
i,
tmo*
uoi-Gi
shell it as it is,
go
they
and
course the wagon
each wagor,
"o.rri*i"-.rii.ir.-".i..
see this is all ear
of ear corn now
*t'ai a number two tub is?

;;,;;;;o*

NA:

Uh, I know one side'

HB:

They come in one, two' three'

NA:

I know they come in different

HB:

Allright,anumbertwotub,notheatfull,butroundedontop'thatwastheacceptedas
ri"rii"g a hundred Pounds of corn'

NA:
HB:

sizes' but I don't know'

shell pounds?
A hundred ear pounds or a hundred
pounds of
that it would be a hundred
shelling'
noynd;
hundred
might sell
a
ten'
A hundred shell,
I might t"iii'""at"d and
.il;i;;
rrunoreo
i*r"r]-a
this a this
a
.igt
And
I
shelled corn.
used-as *t"t"ii-ent'
iri
or
sharecroppers
or
"
like
ninety-eight,
t"t' so that was how totals put- in their bin
"ri"irri*,
lo,
;".'i;^;;ia-,1"-1"ut
wagon
tub, this
in all they i'"1, ,*'rr-.u.r "i;;;;
it would be
someone who had ,tor"g.
oo trt"i""-'Lp basis well
*t'
or
e;0,
"
oi'ia'a it' on calcurating
or wherever they riii'ri:
"-ouil]ir'i,
tub
p.r
rnit,"'o';il;;1'-f
irlifi:il;;i'll;^*"v$;v
so many
of corn'-ivien vol came to buv the
i'[-r"ll
tiii
i1i.'
J"o
termcd
in ten sacks or "o'i']
migtrt ie;;;i it was alwavs
which;";;;ou
it,
tr,ey'aetiver
or
corn
of
full
in t costal-

ir,"i&;;";

ffi;
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NA:

In a costal?

HB:

Costal...a...

NA:

Oh a costal...

HB:

A coal sack, in Spanish, Mexican a costal is a sack, costal y dos, that would be a number
two, number two tub.

NA:

You mention sharecropping, was that prevalent here in the valley?

HB:

Sharecropping was very extensive before well in there before I came, when when
before, well during the Depression, before the Depression, and well really all down the
line, a some of these, some of these natives who now, of course, it's their second, third,
fourth generation of those natives, but they raised their family here as sharecroppers
you s€e and that was that was the way these farms were a there would be a set of
certain acres, three acres or five acres that would, that would irrigate with a certain
flow of water you see, well they let this man have that one you see, or you might have
two or three of them, however, it might be. But the boundary of one was where the
where the water would irrigate best from that point you see, it might be three acres it
might be ten and that that was the way, that that was determined. When I first, when
I first came to this place, it would was all in a series of those, of those little places that
that irrigated in that matter you see, well I, of course, didn't know anything about
irrigation and I, I just thought well these men as I told you how they were lined up here
knew what they were doing, and familiar with the place, I just told them to go ahead
I didn't know what to do. And then, of course, later when I got tractors and got land
levelers you know, not leveler, but an Eversman drag, you know what they are or do
you?

NA:

I

HB:

Well when Eversman had, we had Eversman or two and a tractor big enough to pull it
in a matter and over and over and over why you keep it in the hole, cutting down the
high places, and finally get to where you arrive and such is that.

NA:

What was the, was there a normal split for sharecroppers or was

HB:

do.

it varied for farmers?

Oh I, I can't go into that because I just heard them say some of it was debtor seals, and
of it was a was a was a, well, of course, ten shares, I would be I'd be forty, sixty
there you see, some of them were forty sixty, some of them were fifty fifty, depended
I guess on on what they grew,I don't know just,I didn't have any experience with that.
Well it's just hearsay.
some

NA:

Right, right, sharecropping no longer, is no longer common in the valley?

HB:

lVell...

NA:

Or does

HB:

I don't know enough about it to answer.

NA:

I could I get you

it still

go on here and there?

some water sir?
s7

HB:

A drink of water?

NA:

Yes sir.

HB:

If you'll go in there in Neal'

NA:

Backon,uhm,let'ssee,uhm'it'sp-rettymuchgrowingisfodderforcattleatthispoint'
as feed for cattle?
g'o*iog
is that correct' vr, *'pi"1iv IIl"r'
"t-f"tf"

HB:

\Yell'wehaveaathisathatwasaofcourse,cattlethatwasourourfirstthing,theonly
for cow feed in connection
u ro, ,upp'rcii.-trt"r "ow 1310,
*",
ii
r"r*
this
and
farm' we didn't have
thing,
"
*"r, ih"t was the answer to this
seasoned'
with a little cow ,"narr. well that
conditioned'
'tn" tt'"t timber is
igrrlrd d;
a a just
we
have
course'
a cash crop. lrrA "'"oO'J-*.
" our best and of
*u.
aff"ff"
*efi
;;;.;;"
the name
everything where
tasCieti-V son planted a a I don't know

before
year before last, y;;;;;
the heaviest tonnase producer'
t;;;;;"'di;;?t
sorghum
ir""
hav
ont
of it, but it was
imagine,-can't imagine the bales of
l*;i
ft
io,
t,uA]
irrt
;"';;;;
other
grow of course' some
and I didn,t think
u".r, lili;;;i;i;;uld
grow' but is some we had
we,ve taken out of here. Good
secoid
the
operated'*o.fa
been
couldhave
"t"L" of grew six seven feet high' I guess
than, than it
rially,""litilr"r*
*"ri*",
it
grow
until
to let
it.it iou know at about three feet or
proplrrv",ii"*l"ia.ut
iJ"i'oorr.
t"r.
wourd
the, it
titoi was good and cattle love it'
['l
t.,''
ir,.r,'J#",,i
iI.o..-"i"io
let
then
four and
it's also I think it's a it's a a
,,h1,1 trr"tt iigh producer,
it,
get
on
they
it,
get
on
followed the alfalfa
they
Uui iiit" *Irfh followed, it had
know,
y-ou
plant'
depletiog
soil
""rr", il; *"t good' a goodbase for that tvpe of
"roi
used
we
we
and such as that ;;;;;;ffi;I'
"
wrteai, ive, and barlev'
gr"iiig: ;;f,"t
soil
and
season'
the way and and small grain ro, *"-.
ihe seed'
and of
Jats, there
ripe
it's
it's
quite a lot of trr"i
well
"oo"i'
ripe
crop ald vo" itt it
#,i"""ii-"
"oa
had a lot to do with that you know
one time whv a' seeds were
"rJ
iii]U}lyt
good too""*
1ii'"t
as that' we
sometimes we mavbe good
a little grain' barley' and such
har"vested
we.
*i'9
ripe and everyttri'n-g-"'J
*t harvested some of the grain'
had had a little

";;;t* ""d

NA:

it?
And that was again used for feed was

HB:

Yeah, we used

NA:

EverYthing?

HB:

Yeah, Yeah.

NA:

in terms
Allright,it'sa,whataboutthea'sinceyou'v-eworkedsomuchwiththealfalfa'and
*rrich uses less water, which is more thriftv

HB:

Wella,Idon,tknow,Iwouldsaythatofcourse,althinkaslunderstandthatthatdata
;;;' ;;i do vou have in vour records?
wise, that tt at arraira;il;;;1;;;i

NA:

Arerecordsarethatalfalfaisrealwaterintensive,requiresalotofwater.
you know on
production is a where it,s practiced
alfalfa
where
that
that
Well, alfalfa
ti"tra have or expect to use five acre
.LIiJi'"t
o..,
they
that
ttrat
basis
proper
thc

HB:

it all for feed'

you also did this
of water use?

r";l;;;"ri"iv,
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feet Per season.
NA:

range' They're
the three to five acre feet per acre
I,ve seen numbers uh, that run in
pretty high.

HB

Well,youcanseewhereyouareandifyou'rea'ifyouonlyhaveanallowance
what it has done to that crop'
of 2.7 and it would take, you you can sie

NA:

Yeah,sothatthereallyi"p-"lt."ug.oifvouwantedt:g:owdifferentcropstheamount
i,V to dolhat is that correct?
yorir
of water it would i"f..i *""ia timit
"Uif
you could use' you could use
you have., you,d have to reduce,
the a' a
Well that it,s it, that,s it' if
t" f arm less acreage' and of course'
i"*
i';;
a a do
to
water
is
this'
,o"id
piace
like
vour
in a
"llo*"t*';;;
i. rr.i'" trring, in v_ourT"rli-ng tiiottt
rainfall
get
some
secret if there
to
io6,h;" be lucky enougtrwater' you know that
what you can *itt, i'i" *"i.i'voo-rr"r.
irr. rr"*p; that f ree
Jr.i
puts
what
vou"it ur;"
and that,s, that,s, that,s
that's that's what does your
that p!ts,'betttt'
water
lhe
ui',
tt
irr.,
water f rom abov..
everything is better'
p'of it'
yorr, ,'op' g'o* better' ;;1;;Ltttt

HB:

crop, cours.,

NA:

over in Mesilla
have shifted to colton over again
Yeah, there,s a lot of farmers who
the other grain
of
some
and
J *"t"i'tt"t alfalfa
it
,r"",
require
doesn't
it
guess
I
because

cropsrequire,andtheycallit,it,ss,,ct,agooap,oauceronsolittlewatertheycallit
a sure crop.

HB:

NA:
HB:

NA:

HB:

NA:

Yeah, thai's it, that's it, cash too
how
normal or again based on your experience,
Yeah, cash it out real fast, what,s the
r*iio"iy get lactt season' on average?
m.any cuttings of aiiatfa would Vo"
thing, if you
a we would get a a course' another
Well the best would be four, and a and
that's in the
that's
then
6f h"y, then
take ali lrri",
get three, yoo ,"t ,ii*
a and a
and
October'
in
"rop,
".ip. just.Ueiore timi for crops in
wav'
vault, say you get" your last cut
same
the
others
t"o* f"i" in this area mavbe have a killing frost
then if your alfalfr;;;t!io*, !o.,
ever
we
before
but you can have, ;;;;; ;;-.; ir." rl*"i[.eiving
And a is say if you get your
6ctoberof
io-rirr.6rrip"ri
in"i
n"rJor.get
also
or we can
g.o*, just like it was June' and vou
your;i];lfr
and
getiainfa[
you
get
you
and
if
last cut
grow too ihort to cut so that then then
atfaifa
ana
ir.fr",
eight,,""
say six,
*iri tutn otv and suitable for srazi,'s
;;; l1o*' "ta irtlluii"ri" vou
can
a get a a killing fr;
k19* and it set to where vou just
it
that is some of the best grazing-vo".;;;i1{
rot bloat and sometimeJthe diversitv' is you
get enough f reeze"i it ,i." iiirr.n i, i"rZ
nothing
*loft thing's-variable there's
varies you see, it's-att ,"ii"Uf" anA tl-c
o"fvlning that's sure and the mortgage'
know taxes you only have to pay, i*t'"[orittti
you might'.the fourth' potentially the fourth
Right, so that that last alfalfa crop that i;;.i ;"d'if vou sot th;t killing frost would
cuttins, but it *o;il;."liv u" too'.t;;
just let them"?
you turn your cat;i;foott i"io the fields'

Yep,yes,goodfrost,burnitdown.getthebloatoutof.itofit,wellthenthenputyour
giazing and it has a good
fiottt
ttt"
iit
it's
i"ti'itt
and
they,
cattle into and
.just,
get'
i"p""itv, it's the best grazing you can
Plus you get some free fertilizer I suspect'
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HB:

Well,well,ofcourse,yougetthat,andandastocktogoodonitandyoutakethatsame
put catile in on it to gt,,ze and you have
thing and you."n iL"" ""yo, can be y"";
to-trei'e it down' you have two weeks of warm
this you have this fr".r., tiffing freeze,
*eaihet just like Spring or Summer'

HB:

Anythingthatthathastobesettledbythelawwithreferencetowateruse'irrigation'

NA:

HB

younever,there's"o*inn"'yo"t"o*'anytimeyouhavetogotocourtorjerk
liked being jerked around'
somebody around, p*pit Jo"'t want
causel'm sure that's a little bit more
there is a dispute over water' not land
water' how does it get resolved? tilho
touchy, but there,s-a oiiput. fo, e*amp;;;;;r you know do, lots of different parties
resolves it or how does it get resolveJ'oi'ao.r
have to get together.
it will work out itself' the more you mess with
Like most things and just leave it alone

I mean

if

ittheworseyouget,inparticura,,inpa'ticular,therethereisandshouldbeagood
op.tt

"it,

neiihborly understanding'

NA:

You've mentioned that'

HB:

that'
All this, long the water, the distribution and such as

NA:

HB:

NA:

Asabit,Imeanifyougot,foundyourselvesinsituationwhereyouwerepullingwater
water down on on their field you
off and somebody down the ditch needed to get some
let them go ahead and take it on down'
you can't
way, a ditch operation just as frown on that that

By law, that,s not the best
you can,t allocate water and then
you can,t, in other *o,0,' yo., .",.'t serve two masters,
to somebody else' It's been
gi"e
awa-y
it
and then half way down the strcam n tty
water belongs to the land
here,.but
mentioned time and again by this rtul"'"i"rrt
anything else' water belongs with the
regardless of wfro o*oi its, who op"i"i", il;;
o*netship under one ditch why then
land. Of course, if you have, you have mutiipte
preference'
of course, the usage of your water can be to your
you've
on San Lorenzo or Ancheta-Galaz where
So that if you,ve got, for example, on
around
water
the
you all can shift
got number of Aiifeicnt landowners on the ditch'
iepending on who needs it when?

HB:

Say that again.

NA

onwherethereismultipleownersfromfollowing.you,likesanLorenzothere's
multiple owners that when the water
multiple owners, iit irrr, on Ancheta-C"i", tn"te's
it i" iout ditch somebody can take it out of turn'

HB:

No,theycan,ttakeitoutofturn,theonlyway,theonlyway,thatsayiflhave,sayif
,rppot"d to get the water for ten days'
I have a water right, then if I decide on Low's
O"v"and alt I've got down there then bv the
and if I if I don't, if I use it all in ii*l
water is released' the next man below me
determination of water in sequenct;i;; thai and down the river' But I' I can release
gets it, and he Ooe. ii-f.e*is" aha fifewise "ii "p
but I can't a take five dollars' somebody
the water if I waii ro-rUoAv erse ao*n below,
you

;;y ;;;

chicken dinner, or an amount of water
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see'

NA:
HB:

NA:
HB:

I understand what you're saylng'
No we're talking the same thing'
Yeah,it'snot,notbylawanddistributionprocess'youcouldn'tdothat,yousee'you,ll
get in, you'd get in trouble'
be a servin, ,oo -.r'"i-ii v""'J
wilh-in' you know among the people
distributed
being
is
water
the
when, when, when
it'" i"I"[" ;;t tail' I IIlt"" is that the order?
along the ditch, ao"'it;;;;;
right in sequence
a complete circle, it goeseverybody's is f ull' and the
aitctr
That,s right, it starts and makes
ih"
o1 d; ;;;; *1.."' yr,gn "
areas if the owner
and a, if a, there,.'.J*Iin ii-nrcs
,1. it".i of the land are large
a full ditch of
person that has th;;;lr;. of land,
you
take
ttno*
vou
*","r-vl.r1"";
,r,"
used
he
ditch,
the
wanted to use
or something like that' three'
thorsarlJ;;'16;;
or'"igtrt
{ii,,11.
sI*
here that's
water, you know,
in Ino.t" places' that's no water' butuse all that
o1.o_l}iJ,
that,s
and
feet,
four, f ive seven
why of course' you can't
quite a bit, and if you only have ,*",iii"" ".tit'
lvater; wash it away'

NA:

it.tn' and the twenties' the' the water' the
Theonethinglnoticed,Iwaslookingthroughsomell|recordsandlnoticedthaton
this is U".fiin itr"
the ordcr of it was an
San Lorenzo, for *"-pi.,
toi,iG uo to something on
rights' well that's'
derecho, trre water rrours, a they-were
water
five ;;-tt.;""-dred hours of
hours a
twenty-four
awful lot of hours, it was likeyou
tt folks are irrigating
davs'
fortv
was
that,s almost a month even if
Lorenzo
"t
"r*-i
ig;loi"ii"" of the San
day. San l-or.r,ro'iirgio, v""r,,h.
days water rights'
forty days nrortf' oi t*""tv-fo"r hour

HB:

To make a circle?

NA:

Yeah.

HB:

NA:

from?
Now where did that information come
we got' It was
state engineer's office that
fortv days'
God'
It came from some files up in Ithe
,not'g'i"-, iiiought to mvself mv
tremendou, u.o.rrrl Ji-i*;;tA

a

HB:

Now what Year was that?

NA:

1928.

HB:

TwentY'eight.

NA:

Yessir,aandl,mwondering,Imea.nthattomakeacompletecirclearoundsothat
tail end of the ditch' he's not sorns
everybody sets it, d"";;;il.!
1oiti"til;;;iie
eipetieoce that the circle took
was it
you,
did
*oiOlring
Yot"
a
f,and
to make it
","' fiftee" i"yt' sixteen days to make
inas like
think
I
hear
you
ever
than
or did
any more
Y."' T:-1t',"^1"0'it
lYas it ever your experi"""e
circle on the, the lrrigation rotation.
length of time?
of about a circle t";;i;, for that

HB:

NA:

since I've been here'
No, nothing like that has happened
mean I'm wondering
there,s a typo in the numbers,I
Really, because I,m wondering if
made a tvpographic error'

ii *iiuoov
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HB:

NA:
HB:

know which it is'
\#ell, it,s either typographic error or it's misinformation I don't
to do a circle'
yeah,
it really stunned me to see that it would take forty days
because

No,no,Iwouldsay.Imentionedwhenwediscontinuedourathisthisiswhatwe
,,o*. I don't know whether it has been your
instigated and it,s ueing used eve-n .rp-io
on this
OistrlUution of water that is the same as that
experience ,o .n.oiir"!
ditches.

"rv "f

NA:

No sir, we have not.

HB:

a' a'
That was at the time, we lycren't a' a the

NA:

I,llbetyouknowwhat,[,llbetyouit,satypographicerrorthatsomehowcreptin
there.

HB:

like that' that can't be'
That's, that's a, that's a impossible to be

NA:

It's got to be a tYPo.

HB:

NA:

but you should have if you exploring
uh, I don,t know whether you have this or not,
the different.
dated the 27th of August' District
Just a note for tape, this is a 1948 memo,
gdunds,
Mr' Herrington' Mr' Roth' and Mr'
f"fi.
Conservationists regarding some wells'o"
frf"itr"tty, end of nbte. I haven't seen those'

HB:

You don't have that.

NA:

No.

HB:

I don't know.
Now here,s something that's very pertinent, something,

NA:

I,vegot,actuallylhaverainfallrecordsfromstationsaroundhere.

HB:

Doyouhave,havetheairrigation'thedrainageareaortherecordsforit?

NA:

I'vegotitinallkindsofdifferentforms.Ithinklhaveitinsquaremiles'whichought
this last week, I work prettyclosely with
to convert out. you know why I *rr-in io*,n
I. spoke with Austin Hoover who
our archives people at the uni'e'sity lib;tY
"19
ttre aitctr Look that you showed me when
itte particuf"tii
you,ve not met,
"Urut has offered to microfilm your records as
";;"i
you last time
I was visited with
".d'A;;io
copies of these things around and
well as give you ,..o"0 copy so that there is some Association members anything to
it wouldn't cost a" dime, it wouldn't "oti ift" District
and see if there might be something
get it done and r iio"gii r wou-ld uro""ilirt" topic

all the only
other aiictr membirs, but you know these ar-e be a shame
woutd
it
you
have;
that
"il*"i*i,f,
ispic'iaU, ttt"t aitct' book
copies of these ,.ioiJr,
would be-ticiled pink to microfilm plus get
to
if something happened it and "ot|iUt"i,
of these records around'
you a second set lileroxes so that ;;;;;Jt"-i duplicates

you want to talk

HB:

know
Well,I don,t, there,s no, there,s no secret and I don,t
well I think so.
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if it was done in that matter,

t
I

NA:

There's two books on here Mrs. Bounds, there's two books inside your husband's head

I

t
I
t
t
T

t

I
I
t
T

I
t
T

t
I
t
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Interyiewee: Regis McSherry
Interviewer: Neal Ackerly

RIr4:

Had a little excess energy and so we dabbled in cattle business, Fifty-Two to Sixty was
a, I mean dry year, dry years, we bring those cattle in here and taunt the cottonwood
trees to feed them, and I try to what we have, there used to be alfalfa grass mixture for
baling hay, but it was so dry we couldn't really raise any, couldn't irrigate it and all so
I plowed the roots out and let the cows eat the roots and that lasted until, well from
Fifty-Two to end of Fifty-Nine included.

NA:

But in plowing up the roots to feed the cattle, I mean you couldn't do that every year,
could you?

RM:

We did it and we'd haul them up from my brother's farm in cotton hulls and mix it with
hiegeria in the cotton seed meal, it was back when start off on sixty-one near old sixtyone you know old sixty-one about thirteen miles outside of Deming was the closest way
this way it's seven miles further, but then it was all dirt road and I remember a place
down here about four miles after you cross what is called the Colson Crossing, pretty
steep hill, and we'd go down there like say doing work here and go down there maybe
wind up loading, filling that trailcr seven bale cotton trailer and hulls, hiegeria, cotton
seed meal, and would be coming up here about midnight, one o'clock in the morning,
you know and one night, I couldn't make that come long time, three times and if you
ever try to back up a four wheel tractor in back time.

NA:

It's a pretty miserable experience, I've only tried it a few times.

Rlvt

You have that nog on you. We happened at that time to own the farmland adjacent to
the river, so I cut the fence and just came out the easy way, but as I look back I enjoyed
all those, doing all those things, kind of maybe that's why you have your artificial hips
now, I think a guy should have some cause for his aches and pains maybe falling off a
bar stool.

NA:

There you go. Were you, did you have your orchards in during that Fifties drought,
what, how did you take care of the trees?

Rttt

Well, there's where our folks, back in 1942 or'43, the electric line came through, they
drilled eleven different wells, four of them paid off not when say wells you're going
to laugh at me, there three hundred, three hundred and fifty gallon wells, but not
knowing at that time, but it was well thought that their building a linc here so after my
dad's death and my mother and I thought about an underground pipe system to join
these wells and also to bring this water and you could pump it up six feet uphill. Our
orchard there was about sixty acres then at that time, depending upon ditch water, but
we can starting from scratch, we could take care of the sixty acres with our winters
we're having, now they pump down sometimes a surge, but if you stay with it stay
ahead, then during the winter it was an idea to kind of.

NA:

I brought scratch

Rlvt

The idea basically was conceived by my brother a, he had at that time, had an
underground pipeline, with cement pipe, then plastic pipe came into existence and

paper, this was with

Mr. Bounds
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yesterday.

these are not the
live here with shares of Mimbres River' numbers written
different
;;p' thev had
way they're listed ;;il; state rngitt;;i;;
is the stand pipe' anyway' that
tttt"'
down. So, we tr",r. "-f ittoric town
this a little straighter'
'"Jtr'in!'to-tft"t
draw
go.." i .oura
year, the underground pipelin. .,"r,r;

became more available so we

NA:

Ah that's okaY.

RM:

Then, that's far as the cement is at'

NA:

Soyou'vegot,you'vegotplasticor.concretepipethatconnectsallyourwells'plastic
v""i *tttt into a reservoir' down here'
and then connects

"fj

RM:

around
the tank, plug it and have the water come
goes.
so we put these three and pump into
how
is
this
three'
a bonnet, one, two,
into these outlets here see, in here w-e have
3uir".. pipe You know what that is?

NA:

Yes sir.

RM

then
this, this is a little f urther over, anyway
Then the same way' but they don,t iave
rows'
four
goes
over
and
here
be oret
this goes ore, forrJ'ro*r, ifrin this has io

NA:

Nowwhenyouyourirrigationryltel,eitheroutofyo.urditchesoroutofthispump
irrii"iil or oo trr"v furrow irrigate it, or' there flood
are d;;;;;iiooo
system, how,

irrigated.
RM:

NA:
RN4

Nowsomethirtyyearsago,Ididawaywithbordering.andwentinthereandmadea
any
cross shred, and I don't have to throw
trough see, so I'd h;; fi"i oo rpr."aJr, "oo
to
have
to
I
used
t" throw borders again'
cross shreds in tnJ !-"i*.",'isI don't l"i.
these
knock
to
yoid
have
at least four times a year'
everytime r spayea *ni.n
way and I
[rro*, and then i would pray thiswould
because I would irrigate this way vo.,
have
I
so
equipment
mv
would go withltlv'Lo-r-d"i. "oo tt "n il;;i;;;;.[o"1of
down'
them
have to knock
to knock them down equipment so I would
Right, and then go back in a rebuild them'
your chemicals fell on the soil you know and
That,s right, and then you rebuild them,
all this equipment'
that woulJ;ffi; ,p .o that's why I have
you have to disc i,
mv face at all'
around
handkerchief
""J"ri didn't;;-;;;t a
Anyway, I defied a-li,-r"iur"
*itr, ttt. borders because and that flood
Anyhow, but I am i"Lr prorra that I;i;-";;y
atea.

NA:

Foryou,thefloodirrigationandyourtreestoallgetthewaterthattheyneed,your
case?

Rlvf

It has a gradual fall, but yes it

land-must be pretty level' is that the

fescue grass there
doesn,t erode, and a we started some
believe in clean
here
up
and my co-grower
which helps a lot too, some of *v o"igiuors

cultivation, I don't'

NA:
Rlvt

over in Mesilla'
There's pecan farmers that are like that
grass
but you see more orchards wherc the
I think it looks nicc to see it like a wcll,
open; only
,o-, tfriogs that Vou t*i" itte moisture longer' but thcre

might contain

6s

ground is colder' we read
f rost control time, your
dislike about it is early Spring, during
irradiate any of the soil and to
u""".rJ"-ii-Jo".n't
io..
ii,"n-tr.
colder
lot
a whore
irradiate anY heat and that'

NA:

So,sobecauseofthat,you,reorchardmightlagbehindintermsoffloweringrelative

RM:

difference' adding even three or four degrees
That,s right, there is a three four days
differenie at night, or in early mornrng'

NA:

Does Yours stay warmer at night?

RM:

any heat to be irradiated'
No, colder because we don't absorb

NA:

to say Mr. Davis's'

Inyour'Iknowwhenlwastalkingwith,speakingwithMr.Bounds,hementionedthat
it's hard to run
up the valley' are so permeable that
the soils up where they're siturted
down and the
on
just
goes
straight
t"."utt itis
water into the fi.i;r-;;l-iirrgu,. ii t-fu,'-'"ati theie to kind of hold the water' is
is don't ,n,"i
trouble that we got here
your soil real Permeable?

I mean by
that convince me to clean cultivate and
think
just
won,t
I
and
be
should
RM:
*"t"t bin absorbed in the soil and a' soil
means of disking caose you sensed ";;;G
andsoyoumightsaywehl.'g."thin,hardpano.ntop.ofitbecauseitisdiscedand
ift" soit anA tree roots go where they
another reason I got away disking t;y;'1ij;ncome up to the surface and demand water
then
we
want to go it,s *rr!r. iti. ,6r,., ,igt t arro
trrut a plant has to make a sacrifice'
Me;i;;la;"io
frl.ifr"
of
kind
often. f rememuJ.
a
was
tail end you could see there make those
were raising NUMEX at that time,-;i ti"
it'
baby
light gre,en and don't
yellowish where irrl *"tti rr"ro up t<ina of a
ii ttre soil' so it's it's your willit take
ilt
roots go down, not only for water, yoo"ftt""t'
Soes
go to a degrce the bettet it is' because
potash, yo.r, -."got,io;, the deeper
cultivation'
clean
with
awav
hy 9"]it
down to your rrrigation so I found *;;kt;;
paneis' putiing in this fescue' that I
permanent
my
more
disking, throwing borders, making
ii little a to ge! tirl soil wet' takes a little
can, my first irrigation, you might t"l
two and
"
.v.i. irrigation say it takesforty-five
water than the Falr, but once you g.,"iui,.i *iti.t"t.
"r aUoit an hour and
"
a half hours, maybe the second.f*ig"ti".
gopher holes'
iirrt irrigation are vouryour
minutes on trresJirlrrrl i"". o.rigri,-fui,i.
following
oi"" you start
your wedge in the capillary .Vr,"-ll*Lverything,
having'
without
times
fiw
iirigate
r'ane to
irrigation i,,"x"ri"l;ii;;"d'I fi; il; itake your. native grasses' volunteer grasses!
it tr.tp, ttrat Vou
doing clean
little thirsty, you know your
"oftiratio".if you can read ii"- ""Othey-talk-t; ,-oi ""A in"V"e a
trees,andlrepeatagain,I.havethiscoverproblem,weeds,JohnsonGra.ss,.mostlyfescue
as often as some of my neighbors'
orchard grass, ttren-r don,t have t" i*ig"i"
how
your normal, what,s your normal irrigation rotation,
got
have
NA: For you personally, wltat,s
ditches
the
or understand that
kno*'it
i
f"r.,
on
vo*
does it work
"i-if"ii,
ti',,it' t'o* long is it between vour irrigation

It

different p"rt. J;';;;;:i;ffiir"ttit
or how does it work on Your oltcn!

Rlvf

you know depending on how dry it
rilell,I,d like to be able to say every once a monthtraO a vicious July here, it was pretty
you k";;, *i*:
is and the crop Vo, f,""" iheie
trr. .oo, but the wind blowing causes
warm
prctty
hot, this all has been
""i'"riv
but on our place here' if I

aridation you know, aod drying oo, vJ"Ji"J""t
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"J.i"rf,

everv

to water a two'davs
cangetaroundandirrigateonce.ar.nonth,inanormaly.".",,andevenifthisyearithas
ourditche.:H;'a;;i*"iA-f-f'ud
one-ot
Monday and the
month,
a
been once
hours ouring itte day on
,*;l;"
have
I
everv
Ebv--Baca' I have f ive davs
two weeks, on the iiu*oonio
a
hours
some'
(#;';ii1st91:]' start and we do have
following r"ronAay, i,n elve
",;;;,;;l-;;t
",
iii;
*r"o
rirteen davs so I il;;;;';iion
*e i"ieati
couple spots that

t::lllll:; X"'ff,i;Ji:::l!?-

titttt 'no" '""0v'
"i" "

ff :'i:i:xt*s;*;:*;
-r"iny
i':ll.;:.lii:#i:{=#]ff
If we over irrigate and be
*ii[i;,Lti#iffr
tt"'oo.'t"';:
if
oo*
i"t"t
fr"r"i"
is what you
that

tokindtoit,postharvest'Imean"t-'i"'?t'iirrigationt"v*"ulbetterirrigateitwhy
sure water core out'
I am picking '"", t'ii"t yo" can

NA:

quicklY?
And that can happen

RM:

Yes.

NA:

RlYt

NA:

your harvest' and

if you were,o-ilr^ri"tt before
crop
in' vou c6uld' vou could lose vour
i"i"'.
""me

you were to pre,

Soin other words, if
;;;;;;lf
then have all of " riioi."
harm the qualitv'
or not lose it, uu, i#.o"iil.-roi"rv

yousurecan,makeitundesirableforyourproducebarnsandthecoldstores;andthen
ttt"t has a musty core?
have you t"t'i""i' Jpprt
*iL'l
musty
that
about
what"'
though' I didn't know
Yes,I never knew what it was

Rlvt

Itcomesfromthatanditcancometoofromnotgettingafullkiltandbloomtime,some
'"i",rt. ir'rr!*oi ritirt sets of laurel time I guess'

NA:

I think it's Pistils'

Rtvt

rilell there's the Pistil'

N1'

we go'
Stamen, stamen there

RM:

Justalittledegreeofdamagecancausedifferentreactions,youcan..getalopsided
;:,'.,
app,e, or you
"
later o
""i-rli
won't'
but theY

t:":iill"Tji *llii*;*:1y:"i#l'":';'1"l1ii

ii[tJgt",'.',
center.

NA:

or
Whatkindof,whatkindofwaterdown,wateronyouronyourtrees,howmuchacre
u"ttp"'i' i t""tt in a normal vear
use
foot per acre do voi-J"t'"'"11v
"';;;;;;;;t"

r,opeiufrv normal Year?

Rfvt
NA:
Rlvt

Rightatthethirtytwoinches,an.dyhichdoespullusunderwhatwe'reallocatedl
narr' up the river it's less'
think in this
2.7

I

"r.",'rlL"tfi;;1t';in

think, at least'

l"^t" trtis vear' but it cost me last
Righthere,it,s3.somethingandoursisjustafractionbelowthat,andlhavelastycars
zltiiof
rrJiJii"
fisures, r am just .ur-,..i|;;p".n
how far anvwhere in town'
a;;;;i';fuitt
cents
year five
"rt"*iil;G'
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NA:

Right, I mean that's over the course of the growing

RM:

No, per irrigation.

NA:

Per irrigation.

RM:

Five cents a tree which I think is pretty cheap.

NA:

That's not bad.

Rtvt

You take, say if you have, course, it all depends on how many trees you have per acre,
but you take over fifty-two trees let's call it fifty, that's about two and a hali dollars,
and there are irrigation which I don't think is bad, and cost about ten dollars a year to
irrigate because the fifth irrigation generally speaking is with dish water whictrit cost
some money cleaning your dishes, you know your pro rated share, so we are real pleased
with our utility rate and I'm most pleased with my folks risking or venturing into the
well because I don't want to say that it's fool proof, but if you manage it and anticipate
the water going out about normally the middle of June, course, it's been out longer than
that all summer ever since last year, but if you can stay ahead, don't get behi;d.

NA

Do you, I would imagine that in the Spring, the river runs a lot more than during the
summer, do you pre-irrigate your fields in the Spring when there's a lot more water
available?

RM

I try to put on like I say mid-February, early March, not for the sake of frost control,
but for the sake of utilizing the flow of water, then that allows me have a dry, arid
work in to get gas to my wind machines, for me to go down and check my thermometers,
and I get stuck on like have been.
'lYhen you stick a tractor you're pretty

NA:

season?

stuck.

RN[

I can get off on a little tangent on our young son about seven years ago, seven years ago
the 7th, 9th of July, it was a day like this and Jimmy's cousin and w:e traA at that time
eight one thousand gallon propane tanks distributed out we used heaters so he was
showing catch a lizard,and turmoil there, propane f reezing you know, and it had rained
the night before and it was a humid day, and it was actu;lly aboui 3:00, said it was
about firecracker time, they had saw some firecrackers so thei throw somi lizards and
stuff and said I wondered what would happen if I flicked this tigarette lighter and dad
gum thing the tank then exploded, but all that vapor settled arra ne got-three degree
burns from here on down, anyway, that's the young ones that *as orer-here that ca-nOy
found. But anyway, he had the prcsence of mind, running almost a quarter mile, and
getting himself under water and the br.p where we filllur spray iank. His cousin
came and told us and there here he was the poor little fellow, but you know he doesn't
have a tree bark marks about his face.

NA:

Really, my God third degree burns. Didn't he know that a lighter would set
propane, how old was he?

RM

Thirteen years old.

NA:

Ycah, he knew, but he didn't know how bad
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it would get.

off

the

His miracles in a lot of
know''}:^:o'kt
oll:,-B.u'you
show
mornings the
to
Yeah, he was wanting
near the t'o-ii"t-' and in the
Jrrtitie
t"nx
to
eot rid of
ways, we used to rrave'a-p-puo"
vou'o ttaue nigr'tmares on the
.fi.ri
^Y:
hot water
voulo
';;t;t,
in!'#ir,
"rJ
we had Iectured
f umes you know,
"Li
here on
up
ire
f
freak
do"lj"il;i#;;,h",,'i*"
th.en *" t'"0 a
our propan., *.
put
and
nightmarer,"b;;;g-;lr,
carried
had
got
o.,n.iirrorl
*tt tt"at rats
tank and he
uo,tr..;;;;;Jt-in"t
because no
our hillsid" ,rr.rr,r'lo-I-ir"ri i, i"ririifi""o-tt'" whoJe thing combusted
fiehted
in their den the.J;il;?;;""anvo"Y Ji";;;-oi tt" f;J;;;" up there and
area'
up
onc had been
i"ve a' he respects fire'
',,lt'"t
with that, ,o *t''J ;[;A; iidiat;t

RM:

NA:

Well,I'll bet.

RM:

NA
RNT

NA:

fire
in the Navy you have a few littre
course,
then
and
him
to
Because he had a played
bother him'
drills and stuff, t"iO'ii didn't
in Cruces that
and he there was a restaurant
old'
year
ive
f
got
a
my little boy, I've
Mv.
-uuin.i
down that one day'
That Chinese.

him up and when we were
when I
*1'--Y:'ning
it
a'
got
to
I
a,
'qitryd
i;ii teli vou what ever since
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good year

for water conservation. I got a, a wife now, got a week's vacation in Phoenix.

NA:

Oh really. And, and you won this primarily for...

RNI

\Yater conservation.

NA:

But how did you, how did you conserve all your water?

RM:

\Yell, instead of just running it I put in these lateral pipelines and there's
this is the mainline, and I come in here, then I ran...

off of this,

End of McSherry- Tape 1A
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lined or are they on line?

NA:

Does your association, are they

RM:

No, our community ditches aren't, they aren't.

NA:

What kinds of problem do you have with them, I mean if you could think back over
your years of working with these ditches, what's like every horror situation that you've
run into in working with a, an unlined ditch. I mean I know you have got to have blow
out problems periodically.

RNt

We have that, and just say like right now. The Greenwald was the only ditch on this
lYest side of the river that we could get in, the Manns, Davis, McSherry, Eby-Baca,
Chavezes, and Montoya, and lVilbur lVolcart; so what the code reads a the Greenwald,
is part of the Macedonio, when there's Greenwald water you understand. So last year
and this year, that has been the Macedonio supply is the Greenwald, but now the
Greenwald is dry and right now you can look at the Macedonio ditch where the
Greenwald has fallen off into it on us which is the, which it should do. The ditch is all
full of grass if we get a flood you know, it's going to be a bearcat, so in other words, the
ditch is in our particular case, is all covered over because we do not run cattle in the
orchard and it runs down through the middle two tree rows. lVe don't bclieve in
running cattle in the orchard, some people do and look at the orchard; that's being
sarcastic, but it, yes, we have, in this case here, it's going to be a booger fit if a flood
comes even off the hillside, falls into it, then that's going to silt up and then get it
cleaned out, but it's going to be a booger.

NA:

So you get, you get situations, might guess would be that you have more trouble with
grass growing in like in the middle, at the beginning of the summer, the canals have all
been cleaned cause you had a cleaning sometime at the beginning of the season and then

when the water goes down and you're not running water, that's when you grasses really
take off, is that correct?

RIvt

lVe have a

NA:

What, what would happcn now if all of sudden, what would you have to do if, if right
now, given that it's been so dry, you were all of sudden start getting good stream flow

lot of trouble to with moss, you know, it gets so slow running, moss builds up
you get algae growing, and this kind of, it holds up your water.
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through the Mimbres and be able to pull water out of the ditches, what kind of
shenanigans would you have to go through to get the ditches.
RM:

I'm working on that right now, and to our, it's about one, two, three, four, five, six,

seven, eight, nine, ten, about four hundred feet, I don't know the technical, biological
name for the grass, but I call water grass, it's a an old shark grass that's growing there,

I'm going to, we're going to cut it out and throw it up on the bank, getting ready for
thcse monsoon rains because what will happen a big headwater will come off the
hillside and that started from the diversion water, but off of, which is about six tittle
arroyos that fall into the Greenwald between here and where the dam starts, if you get
a two inch, I've seen it, that ditch will carry it.

NA:

you'll be getting side, sheet water off the sides, that will come down in, the ditch
will capture it and the next thing you know, you got a head of water and the river may
So, so

be dry.

RM:

That's right, that's right, one year, it kind of caught me, I was preparing for, when we
cut, cutting the grass, but we didn't, we were slow in coming later on and throw it out,
but now I cut it and throw it out as a, because then it lodged there at a certain bridge
across the ditch and it happened that our oldest son was home at that time and he
enjoyed trying, going in trying to get it out, the water grass and stuff, boy he was cut
up, scratched up, made welts on him, water stunned you know, no, I didn't interview it
here I'm sorry to say, and ashamed in a way that we are can be headache, but I'm trying
to and that's what that man is going to be doing here.

NA:

That, that, he was out with that weed whacker awhile back.

RM

I thought to try and, but my wife asked to start around her yard doing that, but thenthis
afternoon he'll being going up that ditch and if he gets from here to thc stove, throw

it

out.

NA:

So the, the, the grass

RM

Yeah, that's right, that's right and of course, we would be the ones who would be hurt
so silt we can't stand silt around and a, nor can it be dug down to the roots, but
if you say have this is your normal, heighth of your famine and if you
get any silt then that's why I don't like to irrigate with flood water, I just
let it go on by because the head in you can, you have to go in there and
get that sand and silt out because it just smothers the ground.

NA:

lYell if it's bringing in real small clays too, it will,
you throw it onto your fields can't you?

Rlvt

And that's exactly right, since I don't disk anymore, so then it's hand labors so I say hcy,
let's just let it go on by I rather pump it then and.

NA:

So do

RM

Oh yeah.

your berms out.

will

cause a water back up, then

you use any ditch water on your fields?

7t

it overflows the banks and blows

it'll,

you can parch your orchards

if

it

NA:

You do, but only when

RM:

That's right, when it gets say milky or too clear, but I don't when it's that old red stuff
or that old brown let it go down.

NA:

How do you pull the, how do you pull the water out of your ditches. I saw somebody
up,I think maybe it was off of Ancheta-Galaz,that was using siphon hoses, how do you,
do you have gate boxes in your, in the ditch?

has not got a

lot of silt in it.

RNI I have a cement in with the steel gate yes, and it just obstructs
ditch and to a single piece of plastic.

and then in the main

NA:

Like a little piece of concrete pipe that runs under the berm?

RM:

No, just a it's your cement ditch and then, I mean not cement, you
there's just cement walls, cement walls, steel gate.

NA:

Yeah, I know what you're talking about, I've seen those before.

RM:

Then it goes off into a, off a ways into a dirt ditch then it falls into a cement ditch and
there, that was one of my first jobs, cement, that with put this tank in here in 1941, and
it's standing today. Anyway, it's sixty feet in diameter, six feet tall, and from here on
to the river is an eight inch pipeline that comes and has a valve here and falls into
cement ditch and irrigates these two; anyway that was one of my first jobs was to bale
three thousand three hundred and thirty three bales of old hay down there and I was
big and fat and stuffing and stacking you know ten barns, I lost weight pretty quick.

NA:

I'll

RM

I came home it's the l6th of June, he was cutting those hay, beautiful, beautiful cutting
hay, and he had one of these a mores on the back of his tractor you know he had aboui
the next morning I got up, said dad I'll finish it tomorrow and I went and finished
mowing and then the first I was ready to rake and bale, but I remember it three
thousand three hundred and thirty three bales. Then the next job was putting in the
cement ditch, we laid forms every thirty feet, one inch walls, and you had to, at that
time-

NA:

You had to hand compact it.

RM

Yeah, we straightened the wholc and used it as, and made our outlets every thirty feet
apart that was all that, design the trees for thirty feet apart, parallel to one another
there twenty-six feet apart on the diagonal, anyway, foolish saying, but a, I'm was
nineteen years old, a twenty years old, twenty years old, another kid my age we were
mixing the cement even with the sand and gravel, four and five gallon buckets and
instead of filling the buckets half full, you know, we filled up full and lift up over that
barbed wire fence, yeah it was a sport and as I look back I can sport instead of maybe
playing chicken or something like that you know what I mean, and I'm going to get;ff
on a tangent, relate this story real, true experiencc, when we grew up we grew up with
two good neighbor boys, the Amy boys, we went out together, their folks spoke the same
language are folks did, you be home at a certain time, yes, there was temptation, way

dirt ditch and then

bet.
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back then, but we didn't Bet into this stuff that like when we raised our kids well, Greg
has a car has a car why can't I have a car, you know what I mean; you know the minute

I stopped, we used the family car, and the later \ile got home, the earlier we got up.

NA:

There you go, that's a good rule.

RItt

No, and a I'm glide into my first, our first four older children then the I saw the nest
getting thinned out and I got a little lax, then well, had the car once a week, then, they
just had it evcry day, and as I have traced back, it didn't really do anything bad, but
they didn't do anything good either, and the youngest boy especially talking about he'd
say Rob, he's about the third man came home, where were you, I remember him just
sitting there and just look at and say where were you son, where were you, and I think
he learned from his grandfather whom he didn't know, to as my dad would say son, no
defense is the best defense.

NA:

Can't say anything to dig yourself out of this one.

RM:

Anyway, but a, oh he may have been in Cruces there with Greg down there, down thcre
Greg's pool, mavridge, overhauling the mavridge, and he was supposed to be in school
in Deming you know what I mean, and not really doing anything bad, but he wasn't
going to school. And then, like I say he got into the service and he went to these five
different advance schools, electronics, and stuff, communications actually, and a, he
bothered him when he came in one time, second place, the rest of time he was first in
his class, no biggie, but here he was miserable and he's got this one, no biggie, but then
he went in there and this and that and a, we all you got to do is plug it in to the main
line, we can talk it's not like the modern phone, but due to the mechanism now, but the,
I would like to go back to him because a, I lost a few pounds and I have a few gray
hairs and I gritted my teeth a few times and he didn't really do anything bad, trelusi
tlidn't apply himself; and that's about all a I can ask anybody, anybody, but you knbw,
if you can pick eighty boxes of apples and pay you for it, pay foity oi i pay-forty you
know, try and pick or try to apply yourself is about all I'm saying. But anyway, tirat a,
often time look back,I am glad I, my brother and I both, that we haA tne assoiiates we
did, were good for you, and oh maybe we tried to see which horse could jump the cattle
cart, without backing off the least distance you know, make him run and jump the
cattle cart which is a foolhardy thing to do, but we weren't involving some innoccnt
person we just we ourselves on that horse, and a, nowadays seeing the you know where
they try and run a guy off the road eighty miles an hour, no, we, like I say we wanted
to stand someone up before say hey enough let's go home.

NA

lVell, somebody, somebody, everybody, knew they were get in trouble, but one kid was
the one who made a case about gettini trouble and the rest of you pack up.

Rlvt

Yeah, and like I say raising ours, the last three, the last two for sure, were so and so
there dad doesn't care well I don't carc, I care you know, but now, of course, I've got
seven ladders in there that thank me for, having one of us a little bit out spoken, and

didn't

say.

NA:

Are you a mayordomo?

Rfvt

I was until this year, but I've bcen doing the mayordomo work, of course, the
mayordomo is a cattle inspector and well I've been having to do the work for I guess
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personal reasons this flood damage and everything, and apparently his name isn't in the
computer up there.

NA:

It's not yours

RM:

And that keeps sending them to me, but he was voted in as mayordomo, however, we
worked together, but he has the title.

NA:

name is in the Santa Fe computer because that's how I got your name to call
No, your
-in
you
the first place, because when I, I, I got a publication that has all that ditches in
ihe state all the ditch associations, and all the mayordomos, quote on quote, but one I
am offering, offering to do is, you ought to think about stashing a second set of these
records somiplace just on the off chance that God forbid the house should burn down
or something like that and our library is interested in trying to put together as many of
the ditch reiords for the numbers as I can find, and we can do it one or two ways- we
can either have one of our people come out and microfilm them all, if you could give
us a little place we can set up a camera and microfilm them which will be a permanent
record for ever, ever, and ever; the second alternative would be to get a list of what the
documents are and then we could take them in and make xeroxes of them and make a
couple of sets of xeroxes.

RM:

You were right and we have made this comment to have duplicates made.

NA:

I'm not putting any heat on you, but we're willing, we I mean the University, is willing
to do this at no cost to you all, and we can do it either bring our guy out and film them
or if you all want to release them we can run them into Cruces, make the copies and
bring them back like the next week. And it does two things, these are significant
historical records for starters, they're also significant legal documents for you Suys and
to have a back up set would be worthing thinking about and we're trying you know as
wc find these, we're trying to make an offer that we'll do it and it won't cost you a
penny for the ditch association, think about it.

RN[

Yeah, I trying to word this hcre we did give some information to one of the, the thing
of is, I'd tit you take it, but I know I'm not the only person you're involved with, could
get misplaced, you know what I'm saying, we did pay piece of a paper that a guy we
think was reputable, but still to this day it hasn't sent it back.

NA:

I

RM

No, he's with FEMA, and of course, he's in Oklahoma, and I know he's got ten million
other, but those records come back and it's concerning the ditch, and it was the only
copy we had, and you know, didn't give it back to us and this was two months ago. And
I rtpeat if it were just you, and the only one you were doing with, well here it is,I was
jusi wondering heie, our local fire department, volunteer members, has a machinc, I
ion't if it's still working or not, I know it didn't use it then it went out kaput for or
they have working it now or not.

NA:

Well, here's an alternative idea, here's an alternative idca, why don't we think about
getting together, I'll come down next week, I don't like my University truck is the
pro"erUiaiChevy up on blocks in Silver City, blew a fuel pump on me last week, but
ncxt week I am going to have my big Suburban, and why don't we think about maybe
wc could togethJr, run into Silver, grab a bite of dinner, find a xerox shop while we'rc

is.

hope he's not with the Univcrsity.
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there or I can find one in the mean time and get copies while we're, get a bitc of dinner,
have a chance to talk a bit.
RM:

Let's wait until sweet thing comes in and I'm not against the, that sounds like real good
and I don't haul well, don't like to just run around, you know what I mean.

NA:

Oh no I understand, I understand.

RM:

And we have to, we could use the fire department or our bank down here in desert.

NA:

Oh okay.

RN[

You know.

NA:

I

RM:

Yeah,

was just thinking

them-

NA:

if

the fire department's was broken, that would be.

I don't know if it's fixed or not I could find out rather quick here to just call

Okay, okay; yeah, because the, the you know, as I say these are legal documents and I
would be willing to bet money that I have seen every shred of paper that there is on the
ditches and I've not seen these pieces of paper, neither your stuff nor the stuff that Mr.
Bounds had and you know, you guys are apparently sitting on the only copies in

existence.
RM:

Yeah, I don't know where it is here, it's a, well this is not the highway that I was on,
this highway, this season, I'm kind of surprised to the date on thiJ. It was to our about
three county agents ago, where Stewart Sternum, did, of course, it doesn't mention
anything about our account.

NA:

No, he mentioned someone namcd Putnam

R}vt

Yeah, that was the State Engineer.

NA:

Yeah, yeah, that's the only other person that he named.

RM:

Anyway, this kind of goes back into a little history here about, he wrote to McClure
who was the State Engineer at that time, Tom M. McClure.

NA:

Forget where I've seen his name.

Rtvt

And uh, it's not too old, but it's about fifty years old and there's something here that
I'm not quite straight on and I didn't want to bring it up until I, I got straight on it, I
it is a, and I don't know who to go to and make reference to a Tiujillo back in tire
middle Twenties, up to the Thirties, Macedonio, Torrez and his brothei coursc, anyway
they owned vast acreages is what I want, of land in this area along with the of coursi,
down below us, the Trujillos and Eby-baca, it was Torrez, Trujillos, and Eby-baca thai
came in here from Old Mesilla and a, farmed and a, so I am guessing that's why they
named it the Macedonio after the Trujillo cause the Trujillos were Lelow that;s why
there was one Trujillo, but on here , there's that a, there's one Trujillo on this ditch, and
yes a little scandal here, that's the green one, there's one desk here, anyways, it names
different users and a, a copy of their own Eby-baca, Trujillo.
7S

I

believe.

NA:

I can't read the last name.

RM:

Everybody, well Trujillo was staying here, but a, in here, I'm trying to figure between
Ebees and here, was this Macedonio; so, but here they have I know as we see through

Trujillo.
NA:

tlh, no I can't

RM:

I don't know.

NA:

I can't make out that name; and those are the water hours.

RN4

Yep.

NA:

No, there's a Trujillo estate, I think, what I've been able to, to, to sort of figure out, it
that it used to be called Macedonio, then it went to Trujillo during the early the part
of the century, and then it went back to Macedonio, but por que, I don't know why.

RM:

Now see this here gives this term, section twenty-two of Grant County, and that, that's
just got to be the one and the same, but maybe you're right that it was Macedonio then
Trujillo then back.

NA:

\Yell, it's known as Macedonio now, correct, yeah.

RM

Anyway he was back from a mining camp seventy
school director.

NA:

Macedonio Torrez?

Rlvt

'And uh, he had lost his leg in a one of these hay bailers you know,
horse powered and
he stalked the head down into the plunger, anyway, sometimes, there's a story therc that
uh, she needed a janitor there for school, well he didn't know what a janitor was and
he said next time he goes to Mahoney's, that was a big hardware store in Deming, he,d
get her one. So, anyway, did you ever hear of the Dude Riddles?

NA:

No, can't say that I have.

RM

Okay, he was another school director and there is actually when my mother stayed for
awhile then this morning, building across from the post office, thiJ girl, this stayed, at
the Trujillo as we say the Trujillos, and a, I imagine there was some little *,ood going
around the shack down under they moved under the trees where there...

make out that last, Lucero?

five years ago here, and he was
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NA:

I'm talking with Regis McSherry. [Jhm, lilhy don't you tell me a little about when you
were born, and I know your family's been here for a long time so if you could just iive
me a little bit of a summary about you know, your life here in the Mimbres.

Rlvt

IVell I was born April ll, 1926 youngest of six children, I have an older brother and
four older sisters, I a, got my grade school education just down the road about a quarter
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of a mile, went on to high school and graduated in '43, and joined the Navy and got out
in '46, and I've been back here on the Mimbres River ever since, but there was an
incentive back then to come back to the old farm and ranch which nowadays we have
I'm married and we have three sons, I would not ask them to come back under present
day conditions, but a, it's not the same as it was forty-seven years ago and maybe it's
for the best some ways, maybe...

NA:

lVhen you say that there was incentives, excuse me after the war, for farmers to go back,
what are you, what kind of incentives are you talking about?

RM: lilell, back then say your apples which were primarily, our primary income, were five
dollars a box, your chemicals cost you thirty-five cents a pound, okay today, if you get

ten dollars a box, but your chemicals are seven dollars a pound, and your labor was say,
oh maybe, a hundred dollars a month back then, now it's two thousand a month for you
know, what kind of help. And your a boxes used to get them in the ten thousand lots
for thirty-five cents a piece, now they're a dollar and a quarter, so percentage your costs
of operation has gone up against your price of your apple and don't have cold shoulder
about the business that we're in,I'm proud of the apple business, but a our thinking has
been to sell fresh fruit instead of cold storage fruit, and again the costs has been too
great for the, once you get out in your and well just everything has gone up, your
electricity going up, your spray equipment, your ladder which used to maybe cost you
a twenty dollars is a hundred and fifty dollar ladder now, picking bags used to be a
couple of dollars or twenty four a piece if you buy them by the dozen, so it's out of
proportion and I guess some of things that I'm being too sarcastic with childrens'way
of living, but there used to be every two weeks they're used to getting that paycheck
and if you have to maybe, maybe get it once a year then you got to stretch it around and
on that have and not saying anything against their spouses or anything, but they're used
to the every two weeks and some of them even at that too many credit cards, but it's a
diffcrent world and maybe it's for the best, I don't know, but then sometimes I wonder
what these small, little small places what's going to happen to them. I am the third

generation of McSherrys on the Mimbres and where there should be the fourth
generation coming I don't know, that's to be the thing or not. In the little trivia there
it, this oldest son who is very interested, he has a son that wcre here during apple season
so it can be said that the fifth generation did sell box of apples.
NA:

lYhich is to say the grandson.

Rlvt

Yes, so uh, oh you know how it has been a thought that son follow in father's footstcps,
but I,I hesitate so does my wife to encourage until he retires then he'd have his monthly
income then give me the bill and some from there, no he loves it and he is like I am, you
have to have two qualifications and both of us have them, you have to be dumb as a
bull and love what your doing, and no as in anything you got to like what you're doing.
And he's a natural at it, but like I say, things I guess are different.

NA:

That's a pretty substantial increase over your production costs over what you're getting

for your apple

boxes.

RM

That's that's right.

NA:

That really cuts into your profits on there.

RM

It

does the only way we have been to able stay is to volume, our volume has become
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greater and greater you know, an example, in our trees instead of maybe having five
bushels now they maybe have twenty bushels.

NA:

Of per

RM

Yes, and the same amount, you might say you spray five hundred gallons of spray per
acre and you say if you were getting two hundred and fifty boxes, now maybe you're
getting six or eight hundred boxes with the same average you understand, irrigating,
spraying, fertilizing, and a, I know, I know you couldn't only start from scratch, matiJ
a living off it pay for it and buy, make payments.

NA:

In other words, you inherited your farm from your parents correct?

RM

Well, I inherited the opportunity to buy.

NA:

Well, that's what I mean okay. Uhm, so when you first started out, when you and your
wife first started, started the going, you were having to pay off a mortgage, plus all the
costs associated with your production?

RM:

Yeah, this is true and of course, we, they, my mother and my dad passed away, and then
my mother, we bought it from my mother, and that's just she didn't charge us the
outside price and being in the business long enough she made allowances when we
couldn't make payments and which has made it, made it helpful for us to make it and,
but again, with your labor situation it's all hand labor, the a picking, and a, don't want
to sound better than thou attitude, but at harvest time, the only people you have to
depend on to pick is just for that six pack of beer or that bottle of wine, percentage
wise, there's some good people don't misunderstand me, but they a, they just don,t show
up the next day then that makes it hard, say you have a, you a obligated yourself to a
produce buyer in San Antonio every third day the load is twelve hundred boxes, but
like last year, the truck sat here six days and he can't make money sitting still you can't;
on an average, we just say up to about five years ago, and it's piecework, but six men
can pick and load twclve hundred boxes of apples in three days, last year it took
seventeen men six days. So anyway, that, the thing I don't like about it people no how
to use our system, say if I come to you and and say pick up and and I'll pay you eighty
cents a box, so if I pick ten boxes, I should get eight dollars right, no, because I'll reach
whichever greatcr the minimum wage, so they know it, I didn't know it so until I did
learn it last year, see, so here it is thirty-four dollars for ten dollars a box, ten boxes this
is three dollars and forty cents, see, and it's cost you two and a half to get them up to
harvest, you sell them for four dollars, you know bulk price, and you know without
grading, you know I say ten up here, that's after you've graded them and sorted, so you
don't make any money, and it's costing you about seven dollars and you're getting four

tree?

back.

didn't realize that you sold as far away
that you sell your apples in?

NA:

\Yhen, I

RM

lVell we go into San Antonio is the farthest we've gone. One time back in, oh my father
was operating it, our county agent, they had a county agent convince him in Chicago
and through the county agent they shipped a ton of apples to Chicago, through the
county agent, and but mostly it's a, then I'm getting on another tangent here, that the
frce trade pact, I have mixed feelings about it. We had eleven buyers out of Mexico,
come and pick themselves, fifty boxes, a hundred, two hundred, three hundred boxes,
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as San

Antonio. How far is the region

but they brought their own labor force, I didn't have to deal with any social security,
any public liability on them, any housing, and when you get into that, you get a lot of
intervention, things that even this day wouldn't qualify for, the bathroom has to be
twenty feet from the kitchen, this one's nineteen feet three inches, you know, the little
things like that, and I believe in sanitation, I believe in, but a it made it real nice until
they had this little incident, I don't know if you remember it, it was in September, that
a, a deputy or law officer in El Paso chased a suspect across the bridge.

I remember that.

NA:

Yes,

RNT

And confiscated his illegal weapon.

NA:

Took his car

RM:

Anyway, it shut down my, so it had a, backlash everything, and like I say it a, it can be
and I think it's a could be a nice thing you know, international free trade, but a, it
comes back again to this labor system.

NA:

Did, did you make money on your Mexican contracts, relative
here in, in a America?

RI4

Oh, oh yeah, yeah, yes, yeah, see they come in like I say you'd sell them for four dollars
a box on the tree, then that, then you might say that two and a half to four that was a
dollar and a half came without having to run you tractor, trade with their boxes, and
wear and tear on your equipment, now we did loan, they used our picking bags and
ladders, but they used their own boxes and stuff like that, and there wasn't any or do
with the housing, which can be a mess, come in over night and leave the sinks crawl.

NA:

So

if

you were to be doing

that, so that, the free trade could actually be a real benefit to you now in the apple

business?

RM:
.

Yes, uh, if a, Mexico has a nice thing going, it's especially here on the front, Frontera
here that all these Casa Grandes- Asuncion, Chihuahua- all those apples go down to the
interior, and then these, our border apples go into Mexico, see, which I had a deal going
there for about seven, eight years like that with the people. Like I say for oh, fifty box,
twenty boxes, up to two, three hundred you know, nothing manly, but then consistent
you know, had eleven, the only thing there was if you wanted to pick out a headache,
sometimes they would all show up at the same time, didn't have equipment you know,
for, but a, then you try tell them,look, well they weren't competing against another, but
just have them done, let's see why don't you decide to come Monday, and Tuesday and
then that allows me for my crew to, for, my other sales you know, but I didn't, the last
ten years I have ventured, tried to sell, other than last year, we did try to sell to the San
Antonio, and his trucks out here six days.

that was because of labor problems on your end?

NA:

\Yas that, and

RNT

And he, like I say, he was out there in the field with them there was no, wasn't they, I
was telling them to pick some that he didn't want, he, he ran the crew; and a, anyway
it just a, kind of had the last lonely Presidential campaign put America back to work,
the new America is going to have want work, in all respects whether it's agriculture or
in the factories, put out the quality you know, I don't believe in slave labor,I personally
am glad that I can use the term I went to school upon too hard working wages, and I
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RM:

We sold to the produce buyer at that time, the main man came out of El Paso then he
bought for all of the stores, see, then the Safeway truck would come up and then they
made their distributions accordingly. Now how far, well actually it would come up El
Paso way up to Silver City, and make Lordsburg,I don't how far they went round about
East and North, but a yes. I was talking to an old boy here the other day, a man again
Fourth of July, the neighbors picnic and he drove, he said I remember the names of the,
I used to drive a Safeway truck and we loaded apples, but that was well forty years ago.

NA:

How many, how many acres do you have in an orchard at this point?

Rlvt

Sixty.

NA:

Sixty acres in an orchard.

RM:

lVhich constitutes about, some there are, there's different plantings, we have some on
the, well there's fifty-two trees to acres, then there's some on the (unintelligible) where
we get eighty-five trees to an acres, roughly we have around four thousand trees, and
most of them are Red and Gold Delicious, we have a few Jonathans, and some limes
after it, but the commercial apple seems to be the Delicious.

NA:

I'm partial to Golden Delicious.

Rttt

I imagine it's my favorite brand.

NA:

It's without a doubt, you could, you can have the red ones, I'll take those Golden

Delicious.

Rlvt

No, but a.

NA:

In, in the a, do you grow any, any kind of row crops on any of your property or not any
at a.ll?

RM

No, we've gotten rid of them, yeah, we have a few cattle here, pasture land, but a, no
we done away with row crops.

NA:

One of the things I was asking Horace Bounds about, was, where I come from every
farm got a couple hogs on it, and I've noticed that I've been driving up and down the
valley, I'd be darned if I've seen a hog any where in the Mimbres, is, is that, is that a
misimpression on my part or is that the case?

RM

I, yes, I'm understanding what you're saying and I hadn't stopped to think about it, but
a, a, there are a fcw of our youngcr parents with their 4-H children that have, but tirat,s
about all you would see now.

NA:

lVell

Rlvt

Now only until my wife started working at the post office twelve years ago, we used to
have pigs, we used to have milk cows, we had little a garden, but we donit garden any
more, we don't chickens, and the kids are gone and a, so no, it's the kind of, one of my
sisters came and said she the one who lives in Denver, she said, there's somethin!
strange here, oh, I don't here any roosters crowing, right any chickens, you know, bui
that's chore in its own you know, and a, maybe we're getting lazy and t don,t know itrs

I'll

be darned.

8l

just a, but no my wife had a green thumb and a, and sometimes she said she started a
headache here, she has some fifty-four different kinds of irises.
NA:

I love irises

RM:

But now, the buying weed and stuff I mean well she's fussy, she's postmaster here, it's
a, it takes the heart out of her day, she goes eight to two and she got into that civic
minded, our little community you know a, I think should have a church, a school, we
lost our school, didn't want to lose our post office, and a, so she applied for the job just
to keep the post office, at that time, it was a two hour job, and low and behold it's a, she
has applied herself and like I said, I would like for you to meet her, she's brought the
revenue up from there almost oh say three thousand dollars to about thirty thousand a
year.

NA:

Wow, that's pretty good

RM:

Yeah, no it's just, a different show what an employee can do or hired hand and the same
you can take her out there cooking or in there orchards you know, you can depend upon
her, and then I guess that's what make you discuss it with some people. You don't
expect to reach that level, but then if somebody can do this, why can't somebody do this,
same as picking apples, some of those guys can pick the good apples and get eighty
dollars a day, and then, and that old boy picks the same time, the same time, the same
qualified area, pick ten bushels.

NA:

Relative laziness I guess.

RM

You want get on a religious job, but

it

makes you know that there's going to be a

hereafter.

NA:

If

RM

Wcll wc have three ditches. We have the one that's called the Greenwald and starts up
the road here about three miles and that ranch has usage of the water in the Davis
orchard, and while I'm speaking of Davis, he was the first person in a long time who I
consider a co-grower, so many of the orchard business they refer to one another as my
competitor, and this is not necessary, the, in the cow business, everybody decides to get
say eighty-five cents a pound for there animals, cahs you know what I mean; and you
can take some of the same cow growers that have an orchard, they're undersell you or
some kind of deceit, but this gentleman here like I say he a, I enjoy working with him
and up above the road there was this man Johnny Chicon, we worked together for five
years, we used the same contract papers, the same buyer from San Antonio, and it
worked real fine, it kept our pickers busy, it kept our buyer satisfied from going
somewhere clse making a commitment, and a, and it didn't completely relax you, but it
was a satisfaction in saying hey, we got a big buyer, we can get rid all of our apples
plus, you know what I mean, and keep our pickers...

they don't do penance now, they'll do penance
takes care of your orchards which ditch is that?

End of McSherry- Tape

later. What, what the,the ditch that

IC

McSherrv: 2 A

RI\4

Snap

off your staDd pipe and it finally
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proved to him that we had six foot, six feet

clearance of you know head of the pipe that, but shut her down you know what I mean,
and a especially when you're a got you right in the middle of the irrigation and kind
of makes you grit your teeth you know, and they've got the say so.

NA:

It's their money they claim, but they ought to be seeking somebody, you always argue

for your fifteen or twenty or forty percent.
Rtlt

But many of our, our S.C.S., S.C.S. dealings have been very smooth, there was, there was
two, one minor incident, this othcr one could have been a major cause setting down our
entire water system you see.

NA:

lilhen you, when you concrete your ditches, when you, when you go in
contract that out, is that correct; I mean Mesilla is loaded with ditches.

RM

\Yell that's the guy who put in our ditches from Las cruces, I forget his name.

NA:

When you, when you do these I know, I've seen some maps, in fact, I've seen some of the
original maps for the ditches and they boy, they corkscrew all over the countryside,
some of those ditches do. When you concrete line them, do you straighten out and
abandon the and abandon your old ditches or do they pretty much...

Rltt

lYell are talking about main ditches out at the river or are you talking about our
individual ditches in our orchards?

NA:

I'm primarily talking about main ditches out of the river.

RM

lVe

NA:

Oh you do not.

RIlt

There are not many either besides these four.

NA:

Ah okay, so you just have your field ditches?

RM:

Yeah the field ditches, we just, we stood in the old ditch bed more or less, it had to be,
oh we designed here and there, but, but yes, basically because they were always at the
head end of the orchard you know, parallel to.

VM:

No, but our main ditches run in (unintelligible).

RN[

No, no.

NA:

Oh, okay, I, I'm glad I asked.

Vltt

They install anywhere.

RNI

I think the only cement,

NA:

Those are

RM

Yes, uh huh, yes.

I

assume you

don't have any of those cement ditches.

lift

some

of us have cement outlets.

gate outlets, pretty much.
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Some are

just still...

NA:

To to your knowledge, the alignments of main ditches are pretty much like they have
been since you were a kid, they haven't...

RM:

The same conglomerate, the same old soil, they just, they just have been widened a
more to fit the a doors around, but no, there's been no.

NA:

Yeah we, I noticed that when a, when I was talking with a, with a Horace, the San
Lorenzo I guess when they concreted it, they re-designed the whole thing and
abandoned long chunks of it,I guess they had come up with a better, more efficient to
move the water around and he, because he pointed out his front window and he says
right there at the base of the slopc just where the tunnel starts getting...

RM:

Yeah, I understand right around the foot of the

NA:

Yeah, he says that, he says that's where the ditch used to be, and I said I don't
ditch come in here and he said that's right.

RM:

Well, that's what we have down on the other side, it runs at the base of the hill, and it
maybe six feet deep until you get up a little further where it can come out two and a
half, three feet at the tree.

NA:

How did you all, when you, when you were cleaning your ditches or, or what did you
do when hit rock, I mean what kind how did, how did you handle working in, in solid,
or you know pretty solid bedrock?

RM

I, I can tell you in this Macedonio when they put in the highway in 1960, they had to
move the ditch over a little bit and I guess there's a thirty to forty feet of this solid
bedrock, with a crow bar I dug it out.

NA:

Oh, Lord, love a duck.

RM

And we didn't dare blast

hill

it because afraid we might

this.

little

almost.
see

any

open a big crevice you know, so

NA:

Uh huh, and then all your water

nrr*

I, I did...

NA:

I did like (Uninteiligible), whew, you crow barred it all out. How, how long down the
ditch did you have to this.

RM

Oh maybe about forty feet and maybe at eighteen inches deep, oh and about three feet
wide.

NA:

Oh my goodness.

RN[

There was just an outcrop of, of a bedrock and a, oh kind of learned there too the get
the (unintelligible) get the grain you know, and make a little chip about that big instead
of this big, boy that will sure make your wrists sore the more the thing vibrate and
those full axle crow bar you know, the heavier it was the less it vibrated it you know.

NA:

So you were using a great big long breaker bar type thing?

goes

straight down.
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RM:

Well the drive line off of a Model-T Ford about that big around, still got one of those
down here, may weigh about ten, twelve pounds.

NA:

Boy, you take some sweat to your...

RM:

No, I, I can say, I a, wasn't continuous, but I had a little taste of, of manual labor.

NA:

tilhy your machine wore out.

Rlvt

And uh, there was a chain saw, and like I told you from the start I had a good teacher
in my dad, and a, many times he could squeeze a dime out of a nickel. I don't have any
hate about it, at that time I hadn't discussed you know, but a, it, it taught me a lot, but
no, I, not at the top of the ladder, but I've been sure at the bottom.

VM:

Regis and I have done things that four men shouldn't try, we could load the cow steels
in the back of the pick-up by ourselves.

NA:

Oh man.

RM:

Have you one of these steel...

NA:

Uh huh, I've seen, the ones that you pull the cows when there...

RM:

No, how in the world, and he's doesn't call me a liar, but Larry David has a front end
loader, we have what they call the sum pump where you bring the water across from the
other side, run it to this first cement ditch hand forward, and then it falls into a side,
well, we were having trouble with the impalers and stuff so we had to, we
thc
'motor off, took that weight much off, but she, Lucero, and I pulled that thingtook
out and
loaded it into a pick-up. I didn't attempt to do it with three men, and Larry Davis finds
his front end loader on that Ford barely lifted it with the motor off and we took it out
and put back in.

NA:

My Lord.

RM:

And we have I

NA:

About five foot high?

RM:

This a, it's a five horse motor, it got burned out with lightning one time, took it in, see
and I got in over there and took it off over the shaft, and put it back over the shaft
without stripping those bolts. I, I don't say this with any remorse, but then I know what
was done and what isn't being done you know, I don't say you have to bc dumb and
strong as a mule, but lot of times it has to be done and you do it with what you've got,
the tools that you have. But, see in my case,I always been this size and I've had to you
know, I don't know if you've met my brother, but he's a regular sized man.

NA:

I have not.

R}vt

And I had to match his ability and uh, that was a sport there, you try just as much...

guess a,

well about this high.
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NA:

Sure

RM:

As the other guy and I, I think I can say truthfully, that I held my own, I could run up
the haystack with a seventy bale of hay, ten tiers high, and you did it because it was a
sport, just like trying to slam dunk or something like that, and if you didn't have the
bales pushed well together, you might step in between bales and that sure put the old
steer in you.

NA:

I remember doing that one summer on uncle's farm.

RM

No, uh, he, said to you before, we did have our peers, their parents spoke the same
language ours do, and our sport was just dangerous as some today, but we didn't involve
some innocent person playing chicken or something like that, don't have know how we
ever lucked out jumping cattle carts you know after dark.

NA:

Yeah, you could get hurt pretty serious about that.

RM:

Pick up a fine...

NA:

I, I mentioned to Ruth this morning that you were complimenting her on what a great
horsewoman she was, and she broke into a huge grin, she said in my day, she said, and
then she was explaining, I guess she rode burros when she, she had burros when she was
a real young girl.

Rlvt

lVell, she goes to school a hundred miles a day. No, and the thing of it was too, and thcy
know business, but they shouldn't, but they were treated as ladies you know, and...

vNr

They were telling about putting about hay and they couldn't hay, but they offcred to

roll it.
Rlvt

But you know, there were times actually when you know what I mean, they're
intelligent, they're not these old Okie Hoosiers these you know, and a, no I don't
remember my dad could to do just what any cowboy could do, well there'were just the
three daughters who weren't any coherent, didn't have any sons, it's what they,re

supposed to do.

NA:

Yeah, you run cattle, you run, learn to ride a horse, no anyways.

RM

That's right, did post holes, stretch a fence, and again, they were, you see them out in
society, well behaved, well dressed, well mannered, you got the fully express themselves.

NA:

Anyway, she was very taken with your compliment.

Rlvt

lYell, I meant

NA:

No, I'm just go for some water actually, I'm a, I'm a, get a lot of caffeine Jay, I'm not
asleep. At some point, I would very much like to get in the truck with you and go look
at the system and take some photographs if you wouldn't mind or if that.

R}v[

The reason why my mother right there, the water was low, but no crop loss and stuff,
but I do remember another button that I just knew that we have, but not the end a, wc
used to raise alfalfa and Johnson grass mixture, at the same time I liked to bring out

it, I meant it, to bring out anymore or are you going
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home.

there used to a lot of pheasants in this area.

NA:

Oh really, huh.

Rltf

Lots of them, lots of them, you'd be cutting there with mower, gas powered mower, and
hit pheasants'nest. My guess would be a couple hundred, I noticed for forty years, but
no uh, but we had dishwater, but we didn't have the pump \ilater, I'm talking about the
late Thirties, we started have ditch, pump waters about one pump and that was a dug
well, that hundred and fifty gallons, at that time that's what the, had that Stover, tei
horse stover, that's another thing, I don't say this, I say it with the gusto now, I can go
and push a button and back when my brother and I were little fellows we have to !o
take that stover motor going, and you know they don't just start off those diesel.

NA:

No.

RM:

And they would backfire on us, you'd advance the spark so if you did get it past center
it would and here we'd get on that flywheel and you know.

NA:

Oh yeah.

RM:

And I

NA:

I

guess

have seen,

it

was at least a three foot in diameter the flywheel, I've got the flywheel.

I have

foot in diameter.
RM:

seen generators,

all cast iron with flywheels that are three to four

And we have that silly thing, it was a diesel run, which you powered with gas, advance
the spark and at the same time see backfire on you, you better have youi foot out of

there.

NA:

You better, yeah, yeah.

RM

And that it had a water cooled hopper, and I remember later on in the years that we
used to roast, roast in there, put in that hopper, and of course, the cooier it ran the
better, my dad finally designed a little pipeline that would, and then drill the hole
through this cast iron vat that held thc watcr and the water would run in and out and
keep it cool, well we boys had pulled that line out so it would boil so we,d roast a roast
in thcre, dad would come running.

NA:

Get into your hide.

RM:

He didn't like that too well.

NA:

I'll

Vlvt

It's kind of like putting gourd in the booster.

Rlvt
NA:

lVe have, I'll show you the booster pole one day, a, I can take you out
fast like while I'm irrigating, but our storage tank is whcre the.
I'll help you irrigate, I'm not beyond doing any work.

RM

Well, I've, I've got to be leave, be out of town pretty quick.

bet.
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if

I just show you

NA:

Oh okay, all right.

RM:

Anduh,anyway,uh,(unintelligible).Anduh,theyhadacarupthereyouknow,and
and can't get air and it was just fine'
*" aiao't *"nt to irriiate wittr itrat open cockpitmemorable
on a few occasions we did
We, you know, *" OiO"nit do it very ofien, it was
it, well we know it, that's a darn lie and"'

NA:

I

Rlvt

NA:
RNI

grew up on a water well oh out back and the pump would pretty regularly lose its
prime and we would have to go out and try to re-prime it. I don't know, it's been so
time when I was twelve,
long, I don,t know if I can oo it any morer but I there was a
pump,
it lvas a long time'
but
priming
that
thirteen, fourteen, i *", pretty good at
did have a casing in it, I don't
well, you would have, no, as long as there was a dug well
not mortar"' sheet metal'
mortar'
you
know,
mean one of ttrese twlniy-forrt Inch ones,
sheet metal, You've seen it?

Uh huh, I've seen it

Yeah.

in diameter' and then you put it
I don't know what gauge, but about three or five feetperforation,
and a, anyway' across
in and you knock"dnoi.t in it with a pick so you get
pull
I don't think I
it was this a, "igu, ""0 Vtu reached down and get water and got ita, up'
it out the
we
took
would pay for il, this booster I was telling you about a, I've
Deming
it
to
had
taken
last time when I-ariy Oaris pulled it out laiiyear' wasn't it, but
station'
the
of
pick
reception
up the
to put, to make a t#f pumi out of it you know, to
this
trash
watch
to
have
we
still
well they didn't p"i it, they left it like it is, and so
was
screen
a
grew
job
up,
there
(iCt
they
as
used to be there
coming io, so all along ine
grow
that,
having nothing there, well there's gourds that
at the entrance
"nJUi-t
throw the gourds into this pit you know, and plug up my-

around

NA:

gourd got in
Then, of course, course, complete, complete ignorance how about how that
there.

YM:

Oh they not admit it.

NA:

That's a pretty good stopper

RNT

I'll

bet.

you just
Ycah, you take two or three of them and by the time they get in there they,
uh' that
your
here
down
don,t have any thrill at all, then your ditch ii running over and
like
would
I
words,
was back when t was so impressls with checks you lino*, in other
you
the
can
see
least
at
foiyou to see it, maybe, mayUe he's irrigating right now then
checks.
I was telling you I Aon't have any borders thrown' no cross

NA:

Uh huh, uh, huh, right, right.

Rtvt

And hopefully he may have it the water flowing where a'
long, I'll be back in a little.

NA:

If it's not, if

Rtvt

In this, you cut off

see

part of it, won't take too

it's not convenient, I mean (unintelligible' sound disruption)'
the...

End of McSherrY- TePe 2 A
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McSherrv: 2 B
NA:

...With Regis McSherry. Uhm, When we talking last time, the a, you were talking about
using a 111i* of pump water, explain your pumping system and also you used surface
*"t"-. out of thJ ditctres, uhm, if you had to just sort of guess it in all your years of, of
farming, how much pump water and how much ditch water do you use on your
orchards?

RM

Are you asking acre feet?

NA:

Uh, just any, well any kind of way you want to give it.

RM:

I, we have not exceeding the three acre feet, and a, course, your question with vary in
my ans\r/er in some like this year there's no ditch water right now, it's a hundred percent
puilp, and a...

NA:

Right.

RI\4

very seldom it's been this way, we have had supplementary. The pump supplementary
to the ditch instead of the ditch supplementary to the pump.

NA:

Right.

RM:

With the a, three ditches place has rights out of the just one little trickling water coming
down, there was one ditch that has not been restored at all and the ditch that, there's
one ditch Eby-baca was restoring, it's dry, the Greenwald is the only one that has a
maybe, two hundred gallons a minute coming down, course, it starts up the road about
thrle miles and I'm sure up there it would be x amount more, but it's all dirt ditch.

NA:

Right.

Rlvt

There's a lot evaporation in the same ditch, water loss that way, by the time it gets here,
well it's probably judging by our pumps, maybe it's three hundred gallons per minute
which is a, we're broadcast irrigation panel, irrigation it won't do it by itself, now
Monday night we had the pumps plus the Grcenwald, and a, we were able to do
something wittr it, supplementing the pumps to the ditch, this maybe often that little bit,
but we used to do aerial spraying of the orchards, and you could irrigate and spray at
the same time, but now with the ground unit cause we have a uh, what they call thc
Late Hopper, leaf minor is attached to the bottom of the lake so you have to spray
upward and airplane won't do it, so the last couple years it's taken a little a, well I have
to get back to the old manual method, irrigating and spraying. I got spoiled after about
eight or ten years spraying by air so that's what we're confronted with right now trying
tolrrigate aLead so it'll dry so I can meet the tolerance when apple picking time comes
and thire are varieties that I will pick later on say like the Wine Sap, I can put, irrigate
that later and spray it later, but right now this a, having our neighbor spray for us, he
has one of these aii blast, course, he has his operation, but we're working out real fine,
he's very cooperative. IVell actually he's been the most cooperative apple grower that
I've had.

NA:
NA:

This is the fellow you mentioned, I think when we were...

Larry Davis.
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NA:

Right.

RM

And since Johnny Chacom passed away, he's the, that's some years ago, and really I
enjoy working with the cooperative, cooperative way you know, because we get bought
into a big buyer, he doesn't go someplace else if we shut the other person out from
selling, you know what I mean, it's, it's kind of a game of war there you know, but if
he doesn't get enough apples here, he's got to get someplace else right.

NA:

Right, yeah.

RM:

But

NA:

Right, right.

RM

And a, but it's a pleasure to be co-growers versus cutthroat, you have to know a, I told
you the fact that won't mention any names, but ranching be more truthful about their
range problems or there worms, that's back when they had screw worms and pink eye,
but ask about an apple, and you problems.

NA:

Right, right.

RNT

But

NA:

lVell, it's probably also, a little bit cheaper because you don't, every, every orchard
doesn't have to buy the some gear, I mean you guys can pitch in and share the
equipment and that kind of thing cause that...

RM

lVell, you know if you buy say your boxes together, you get x thousand more and it's a
few cents cheaper you know, you get your spray material kind of calculate how many
a, pounds of spray material you're going to use during the season, get wholesale, of
course, there's buying it retail you know, it's even wholesale it's pretty good price, so
again it a, it pays to work together, at least, I found it better, so a...

NA:

Right. Of the, of the Eby-baca and the, the Greenwald Macedonio, how many people
are on that, on those ditches?

RId:

\ilell, the Greenwald and Macedonio you can call them one, there, a seven of us on the
Greenwald and the Macedonio, but with travel the same side of the river, the West side,
on the East side there's two, three, four, five different.

NA:

if

he can satisfy with this kind of apple, then he won't have to go someplace else.

it makes
together.

it

so much easier

like I say, when you do the way it should be work

Right, and the same, some of the same leople on the East side that there is on the

West?

RIlt

That's right, that's true.

NA:

Uh, how does the, I know this when I was look at the Ditch Incorporation, that there
was a schedule of who got water when, this was back in 192E, uh, without naming
names,.cause I don't really need to know that, what's, what's the schedule like for who
gets water a, when right now?

Rlvt

The, the first, the first to head into the ditch you start the first Monday, first, after the
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first of the year, and then
second guy gets it.

if

they have a twelve hour ride or a twenty-four, then the

NA:

So, it goes from the top
again?

RM:

That's right, you go on this side here, of the three ditches, there, there not identical, this
place here, for example, on the Greenwald, roughly it's three days every two weeks, on
thc Macedonio, it's every other Monday, I get it in the day time, I'm the second user, so
the first user gets it in the day time, the first time, I get it that night, the following
Monday, I get it Monday in the day time and it causes a bunch of funny little squares
on the calendar there, but...

VM:

Cause

NA:

Rieht.

RM:

Eby-Baca, for example, I'm the first guy there, I get
by, I get it the following week five days.

NA:

What's, again, I don't need to know names or anything, but what's the total number of,
oh,I guess the total number of water hours would be five days times twenty-four hours,
is that about right?

RM:

You add that five times that figure, uh,
the night time you see.

NA:

So

RIvt

Yeah, yes, yeah, and a...

Vftt

On the Macedonio ditch, it's a hundred and sixty-eight hours a week, on the Eby-baca
ditch, there's three hundred and thirty-six hours a week. Now, I can't tell why, but this
is how it works out, it's how many hours each user has depending on his acreage, so you
add up the totals, how many hours they get for then, and that's what it comes out.

NA:

I'm just trying to figure it out, is there three hundred and thirty-six hours in a week?

YM:

Well...

NA:

I have a calculator

VM

Well, these receipts I use to figure the ditch bill.

NA:

Uh huh, so, I'm just, I'm curious that at this point...

RM

I don't think you can believe that can you?

NA:

lVell, now, no there's only one hundred and sixty-eight hours in a seven, seven day,
twenty-four hour.

Vtvt

lVell,

of the ditch to the end of the ditch and then back to the top

it's our day when it's his day.

see

it five days, one week, week goes

now last, last Monday night,

it

was mine

in

you were up all night, cutting water?

cause

I can't, I run out of fingers and toes pretty quick.

I'll tell you why.
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NA:

Okay.

vNt

are both figured
Because, these, those are two ditches the Greenwald and the Eby-baca
weeks; we're
two
it's
every
because
that's
week,
on a three hundred and thirty-six hour
on a two week schedule.

NA:

Okay,sotheit,theEby.bacaandtheGreenwald'onatwoweekrotation.

VM:

Yeah, and the other two are on a one week schedule'

NA:

On a one week rotation. Okay, that makes sense'

Rlvt

She was, she was that,

NA:

Okay, that's fine.

RM:

Two weeks versus a one week schedule'
up off a, up North, he
And a, and a, I was, when I was talking with a, with a Horacewas
some correlation or
there
a'
right
water
the
ratio,
was saying that, ttr-at the a, the
you could divert
that
time
of
amount
the
and
derecho
some correspondence between the
all"'?
how
was
some
water and the a;creage, that there

NA:

hours
I think there's some kind their own acreages, they reach seven or eight, how many
have
so
they
then
(unintelligible),
so
abused
been
it's
since
but
of water you've done,
go
reget
and
back
to
many a"ri fe"t per ground and then so you haven't any, and they

VlYt

figure

NA:

I knew, but I couldn't relate it to you, yeah, okay.

.

these hours.

Okay, so that it's possible, it's possible...

YM:

You probably will, but they haven't all.

NA:

lYell, it's just been adjudicated, so we haven't had a chance to

Vtvt

Yeah, so we don't have ditch master either.

NA:

Right.

RM

And I'm sure that we, it get down to the nitty-gritty that there will be meters there that,
like they have on the river and I'm sure that, that's it and the law goes on'

NA:

file any lawsuits'

Yep, yeah, that's what, what they do over there, uh, although, actually they haven't
don't
metered, they meter the main ditches, that Elephant Butte controls, but they
actually meter the farm ditches.

I thought they don't, I thought they did'

RNT

Oh,

NA:

They don't, no they do not, uh, that's coming apparently'

RM:

Then what is, they, they get so many hours'

NA:

That's right, they're given so many hours per ditch'
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VM:

Tell them, and call him and tell him that he's going to have

so many hours

of water

that...

it or say that you want it...

RM:

You, you call them and ask for

VM:

Yeah, or they request water and then they tell you how much you get.

RM

They don't ask them do they? To get the full, full flow of water or just x amount of...?

NA:

No, they get the

the

full flow, they, they rotate head to tail like you all do, but and they get
yet, uhm, in general, how many hours per
or, or do you get of water, and that's full flow I would assume?

full flow, but they haven't metered it

acre,
RM:

I can tell you pretty close where comes, and I can cover about oh, a, you going to run
out of tape while I'm doing this?

NA:

Oh, I got, I got fifteen tapes.

VM:

I figured this would be how many, how many acres
of water hours (unintelligible).

NA:

There you go, there you go.

Rlvt

lYell, of course, with that it varies, with the pump it doesn't you know what I'm saying.

vNt

lYell, but he's asking out of the ditch.

NA:

Yeah, I'm asking primarily out of the ditch. I know that pumps are critical to you all,
but I'm, I'm asking out of the ditch.

Vtvt

Out of the ditch, how are these hours set up, how many, how many hours are you going
to be irrigated with twelvc hours of water a week.

RM

Oh, I guess, I can get about five acres of, of allotted a week.

NA:

Five acres a week,

so

a year do

irrigate per twelve hours

you're irrigating about a half an acre, yeah, about half an acre per

hour?

RN[

About that.

NA:

That's, that's sounds about right, just a little under, just a touch under, uh about half
an acre per hour.

Rlvf

Yeah, that's, that's good flow now.

NA:

That's assuming that you got water in the ditches.

VM

That's high tide.

NA:

Yeah, that's high tide.

Rlvt

That isn't to say that the, normally in the Spring, the first water says you can, you can
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get that, course, right now you couldn't,

it wouldn't get half ways

down the...

NA:

Right.

RM:

Three hundred foot run you know what I mean.

NA:

Yeah, that's why your, that's why you're pumping so much now

RNT

Yeah, so my answer to you was, is what is normal for this water.

NA:

Right, right

RM:

That's the way I could answer

NA:

Right,

VM:

Yeah, as you get down on the four feet and at the lYall...

RM:

The old timers is what impresses your kid about that size when little here, that the
water running backwards, you know, it's the heat of the day, and say oh, about three
'o clock, maybe eleven or twelve'o clock the water would have been here you know, and
then you go about three'o clock and it's, it's, well it's dying down you know, running
backwards, and here it lately, I've been kind of trying to tell our son about the water
running backwards, he's, here,led you to them, turn a little more authority over to him,
if reasons and a, I should have done it long time ago because he's just getting a whole
lot better I mean, he's up, well he's getting little older too, and he's a, I think he could
have handled the authority four, five years ago, but a, he's been a lot of help to me and
a, in serving water, managing where we're going to spray,I've said, again I just tell and
what, where I planned to do, didn't tell him, you know what I mean, but in time he kind
of helps me, I just noticed the, he did a little job down there that I had told him to do
and I had forgotten all about and you know, and a, he made...

VM

lYell, the thing that amazes me so is, when I came here, there were no ccment ditches,
there was no underground pipeline, they didn't have the steel things in the pumps, but
a, now we've got the place all set up with head gates, pipes out of the cement ditch that
you can flip a five gallon can or lid over and close it off, so forth, used to we just filted
dirt dams and the main ditch in the orchards. Now we have trouble passing a dam built
and a ditch full of water.

NA:

Yeah.

RM

There was sandy area, that first.

VM

Now, we just see old Regis shoveling this (unintelligible).

RM

ycah, and you know, you had to a, clean the ditch,
water...

VIlt

IVe

RM

I guess, the
sandy.

if

didn't

it.

Five acres in twelve hours to any acres at all.

there's no water coming down,

right. It's a...

it didn't, so it wouldn't hold up the

use plastic parts, you dug holes.

first, the first four hundred and fifty feet from the tank down, was real
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NA:

Right.

RM:

Well I, I do have...

VI\4

Well I when remember so clearly is getting one of us across the big
long ditch that wouldn't get it off the pipeline, and he."

RM:

But I,

NA

Uh huh, uh huh, before your tank runs dry. I was, I've becn noticing the, the tank that,
that you all use Lere is viry unique, f've not bumped into it before, where you pipe your
water into a reservoir and then irrigate off the reservoir, it's completely unique that
I've seen to the valley,I'm waiting to see if it's like this over in Penasco, if they're doing
the same deal.

VM:

Well this is McSherry his father's an engineer.

NA:

Is that right, your, your daddy, did, did design that?

RN[

My dad built the original storage tank and the underground pipeline and as a second
jo6 I totO I did as a hand for this cement ditch that we're irrigating out of now and uh,
irh, th"tr after his death, we did put in some cement ditches and all the underground
plastic pipe.

NA:

Right, right.

RM:

little orchard, that

know we saved, but when we put in our first cement ditch, we saved about,
irrigating right here, close to the tank, down to here, about seventy percent of our
it down because the
*"i.r, nJ it just, it, no, we used to have to irrigate a panel' shutyou
gallon
opened the valve
tank,
tank back up it" a hundred and twenty thousand
it
up, Dow I set it
fill
back
to
flow then iriigate panel, shut down, take a couple hours
now
it's
started surg,e
right
at fifteen rounds and I can, can irrigate almost continuously
for
ten
hours.
continuously
a little bit, you know, but I can darn sure irrigate

I

But he, I remember in 1941, and he went, in, in to the ground four feet with rocks and
ce-eni, rocks and cement, rocks and cement, brought up to the level of the ground, and
little sarcasm, the engineers from Kennecott over here says it's going to walk out of...

VM:

But see he's been paid, just walk out.

RM:

No, that was encouraging if you got from the engineers you know, but the water lines
coming from our storage tank to the house and and to the yard, there two feet deep' so
crosion, so they won't freeze, and I know there, John dug a lot of them.

vNt

And a rocky hillside.

RM:

And that blue granite.

NA:

That,ll make your wrists ache for days. IVell, you know, that's when, that's when you
go over to your dad and say, remember that case of dynamite we've been talking about.

vNt

tilell, I did, when our boys were home,I'd say go change the water and it was a terrible
big chore, you know, alithey had to do was pull th€ ten Sates and this (uninteUigible).
You ought see your daddy make dams shoveling dirt.
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NA:

Right.

RM:

I can remember several days when, when there was an old army guy, troublemaker, and
a it was apple picking time, causing trouble and this and that, this guy, so right out
there he had, real nicely, measured off six by six by six, dig a hole, pretty hard digging,
had a ladder there, had water sitting there in the shade, I think it took that guy about
a week to dig that pit, then had him cover back it up, dad didn't say a word, and you
know that turned out to be a nice gentleman.

NA:

That'll do it. My father

RNT

That little guy, had his wrist with the you know, the handkerchief tied around it, dad
didn't push him, let him offer nice, an hour, had plenty of water.

VM:

Let him smoke a cigarette.

RM:

Didn't say a word.

NA:

Yeah, the old timers in Mesilla, probably this would ring bells with you, they talk about
the fellows that we talk to are kids when they were doing this their dad was actually
running the water, but the kids would have to go up,I may have told you this, but they
would have to stand in the ditch with a piece of tent, to check it up so that dad could
divert it out into the field, and he talked, this one fellow talked about him and his
brother just legs and shoulders up against that piece of tent, trying to check that water
up, to get thc you know, so they could divert it out and it's coming in and just being like
chest, chest deep in mud and uh.

vM

Regis did that swimming in logs trying to cut off the river to get
IVell I can tell you about getting tumbleweeds, saturated.

NA:

Yeah, the uh, you, you mentioned that you got all these different folks up and down
ditch and you've been irrigating here for quite some time, there's got to have been

used to be a big believer

disputes crop up now and again over water.

in splitting wood,

but...

it

down the ditch.
a
a

VM:

Pretty much in this area not really, not in awhile they steal a little water, but we kind
of think that worked out agreeably in a reasonable matter.

RM:

Do you have that on you?

NA:

Yes sir,

Rfvt

Oh good.

NA:

I

do.

tlh, I'm, I'm interested in this

because

of dispute resolve, you know how folks resolve

disputes.

R}tt

You hear about them up the river, and not mention any names they're carrying guns,
I think you maybe you might have heard about that.

NA:

lYell, I've seen newspapers that, where folks have been killed and when you read the
newspaper things, it, it, there's a strong connotation ycah, that there is water involved
in it and that's..96

RM:

those are my neighbors'
well, we,ve got a lot of storage where we feel water I assume
side of the Eby-baca and that's
There are two, there are two gentlemen on the East
was
taught since in the conception
I
and
before our Ditch Commission was organized
mean?
I
what
io write down the allotments you know

NA:

Right.

RM:

their daddies didn't pass since this
The old people likc my dad, they're dead,
wednesday every two weeks'
information on, and they would come up and yes, I have a

VM:

Monday, rilednesday' Tuesday, Thursday'

NA:
RM:

VM:
Rtvt

Right.

well these neighbors convinced .the
And a neighbor down here has it wednesday,and
she was highly intelligent woman'
Wednesday was hers,
neighbor woman, it
now, and she came up
commission
",,,ttu, treasurer of our Ditch
in fact, she,s our secretary
from here' yeah'
get
board
that
I
here and wanted her water and I talked to her,
it, put it flat down on the floor and
Son, please don,t play with that, Grandpa needs
wall'
the
aon;ipf"v wittr it, prt it over there against
there on that purse' I have all
He uh anyway, she came up and I, vesta put your hand
you know what I mean'
the, that,s where I have *rltten down Eby-baca, Macedonio,

NA:

Right.

Rtvf

So, I...

vN[

Put the board over there by the wall and don't play with

RM

VlYt

it'

school teacher' she wouldn't
Twice, you see, and she's very intelligent, she was a terrific
where's my water' so after
said
and
she,s very and theie aren't the fa.t tft" cuss me Out
her again' she apologized
to
we formed a Ditch commissiorr,.\r.rytt ing was explained
to me, but then she used to be, but it is they don't"'
ditch and they did go to
There was one other dissension over there on that side of the
court over it.

NA:

Did they?

VNt

And they got it settled over

NA:

it's worked out without going
But, but by, by and large if there's a dispute over water
to court, without doing legal deals I mean'

Ylvt

Yeah, yeah, we haven't anY of this'

Rlvt

And uh, this...

Vlvt

dispute or little argumcnt about
And especially, once in awhile there would be a littlewithout
getting in court'
some, but like I *o"ra rite to say it's always settled

a...
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RM:

Well, for an example, that a, I can't get the water through or they can't the dozer
through a certain area, then we improved our by-laws, that if you don't want dozer
going through, you open it up by hand, but, it, it, it, the question or the a, disagreement
may come up with, they don't know how to ask the question, when you do this and that,
no, we're not trying to hurt you, this is the way we clean the ditch, and you don't want
the dozer through your place then open it up, the legal width by hand.

NA:

Right.

RM:

So

VM:

In, in the vicinity of thirty years ago, we had a person living up here at this place, uh,
was working on the tail end of the ditch, its water right on Saturday, this one decided
to put a little sump pump in the ditch and help channel some water into his garden, uh,
there were a few words exchanged about that, we can convinced him it was illegal to
put a sump pump in the, in the end of the ditch and...

RM:

Basically,

Vtlt

Probably laying firs on the other side.

NA:

There you go, somebody from the East, you can say it, the tape's rolling.

VM

Not necessary, it's not where the ditch.

RM

Caretaking for the owner that was speculating you know what I mean.

NA:

Right.

RNT

But anyway, uh, I'm glad that, a little trivia, that I was the first mayordomo
Commission, and yes, we got teeth into our old laws that were verbal.

NA:

Right.

ir*

then in all, to an extent, we don't have the help to go head, but when it first initiated
the complaint, it's in a belligerent manner you know, but then again, once you talk to
them, and I, I have.

it

wasn't the pioneers, somebody...

of

the

And it's written down now, and the younger generation knew enough about it, but they
didn't know from experience you know what I mean.

NA:

Right, right.

RM

I happen to hit in between generations you know, but who are the majority operators,
owners now, they are maybe in their middle forties.

Vlvt

We

R}vt

lYell, I don't know when did

YM

lVell this is in '86 so it must have in '85 that we sent it...

NA:

I think your papers got filed with the

tell them we have a ditch in it.

it

start.

S.C.O.
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in'87.

VM:

No, this is in '86 when we started using this.

RNt

So, there's a generation, say the people

NA:

Right.

RNt

And there's the middle sixties, that retains from those people passing it down to the
forty year old or the thirty-eight year old guys.

VIlt

But you written in this Greenwald agreement here, about how they would put on a team
or a man or maybe both depending on what their water right was and so forth. Regis
remembers as a young boy going to the annual ditch meetings and the ditch mastet
would say so and so was to bring a team of horses and a scraper or...

NA:

oh bless you, I'm going to ask you about that too. yeah, well it's a, well it,s a
interesting because you do hear stories about you know folks getting, getting real cross
wise with each other over it.

RM:

No, back,I would say again back then there was less, there was an element of time, that
things became very lax, as far as, well uh.

VM

Well it was in time of change when we went through using teams and scrapers and
having two people have bulldozers, and, and, and in that time things kind of went to
pot, the guys with the dozers clean the ditch, put in the dams, and nobody else did
anything, and they didn't want to pay their share and, but they wanted their water
rights.

Rlvt

And, and anyway uh, back in...

would be hundred and some years old.

End of McSherry- Tape 2 B

McSherrv: 2 C
Rlvt

Thursdays in the early Forties, and not to mention the name, he told me he was the
ditch boss and he owned property on both sides of the, the Eby-baca and the Macedonio,
the Greenwald even though it's part of the Macedonio, the ditch boss was the foreman
of NAN Ranch, but anyway I remember the gathering down here was a kind of a store
which is our post office now, and a, middle of January, two Sundays before the Monday
you started working, rehashing who all had to have so many men, how many teams, and
where they would start, at one time, and you started to work, ready to go to work at 7:00
you didn't leave the house at the seven, and they would take it by tareas each section
and take a cigarette break.

NA:

How much, the tareas, was their a fixed length along the ditch?

RM

No, there would be, for example, it might have been down here a, say the post office up
to Larry Davis's now that would be here at noon break, but a, each ditch according tb
the part of us to clean the ditch boss determined tarea, your section to be cleaned
between rests or cigarette breaks, you didn't stop to team to roll a cigarette if you could
roll it, it'd be fine, and if you had any repairs you did it during the cigarette break.

NA:

You mean repairs to your team, to your, your harness?
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RM:

Yeah harness, or a handle out of the scraper, bust a hamstring, or something like that
you know.

NA:

Did they call it the scratches down here, is that what they were called?

RM:

They were, we used fresnos lot in the sandy area, but our main ditch was scrapers, about
two and a half feet wide, with handles on it, and anyway, if you broke down between
tareas, the ditch boss would take not of it by minutes or, and then it would it be
handwork that you had to do while you were broke down.

NA:

Right.

Rlvt

if all the work was other than your cigarette break, then that person that
broke down took time to fix his harnesses up or, scraper or the single tree or whatever
it was, got on the shovel and the axe or grubbing hole and went to the...

NA:

What was that word you just used, grubbing, what's that?

RM:

Plow and sop,

NA:

Oh okay.

RM

So uh, we had these uh, skunk well, pussy-willow thickets you know, you had to grub
out with the grubbing hoe or an axe and some of the banks are pretty steep, that would
be done by hand, now we used fresnos, but that was more on your, were your sandy
draws would come in.

NA:

Right.

R}v[

To get

NA:

were, were these two horse fresnos, I'm sorry I didn't mean to distract you.

Rlvt

lYell uh, thcre wcre two horse and then there were four horse fresnos, and a,I remember
there was a four horse either has four single trees on it, but anyway, a, the a, users knew
what they had to do, I mean it was a, the repetition of the, the year before, thaw, and
this is what it was, and if a, you didn't show up well then you didn't had to do, if you
didn't, then you had to, show up at the team, then you had to do the handwork.

Vlvt

There was one old gentleman that I remember he was too old to run the team or do the
handwork he always came with this little wagon and brought hay for the horses to eat
in lunch break.

NA:

lYell, you, you know considering his age that was accepted.

YN[

He was doing his part, course this is not (unintelligible).

RM

Just above us I remember the last year I worked a team, I uh, there was about a four
foot drop off into the ditch, three and a half, and there was art in doing it you flip this,
this scraper you know, I did that and I, and I went off after it, and I fitt a crick in my
back and I couldn't move, but there was this guy that she was telling you about, thc old
man, he was behind me and what's the matter why don't you get after it you know, and

And, and

it would be sop work.

it out little, and uh, something I...
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I couldn't...
YM:

Then he ran over him with his tcam.

RN[

Then, the two men tried to move me, and I, you know I'm hurting

NA:

Right.

RM:

Well they, the neighbor, just right across from the neighbor's house, the people at that
time, was, I guess he's about close to 5n9', 5'10', wouldn't say?

YM:

Oh yeah, easy.

RM:

off in that ditch and picked me up and brought me out, and she wanted to
give me an adjustment and I don't want to, they brought me home in the pick-up,
carried me into the house like a baby, but uh, really you know in any work flanking a
calf or a flipping a scraper you know, there was a knack to it that you didn't knock
your teeth out, you know what I mean?

NA:

Right.

RM:

Catch

NA:

And away you

RM

Grab it, and your horses knew how to pull on

Vlvt

lVhat were the horses'names, Dave and Keith?

Rlvt

'Yeah, yeah, and

She went

of

it just right and man it, it would land just right.

years.

go.

I barely

it

and you know.

remember they would die, we had different over the period

NA

lVhen was the last year that you used, that you used teams in your cleaning, do you
recall?

RM

Oh, about Fifty-Five wasn't it?

VNt

No, more than that because Regina was going to school when Regina was maybe about
ready to go to school when Reg slipped up here and had to carry you out of the ditch,
Regina was born in Fifty-Three, so pretty close to 1960.

NA:

lVow, huh.

Rtvt

Now uh, we did have a dozer, this place did.

NA:

Right.

Rlvt

But it, the thing need scrape our ditches you understand, but over a pcriod of years we
have in some places, and like in this opened it up for dozer and, and there was still some
places that a, were a, thank you, and not very long tarea, are hand cleaned.

NA:

Even to this day, there's still hand cleaning?
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RM:

Yeah.

NA:

in January the first Sunday or two you got together and
got this organized, uh, did, did the cleaning, was like immediately after that, I mean
sometime in January or February?

RNI

Two weeks, they give you two weeks notice by the first of February, you...

VNt

You start digging ditches for...

RM:

You start digging ditches.

NA:

How long did

RM:

Macedonio took maybe about a week, the other side about ten days.

NA:

Longer ditches.

RN[

Yeah, normally it's a longer, normal the...

VM:

The Eby-baca ditch above this one is longer on the end isn't it?

RNI

When, when does the, you said

it

take to clean, say, the, the...

it has some a, well a lot of it to over there, it follows the, there to over the
yes, you can come in here, but you'd have to carry your scraper of dirt quite

Yeah, and

hill, and

always to dump it.

NA:

Right.

Rlvt

To avoid hand work, and hand work,

it maybe three

weeks to do

it

you know what I

mean.

NA:

Uh huh.

RIlI

But see all through Mays is right at the toe of the...

VM:

I built the middle of that.

RNT

And it's pretty, you know you can't just come out every
further up the line.

so

NA:

lVell you got to be carcful to, I mean you've got to get
change the grading and, and so, so...

it

RM

Yeah, that's

NA:

I'll

R}vt

And uh...

VM

I understand how important your watch is, anything that like this is fascinating.

RM

She was

often you know you have to

up and out of the ditch, you

right. And to there's a knack in, in a, dumping you know.

bet.

telling

me about this gentleman

putting up the hay to differcnt uscrs you know,

t02

remind me of this old boy, with the flood victims, he came in his old pick-up with a
hundred gallons of water, that he was too old to handle sand bags, but he delivered
\ilater.
VM:

Well, it's hard before he (unintelligible).

NA:

Right.

RNT

At eight dollars a gallon.

NA:

Uh huh, yeah.

RM:

No, by and large uh, I can say with the exception two different owners just above us,
a the present owner he's a Jew, he's a good co-grower, co-worker, good citizen in the
community, but the a one, was a transplant from Connecticut via Alaska and Los
Angeles, came in here.

NA:

This is not high praise.

RM:

He did not only the ditch users, but the mail carriers, the bus driver, the meter reader,
they, he and this a, he drove down in history, they would have to read the meter with
binoculars.

NA:

He's just an abusive type?

RM

That's right.

VM

There's not a person, not just us, he didn't get along with,
with anybody.

RM

The, the uh, the gas delivery, that was delivered to us was a, pouring water on his gas
you know, and just nothing was right with the gentleman.

NA:

I take it

RN[

Yeah, Lord rest his soul, he's gone to that way, but a, I know I'm human and I'm not
pcrfect, but I did try to get along with him like I.say and it was most hard for seven

he's gone, the farm, the farming business

didn't

I doubt he didn't get along

agree

with him?

years.

vlvt

Now we had a little ditch trouble there, he had no water, never clean ed, backed up the
whole ditch.

RM

But a, but I swallowed crow and time took care of everything.

NA:

Right.

RM

Uh, in fact, this girl's husband who befriended the, highway engineer's in a time of
sorrow, and I went to him not knowing anything about this, and he said in memory of
what your son lVilbur did, and he moved the highway fence over so we could clean-the
Greenwald ditch down, and clean with the dozer. The gentleman I said that came via
Connecticut, Alaska, Los Angeles, one foot length of a step of a foot, he planted a row
of trees from the center of the ditch.
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NA:

Oh man.

Rllt

And I would go clean like we were used to cleaning, but he said if you touch one of my
trees I'll get your place, I said you don't need to sue me just buy it you know, but that
went on for seven years, then, like I say this gentleman from the engineering state
highway, saw that he would not be choking off the right of way and we straightened
the ditch out which was beneficial to the, the, that sct orchard plus making it where we
could work it with; so, we, we had to swallow our machoism there for about seven years
and everything has worked out fine, and I know I did think about, but was interpreted
to me that I had to initially finance the court cost, if he lost then he would pay for it.

NA:

Right, but you had to front the money?

RM

Yeah, that's right.

NA:

Right.

RNT

But the, that I had forgotten that, because to me that wouldn't be a pleasant memories,
so...

NA:

Well that you would mess you all up to because if there's a section of the ditch that
doesn't cleaned, it's going to affect everybody else down the ditch right?

Rlvt

Just like...

VM

Well, you get all your water, you just don't get the flow.

RM

You have weak link you know and, in a chain, but that's right I had forgotten about it
and I, but you know others again, getting back to the end, you talk to them, hasn't been
'prolonged misery that was of this, this...

NA:

Horace was, Horace was mentioning something to me about a, an opening of the ditch
fiesta or celebration or something that he thought he remembered from back in the
Thirties and Forties, uh, I guess the Church some how got involved, he said you might
know something about it, he said they were...

Vtvt

Only, only thing I can think of, would think, think of would be the San ysidro
celebration, San Ysidro is the patron saint of the farmer, and they usually had on San
Ysidro day, they would have church mass and procession with the statue and go out and
bless the fields, and maybe they coincided that with, with the water down the irrigation
ditches, but that's in May, they would,already have water in the ditches.

RM

But still, that I go along with what she bringing up there that would be about that only
way that I know the Church would be involved just a...

NA:

Yeah, he didn't, he wasn't sure, he seemed to think or seemed to recali that, that it
coincided with something, whether it was water coming down the ditch or the beginning
of the season or what it was.

RM

lYell we did...

VM

This is San Ysidro and he's the patron saint of the farmer, and we have apples on it.
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NA:

I

RM:

But you

NA:

Right, right.

Rtvt

So a...

vN[

yeah, but this, this entire area, I all can I think of is the Church could involved with
is San Ysidro day and they wouldn't take the statues out of the Church unless procession
and bless the fields.

RNT

You bet.

NA:

And that, that is still celebrated today?

VM:

Yes.

RM:

It

VM:

Oh yes, there's been a celebration this year.

Rltf

see.

about then is when you shouldn't owe you know your planting your corn
here, you know, but more or less you got an apple set, the f reeze,I'm talking about this
area here, and it, the upper Mimbres it would, San Ysidro wouldn't have to much up,
they freeze up even in June, you know.
see

is.

Yeah, we a, the Bishop came up and got water out of the river, and uh, no, it a, it, he'
a, I know that we need all the help
we can get here.

it, this is true, you know, you got to believe it, and

NA:

Oh yeah.

RM

And a, I know that it might be thinking that, that

Vlvt

Just, just a little side thing here, a couple of the ladies up the road who are not Catholic,
uh, found the San Ysidro statue, there hard to find, San Ysidro statues are, they found
a small one and they decided that he should be some place in the valley, and so, in a
niche along side of the road up here, at the side of Bill Graham's, up there in the rocks,
you have know where to look to find him, there is a San Ysidro statue.

RNT

It's almost where the hot springs canyon dumps into the Mimbrcs, is right on the curver
but it's in a, like she says a little cave there, really once you know it's there, its', it's...

VNt

Yery comforting.

NA:

It's comforting, there you go.

Vfvt

San Ysidro there, my, our daughter

RNt

Put

if

talked to in many different ways.

finally found a, the San Ysidro over in the Ruidoso,
and had the chilis on it, but we put this little basket of apples I bought down in South
Carolina.

it

on there.
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NA:

But that usually, San Ysidro day usually occurs...

VM:

May the l5th.

NA:

May the l5th, that is the day.

VM:

San Ysidro day.

Rtlt

Yeah, our little parish here is Saint Joseph's, and that's the l9th of March, so we have
say two, we splurge twice.

VM

Long years ago, there was a San Ysidro Church up here four miles, maybe you saw the
sign?

NA:

I, I have, it's...

RM:

It's, it's...

VM:

Right on there, well that, there was a Church there and that was San Ysidro, the little
village.

NA:

oh.

Rlvt

It, it's

a nice little place, there's that mansion up on the hill you know, and our, there,
there's, it's up about three miles from here, there's a nice little orchard, and there's this
little sign standing there, it's San Ysidro, now that was known as San ysidro.

NA: I think I've seen that on some old maps actually,
what

it

corresponded with.

but I've never, I was never quite sure

VIlt

The little sign out there, the people that live there, you know, on the Mimbres.

RI![:

Then you get confused to the Swartz, then you go through San Ysidro, then you take,
then there's San Juan and then San Jose, and San Lorenzo.

VM

Fort Stuhouse was in the, with the San Jose, where the San Jose, the San Ysidro Church
is.

NA:

So, the Bishop comes up

VM;

He was up yesterday to Saint Ysidro.

NA:

That's what I understand, and that's what your husband.

R}vt

No, I was telling him too, that a, without getting into too deeply, that the, well it's a
different generation of people that, it's not stiff arm like they used to be, be like you
see, before,you acted almost like, kind of like...

YM

The Pope.

RM

Yeah, kind of like you had with the Pope, you had to get in, you have an audience with
him, but no, it makes it nice the, he come out to, to the plow, instead of the plow coming

from Las Cruces.
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to you know.
VM:

Have more cake. Course, entiende, we had a hundred here for celebration in May.

NA:

Oh, in this past May?

vNt

Uh huh.

NA:

I've got pictures of this Church all over that I've taken, I have taken, I have taken
load of pictures of this Church.

VM

Isn't

NA:

It is, it

RM:

You know, at Church it impressed
of a, it's cold up there.

VM:

It

RNt

Huh?

VM

It

RNT

In Mescalero.

YM

You ever been to that one?

NA:

I

Rlvt

That's rock, it's high and it's cold in there in August you know.

VM

lYe did it, we came to my sister's wedding anniversary in Roswell on the 29th of August
and the next morning, we came back here and went to Church and we had close to any.

NA:

I'll bet. I've frozen to death up there on that

a

it interesting?
is.
us and we went to

it

and evening, oh

it was one heck

was the end of August.

was the cnd of August.

have not been to that one, no.

depending on when you come down.

mountain in June and July;

I

mean

RM

The thing that I liked about it there in that communion area, they had the image of
Christ looking like an Indian which...

VM

And they had the Last Supper painting there with all the Indians finishing...

RM

Yeah, I thought that was terrific really that...

Vlvf

And they all flew off and everything, gorgeous, absolutely gorgeous; and it
fascinating, that Church has fascinated me since I...

RM

How they get those beams you know, that high and strung across, vegas.

Vlvt

And you have to go in sometime, it's worth stopping for.
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was

NA:

I'm going to be up that way next year.

VM:

t#ell, go see that Church.

NA:

I will, I will do that; that's a... So you were, you now, now pretty

RM:

Yeah, the dozer you know

NA:

Uh huh, and what about your diversions, are they, are they concrete or I'm going to
have to bug you to see if we can take a tour of the, tour of the, the ditch system here,
are they concrete or, or...?

RM

No, they're just what's in the bottom of the river, that...

NA:

Push up dams or sand bag dams, I've seen all kinds of different terms?

RM:

We have, we may have to get to the sand bag thing, that's what I've got here, written
down that, are'93 flood damage cut the river channel down in the Macedonio diversion
area four feet.

NA:

Hmm, so that the bed of the river has dropped four feet.

RM:

if you go to get the material for push up you're going to make it ten feet, then the
next flood will keep eating back up stream and make it keep getting deeper further up
stream so we, uh, this is new to us, we know about riser, but how to put into, what to put
them in, if we got the right kind of flood as a, what we have hopefully we can throw
in some old fallen trees and cable, but then you a gulleywasher,I don't what you put in,
but no, we've got, it, to be exact it's three feet and it's just deeper there.

NA:

Uh huh, uh huh, the, the, the damage from this past flood as I say, I was, I was
wandering around with, with Charlie Disart, and he was showing me all the land that
he'd lost and all the stuff that had been washed out, in addition to this cut right at the
head of the Macedonio, what other kinds of damage did you all have from the flood?

RM:

I think it

VM;

Yeah, but he, he, this last one?

NA:

This last one is what I was referring to, I know'84 you...

Vltt

We had a

RM

Just our a, our a diversion areas oh down a ways, silted and, but personal damage no.

NA:

But the'84 flood was far worse?

RM

Yeah, for this reason, when it came down and finally quit,
what I mean, and then this flood ran so long...

NA:

The'84 flood?

much when you're
working with your ditches,I mean you clean by and large with heavy equipment, is that
pretty much true?

So,

was the flood of '84, wasn't it?

lot of water damage except down in the ditch.
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it did dig some, you know

RM:

I was, I would say there was the same volume of water in the'93 flood as the'84, but
the channel wasn't as deep.

NA:

Uh huh, uh huh.

RM:

in the '84 flood up at the Macedonio, but this one here, I don't
[know] if this lasted longer and on us right through here where we got the damage in
'84, it was because the river channel wasn't as deep as it now.

NA:

And it overflowed the banks in'84?

RNI

That's right, it came in two ways, it jumped the neighbors up here, came to them, and
then we have a, well the heads down here, it backed in, so anyway, we a, well except for
that wind machine, was about three feet deep.

NA:

Yeah, that's what you were referring to the other day

RM:

So

NA:

Right, right.

RNT

But mainly

NA:

Well I know this is a river channel, I've, f've been up and down the valley and opens and
lot, and there's places where you know it's kind of rocky and skinny, and it
seems like it would back up like the dickens, above that and a, do you have a, do you
have a, a narrow, a narrows down here South of you all that causes it to back up or was
it just choked with vegetation?

We had some erosion

that's pretty high, being that far from the river.

it was because it backed in

closes a

it

Rttf

No,

Vlvf

Not until you get down about Jean Simon's, that's the first place it really narrows.

RM

lVell up at the Macedonio I guess

VM

Yeah, yeah,

RM

Yeah.

NA:

So you get, you get

Vlvt

lYell, down here it's not because, it's your cutting into the NAN field, it's cut into the
Saliz orchards, it's cut into the NAN field, it's cut into, it's cutting over generally where

just...

it

it

is a narrow thing.

gets up and then gets to be down about Jean's doesn't it?

flooding at the Macedonio which is why your diversion...

Pauline is, it's cutting back into there ROYBAL's, Albert Argulerrez, it's just, just
cutting...
Rlvt

It's been cutting zigzrg since the'84 flood.

NA:

It

RM

The thing about that flood, it had a lot of debris in it, a lot of, see we hadn't had a good
husky flood in quitc awhile, and there's some, oh I guess trees, four feet in diameter,

must.have been, the'84 flood must have really changed that river bed.
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sixty-feet long, no, there's three of them in our river channel, luck had it, it just left
them up on the bank, their ideal flood control now.
NA:
YM:

Yeah, as long as they don't re-direct the flow where don't want

it

rilell that,you know, that flood started so high up the (unintelligible), course, they lost
stuff, lot of old tires that any of them never been found, it was a, people lived
up here in this Olson orchard, name was Meredith, and he was sick gentleman and he
had a lot of prescriptions, they dumped their trash down there, his brother found a
prescription bottle out in one his fields that had him and Meredith's name on it.
so much

NA:

Oh my gosh

RM:

Southeast of Deming, seven miles.

NA:

Oh my Lord.

VM:

It's

RM:

No, now that flood took out the electric line a tree did, that crossed the river, they had
to re-string with it a helicopter.

NA:

Oh my.

Rtvt

But that's how, how high the limbs were, no we, like I say some big old tree...

NA:

I've seen some pretty big trees, looks like they been washed down the river just from
this past one.

V}tt

Right here, right here just between nothing, but (unintelligible) house, this place was
right burning.

RM:

This little gal that, she showed us, she sent us a statue, that, when she was learning to
drive she established the road and they called it the Jinga Road, and she was here about
two weeks ago, said daddy my road's gone.

YM:

River bank eaten through the road.

RM:

lVhich isn't hurting us, it's going in through our bosky land, and it's below on that side,
it's below our orchard land, and, it opens up the channel, but a....

Ylt{:

\Ye don't Eet a straight chop unless your on the mountain, if you're in over here
irrigating (unintelligible).

Rlvt

Yes, if it will keep that up it will help, and this is what I would like the corps of
engineers, I understand that, in the Northern part of the state, there's starting to listen
to thc ditch owners of the property owners, out to construct these dams, instead of
putting in the men like they were, putting them in to do it right, instead of putting them
in...

NA:

Right.

a...
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VM:

It's so they can't do anything for them either, hog wash as far as I'm concerned, they
can go back in and replace what was torn out, but they can't do anything preventative.

RM:

Well, why just pour good money out to match.

NA:

Or put dollar bills and next to each other and light them off.

Vltft

Yeah.

Rlvf

lilell there, this is a round finish, they put in, they came in and built this ninety-three

VM:

Right here.

NA:

Yeah.

RNt

And how many of those, can you tell me the dike can be too high?

NA:

Can a dike be too high?

Rltt

Yeah.

NA:

lVell.

RM

And, and broad?

NA:

I wouldn't say so, right off the top.

RM

rilell, there's this down here, at the where it's called the Colson Crossing they built, the
corps of engineers, and it had contracted, the guy had it eighteen inches too high, but
the berm had the proper slope to it, how could you get anything too high.

VM

They cut

RM

They had to cut

VN[

Back down and all that excess...

NA:

No, the only reason, the only thing I cbuld figure out was if, for example, if it was too
high above the surrounding flood plain to where the \vater starts back up it would
overflow on to the flood plain, but that was not the case?

RNT

No, no, no.

NA:

No.

R}Yt

No, if anything, it was absurd request as far as, just that it didn't come up to the initial
specs., we had a you know, a FEMA man come in here, at this Macedonio diversion, and
he saw as well as anybody the four feet deep push up a hundred feet, push up dam, it's

thousand dollar dike down here, we had proposed to give them an easement to come up
on us and take out three cotton wood trees, straighten it up, no, they, in fact, when they
channeled to make the dike, they headed the river right towards the dike, it's out again
ninety-three thousand dollars.

it

back down

it back down.
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alreadyfourfeetdeep'maybeeightyfeetwideatthemost'thewidest.

NA:

Uh huh.
End of McSherrY- TaPe 2 C
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Interviewee:

Interviewer:
NA:

JVT:

John VonTress, MaYordomo
San Lorenzo Acequia (\ilest)
Neal Ackerly

to establish
It,s the l2th of August 1993 and I'm chatting with John VonTress' um' sir,
about
information
little
me
a
you-give
why
don't
ditches,
yors cr"a"ntials to-talk about
Mimbres'
in
up
end
you
to
came
Vour Uacfcground and how
1945, my family's been
Well, we moved to Mimbres, starting leaving Mexico in June of
was
dirt and ditches and
here farming ever rir... Wtren we first moved to Mimbres it
in the river, have to
down
there was water everywhere. Cows used to get stuck in bogs
grass
that was good, big
of
pull them or,, pt"nry oi *atet for farming, tots of clumps
you
know, and then
lvater
everywhere'
things go with oumps and grass because we had
then phone
(unintelligible,
anymore
have
in the 50s everytt i-ng-J.iJa up, we didn't
rings).

that when you, how old were you when your folks came over?

NA:

So

JVT:

I was nine years I

NA:

Lfh hum, so were you running primarily a cattle operation?

JVT:

NA:

guess when we moved to the Mimbres'

we had
In those days we moved here we had two teams of horses, we had sharecroppers'
whole
that
with
more
hogs, we had corn, we raised beans up on the flat, didn't do any
deep
was
orchards
here
fla-t,'there was lambs and this whole thing around the house
world
the
second
after
witfr (unintefligitfeJ, uppf"t, find pigs around here. And then
we
war everybody got in ttre instant mood, started buying their apples at Safeway and
operation'
ooioog"r-tun that, what you'd call it, type of an
"o.rta
just pull
Did you sell um, did you sell out of the,I mean' out of the house, folks would
up and buy

JVT:

They would just come, we had zinnias too and some grapes

NA:

Uh-hum

JVT:

always Dad did the same, and (unintelligible) did the
You could make a good living,
-made
a living. It was considered a better living in those
same, it,s the *"y &.rybody
the iecond world war and everybody got their
after
mine
workine ui itr"
a"vr'tt
ways and it en ,rotting at the mine was a better way to make a living than
instant "r,
farming

you produced not only for sale but also for yourself?

NA:

So

JYT:

yeah, the family lived up here there's always (unintelligible)
coffee and salt (unintelligible)

NA:

At the time that, ah, you say that there was plentiful water here, right?

JYT:

Yeah
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NA: In the 40s up until the 50s. Can you describe what

happened

affected your farm?

in the 50s and how that

JVT:

In 1950 well all we had here were a few head of cattle and I remember the government
giving us corn, old corn, in the sacks for l0 cents a hundred and we'd pick it up at the
Farmer's Market there just to keep your cows alive

NA:

Uh-hum

JVT:

We were hauling water in the trunk of our car in a barrel out here to drink cause the
wells went dry, it was a different world then like I said, it never got to where you could
raise pigs and corn and apples and stuff and sell them out here. It never recovered from
that and so we didn't raise any cows and just planting pasture for those cows since they

were being a non-profit organization they was in just a good place to live.

NA

Your impression that most of the farmers are, couldn't, ah, make a living at farming
here in the Mimbres?

JVT:

No, they couldn't unless you owned the whole thing you made
what you could do

NA:

So

JYT:

No, the drought killed the orchards, this went on this side and then the other [I] levcled
the fields took the trees out and then that was the end of that orchard

NA:

Up until that time did you all been relying primarily on surface water?

JVT:

Ite've always relied on surface water

NA:

Uh-hum. Have you ever used ponds

JVT:

Never had a well

NA:

You've never had ponds?

JVT

A native one (unintelligible)

NA:

We noticed, I noticed talking with Mcsherry down in the south valley that there are (?)
running against the surface water, that it doesn't get down that far. Um

JYT:

Well, there's not that much water because when we
farmed bcans on the flat

NA:

Dry farm?

JVT:

Yeah. (unintelligible) Flat (unintelligible) here to Ortiz and what I can't understand
about it you go into the soil conservation service and they have their average watcr
rainfall and its always, almost always the same, yet in the last twenty-five years you
couldn't have raised beans and if the water rainfall was the same well then uh, it had
to come at a different time for those beans to grow and the rainfall was the same

all the, did the, did the drought, now did the drought
guys just decide to pull them down?
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first

it might, don't even know

kill

the orchards or did you

moved out here everybody

NA:
JVT:

Is it, is

it your impression that maybe the rains are maybe coming later in the summer?

I don't know if they're coming earlier, later or what if we're getting the same amount
of rainfall it's not the same ind I can't believe that we're getting the sameitamount
with a
because I've seen the Johnson grass so bad here my Daddy would try to cut
grass
just
go
top
of
the
the
over
up
would
it
mowing machine, that one up thete, and
wheels
the
it
cut
because
we
couldn't
ground
and
and the wheels would get off the
couldn't, used a sickle to do ttrat. \ile would plot in winter, and try to get the hogs to eat
the roots and do everything in the world trying to get rid of Johnson grass and after
that drought in the 50s we've never had Johnson again

NA:

They never came back after the drought?

JVT:

grass
No, course nowadays, chemicals get rid of it. We'd love to have some Johnson

NA:

Get a few more head of cow or something

JVT:

Yeah, we'd like to have some Johnson grass

NA:

Now, you mentioned in the beginning that it was boggy areas in and around the river'
Could you describe what those boggy areas

JYT:

Cows just get in the bogs and she couldn't get out

NA:

was

JYT:

I don't know, iust

NA:

Did you ever have standing swampy areas and the reason I ask is that one of the early
explorers who camc througf, here in-t8ZOs is talking about Old Town and they described
of Old Town and it was so bad that people were dying
it as having huge sn
".pr-south
from malaiia and Uoy itrat really caught my eye because you couldn't find a swamp
nowadays for anything. Was there swamps here in those days or have they dried up?

it

quicksand or just a marshy area?

bogs (uninteuigible) and up there at the wigwam (unintelligible) used
in to pull them log trucks back and forth and then after
them-bulldozers
to have to keep
it ever since. Problem was used to have bogs all up
across
well
drove
they
that drought
and down the river and they weren't quicksand they were bogs

JVT:

Well, those would be miniature swamps in we just call them bogs and the cow happened
to step off into one and down she went

NA:

But nothing real large

JYT:

No

NA:

cause this was described as being a large swamp. So I guess maybe

JYT:

NA:

it dried out

You know another thing (unintelligible), a lot of the people plant (unintelligible), the
pumpkins are down at fimmy's...(unintettigible) water drops and that's why we don't
L"ri tt. water that we had in the 40s here and maybe that's the reason we have the
same rain fall and less water
Surface water, surface water
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JVT:

Right after the second world war then the pumpkins started to die, got real

NA:

It actually got going pretty hot during the war I
stuff cause I say a report

JYT:

Yeah but it was after the second world war that I know people that moved, all the oldtimers down there talked about 50s

NA:

So

JYT:

A-ha

NA:

The dams that you've got now, ah what's your diversion like now and how it's set up or
how does it work?

JVT:

Well, we have a concrete dam that was built in 1962 that diverts water out of the river
on the (unintelligible), a corridor place, and then it we have the ditch divides there
and it goes into the east side and the west side and on the west side I think there's 80
some odd acres on the west side and on the east side there are maybe over around 300
acres but I'm not sure if figures are accurate as they get. The west side is l5 inch plastic
pipes and the east side is a mixture of everything it's got a little dirt ditch, a cement(?)
ditch, pipeline, and some new pipeline.

NA:

lVhere it splits so it comes into a common head the east and west have a common head,
where it splits how do you get the water across to the other side

JYT:

Have a cycling under the river and it goes under the river and when we first moved
here and had the dirt ditches there was two different dams there and they were about
200 feet apart but all the water went into the first dam and then we had to turn the
ditch (unintelligible) to let the water down to go to the second dam and so we were
taking turns on this system of aiming the water, but we had the one dam cycling

NA:

When the concrete diversion dam was put there

JYT:

'62

NA:

Sorry,'62, did you get, did the two ditches pitch in on the cost on that construction?

JVT:

Yeah, yeah

NA:

And ah, the ditch, the piece of ditch I looked at is concrete

JYT:

Uh-hum

NA:

lYas the concrete,

JYT:

A year or two later (unintelligible) time

NA:

That's the same ditch that's carrying over the dam?

JYT:

Yeah

guess

thcy were producing beans and

it really took off after the war was over

in'72 ah was

did it get concrete along at the same time the diversion was built or
did that come later?
lapse
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NA:

(unintelligible) I noticed when your wife and I were walking she gave me the tour of
the farm we were up across over to the (unintelligible) and she showed me the big pipe
form, did, has that pipe form been there and working for a long time or has is it fairly
recent?

JVT:

It's probably about 1965,'70 maybe even later than that, but when we first came here
the old timers said they were going to rig a flume under that

NA:

Oh really

JVT:

And when we came here

it

was a 55-gallon barrel welded together on legs that went

across there and these short pieces of 20 inch pipe that somebody had found somewhere

and put it all this together. In fact Bounds is the one that did it, guy named McCallan
weld all those barrels together, when we first moved here was when he welded it

it always fully

enclosed or was

it half open or

NA:

Uh-hum. Was

JVT:

It

NA:

I

JVT:

thinking about, see that pipeline we're putting in the second portion of
go under there and go over some, go up on under there

NA:

That should take care a lot of your problems

JVT:

Probable start some problems

NA:

lYhen you were, when you were here with you folks and you were still young and they
were still pulling water out before you had the concrete diversion what kind of dams

was always closed since we've been here and then that was'45

noticed that last blurb you stopped to think, are you
replace it?
lrVe're

did they

all thinking about trying

to

it would

use?

JVT:

They used truck dams, they usually put them in with (unintelligible) and horses, down
with a tractor or used it sometimes. Everybody pitched in, th0re was a good ten or 20
people up there to put the dam in

NA:

lVhen

JYT:

Yes, any weekend here after the second world war people had different attitudes and
didn't do (unintelligible) then jobs, it was kinda foolish to work
out herc for 5 dollars a day when you could work at l0 dollars a day. Same thing is
workers now working for 50 dollars a day or 100 dollars a day and help start getting
short that's when we started using illegal aliens from Mexico to take up the slack and
you started getting machinery about that time, you'd start gctting bulldozers so they
went from the groups of people who were out there out the dam engine, one guy going
up there with his farm tractor and a bulldozer and put it in by himself

NA:

And the community ditch group, did they pay him to go out and do that all by himself?

did the, I understand from talking to other folks that there was a sort of sequence
whereby everybody got together and got the ditches fixed up in preparation for water.
Could you describe that from what you remember when you were young?
(?) jobs at mines and

tl7

if

put the dam in and got the water
you wanted the water you

JVT:

Not necessarily,

NA:

Uh-huh

JVT:

Courseyou,ddoitbeforeyourturnsanduseyourturnandthenthenextguyhewould
to use

NA:

JVT

tet you what You wanted

get going
\Yhen,when,eventodayygY.sjillhavetododitchmaintenancebecauseyo.usaidparts
wrtto aott trt"t cycle usuallv
r"rlltJt;t'
ano
of your ditch are tr"ii,airgrute)
no*, does that work?
guy that is on the
"oa
go-cleun t-111i:th and the
they
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the
it real more muddv
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,om"
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But
much.
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NA:

It sorta all works out

JVT:

Yeah

NA:

l,T::'-'f"l?ffi
:::"::3?i:'I';:f
(unintellieible)?
vour
;;;,;

JVT:

jiY"l'1,[iJ::]";:]il'1f :Jln""']il"s;#l#;

come in the
these floorls and they'd usually
we'd-have
here
then
out
When we first moved
of rence on (unintettigible) and up
i..,
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NA:

replacing something?
What's the cost of something'

NA:

Well,Iputthefirstsyphoninitcost$3,000andthelastohmaybeitcostmaybe$42,000.
does damages this
Hm. Wow' But this had' I mean

JVT:

AndJimmyCarterdeclaredthisadisasteroneanditcost$42'000

NA:

Imeanyoudon,tgetthiskindofdamagesooftenthatitbecomesapaintoirrigatedo

JYT:

of the time'
west side has been out most
No, no the last ten years this

NA:

um,

JVT:

Uh-hum,

you?

so even

lot smaller floods still

JVT:

had (unintelligible)
we had alr those 100 year floods
ones
smarl
any
had
\ye hadn,t

NA:

(unintetligible) last ten Years

1lt

JVT: It's it not only tore up our irrigation

systems it's washed our land away too. \Ye've
probably lost, I don;t know, maybe 5 or 6 acres of land along the river too

NA:

I know, I know this last one did it hurt you at all

JVT:

It was the worst one of the bunch and it didn't seem to be as big but Dike and Stencil
came in tore up a piece of dike out there been there 50 years and of course it damaged
that pipe across the ditch too Seen it work in the dirt ditch

NA:

I

JVT:

(unintelligible, something about ditches)

NA:

Did you have a gate shut when this hit?

JVT:

Yeah

NA:

oh, oK. (unintelligible)

JVT:

But then through another problem we were having in our open ditches is that all the
people that are moving in here and trash and kids floating down the cement ditches and
that's why we want to build a pipeline to keep more trash out and keep the kids from
getting killed. There was a kid that was floating down in that cement ditch over there,
and went through that syphon over there, he go out by that gun barrel and getting in
that cement riding along the wall so that's the reason why we want to make the ditch
a little more safer. Keep the trash out, keep the kids from floating down it

NA:

Correct me if I'm wrong but the San Lorenzo west side at this point is height. Are there
any parts of the ditch that are open again?

JVT:

Oh, it's all pipeline and we got valves to take it to any (unintelligible), it's worked real
well. Sit the syphon under the river, it's gotten washed out and washed out and washed
out and this last time we put it in real deep and tied it with cement anchors and it was
still to last

NA:

When you piped the San Lorenzo west, um did you, and you'll obviously dam them the
whole earth (unintelligible), were they still working at the time you piped it?

JVT:

Yeah

NA:

wished I saw some, you want to show some pictures, you and your concrcte ditches
were filled with sediment all the way, almost up to the top of the concrete. How hard
down (JVT cuts in)

Yeah, they were. And you abandoned the old, the old San Lorenzo earthen ditches. Um,
same distance or

did the pipeline basically follow the
JYT:

The first half of it stayed in the ditch and then it got to get (unintelligible) and then
thcy couldn't dig and then they went into the fields up there about on the short farm
is whcre they started in the fields and then they got to the sleek place and they went
back up the hill and put it back in there through the ditch and followed the dirt ditch
on up

NA:

So nobody,

all the farms that were served by the earthcn ditch are being served by the
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pipeline, nobody lost anything.
JVT

Yeah, yeah, no.

NA:

I could see some squabbles over that. And how much, how long was that pipeline, just
ballpark, how many recollections

JVT:

I believe it's over a mile (unintelligible)

NA:

And this all went in at one time?

JVT:

yeah, it did. The cost of
double that

NA:

And when was it put in?

JVT

Bout

NA:

I noticed there was a piece of it that your wife pointed out, out in the field, there was
a piece of the old ditch that was still out there. Get a picture of that. (unintelligible)
And the pipelines worked better for you all, I mean, given the fact that you have a

it

was $1E6,000 and

if

you did

it today it would probably

be

1980. '81

water shortages
JVT:

Well,

NA:

Has

JVT:

The, the if we had the dirt ditch you wouldn't get any water at all, as dry as it is now.
And if you got a cup full of water you could pour it in the dam and then and then it
will come out flat water. If you did it with a dirt ditch it would go down (?). Our
syphon into the river is working then (unintelligible). \Ye hadn't had any problems with
it stopping up \ve may start having problems with people sabotaging it. And put sticks
in the syphon and because the syphon got hooks in it for being put in so many times
people could put a lot of sticks in there and stop it up. We were hoping we don't have
to sabotage all those

NA:

As you look back on, on the ditches, the earth ditches, that you've worked with before
the pipeline went in, if you had to sort of think back over it, wouldn't we get horror
stories about trying to irrigate off of a dirt ditch. lYhat would that litany sound like,

it affected

anything?

your
JYT:

Your gophers are your biggest problem with a dirt ditch because you just get started
irrigating and the water splits and you run up there and your side of your, whole side
of the mountain is gone because them gophers dug a hole in it and that would be the
problem and of course then in those days your brush and grass and everything growing
up, clogging it up, that was another problem. The, ah, like I said when we moved here
you had so much water you didn't have any of these problems.I'll tell you gophers were
your biggest problem that now if you had to use a dirt ditch you wouldn't never get any
water through because it just wouldn't run back. You don't have that much water

NA:

Yeah, the ah the one thing that a number of mentioned and in fact your wife pointed
it out on the field on the other side of the river is that the your fields are underlain by
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gravels that just sucked up the water.
JVT:

Yeah, yeah

NA:

Is that, I mean is that right?

JVT:

Yes, on that side over there is, my mother had the fields levelled and they didn't remove
the top soil. Level the field, and put the top soil back, They just went to levelling and
so we wound up with a complete sand and we raised grass and wheats and stuff and
plowed them under and plowed them under until we got two fields over there that you
can run water across because the soil is been built back up in it and we have two fields
that are still we actually have natural grass and weeds and everything else we plow
them under once in a while and then they built up to start farming in (unintelligible)

NA:

Do you, in cases like that, with the fields can't be what plowing and cultivating as you
would normally think about it, is that, are those the kinds of fields where you would
let them go more or less wild and plant grasses and cattle weeds on them?

JYT:

Yeah, that's what we do and there was never any good grass to last you

END OF SIDE I A
NA:

Do you do any crop rotation or do you rotate the fields in any particular fashion?

JVT:

No, we have always been trying the farm, I think we're going to try to start that goes
we're hopeful that the water irrigation is somewhere in the ditch supposed to have a
priority water, we're hoping that we get our water and we're hoping that we make good
and well in what we're (unintelligible) farm and crops and in the'30s they talked about
raising hay here you know alfalfa hay, and I guess they did and a lot of it and I would
like to do that, get enough water and get in there, something I'd like to do. In this
pasture the cattle (unintelligible), even though there's some deals coming in with some
people here wanting to buy a farm here on the Mimbres and they were talking about
raising herds and greenhousing and stuff like that and we told them $500,000 would
greenhouses and stuff you know and if you had $500,000 don't know anybody that
would loan it to you and don't anything about raising herds either

NA:

But you foresee staying with basically a cattle operation and doing some feed

JYT:

Yeah, unless we're forced out with Indian money ah, subdivisions, you know
subdivisions can grow around you and your property taxes go up and then you have to
leave. That's all there is to it. Staring that in the face.

NA:

Ah, I didn't realize that. I sarv some subdivisions lying down south

JVT:

lYell, we've got subdivisions all around us and we're in court now over subdivisions.
Right-of-ways, road right-of-ways, then they want to build a road across your part take
care of their subdivision

NA:

Has ah obviously the valleys came to consider to look across to the other side, over on
the east side you sec a lot of houses. And even more under construction. lYho are the
people that are coming into this place? They're not buying farms are they?

t2t

JVT:

No, That farm across the river there with trying 40 acres there and when we moved to
it it was a real nice little farm the guy made a living with it and they subdivided into
5, l0 and 20 acres and it was one 40 acre (unintelligible) subdivision used it and those
people, the first round of them and what we always considered the hippies from
California and they were in their microbuses, Volkswagens, stone pipes off the top and
no nuke bumper stickers and they were going to live in solar homes and they were going
to go to the bathroom in a box and raise tomatoes in it. And they had all these deals
where they wouldn't have to use energy so you wouldn't have to have nuclear power
plants. And that wave of people kinda faded out

NA:

How long did they last?

JVT:

lYell, they're probably still over there. They've changed their ways. One of them is
writing books and their daughter told me the other day that cows produced something
in the air

NA:

Methane

JVT

And wanted to get rid of it. All cattle. And I told the daughter that her momma's book
writing was endangering spotted owls and had to chop the trees down to make paper to
write her books on. Little Maria (unintelligible) her momma trained her to go to a bunch
of school kids from Silver City to the state capitol to law be done. The governor up
there in the state of New Mexico, to get the cattle off of the forests and she was telling
me. That was what she had learned from that

NA:

It's all together. When you

JYT:

She

NA:

didn't get up but

she went up there

When you all were, when you all were raising cattle most folks, most folks

in this part

of the valley from what I gather are pretty much raising cattle. They're not doing

orchards like further south. Where did you all scll the cattle? When you said you sold
of it from roadside stands but is that beginning to go away?

some

JYT:

No, no no no. Ah, the guy that we bought this placc from he was selling black market
beef, you know didn't during the war, he couldn't buy beef without a stamp, you know
and so he was black marketing his beef in these (unintelligible) who had all kinds of
money because they didn't have any place to spend it except on beef you know and that
guy was really well off selling beef. And ah then when we moved here that it got to
where you couldn't sell beef or pork you know and I mean just cuts of beef of course
you could sell. In those days a cow she had to be a Hereford you know and she had to
have perfect markings or these cow barters didn't take them and later on started
bringing in the black Angus and the ah Brahmas started showing up and then people
started mixing these breeds and then the whole spectrum changed, the whole cattle
market and along comes McDonald's hamburgers and they started buying the dairy
calves to raise them up and make hamburgers out of them and then they started getting
cow sales all over the country and having plenty of vending where you could sell
anything at that cow sale. And they, you know, you could take a cow down there that's
almost dead and as long as you can get a heartbeat when she goes through there well
somebody will buy her for dog food or hold them for carcasses. So you could get rid of
your cows
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NA:

But that would be primarily where you would sell when you got a (unintelligible)

JVT:

Yeah

NA:

And when you do sell nowadays, what do you sell them

JVT:

Everything.

NA:

Everything.

JVT:

Sell your calves, just bring you in money, and sell them to your old saddle horses you
been riding f or 20 years, you take them down there too they'll take them. Make glue out
them, dog food or whatever. Say you have a (unintelligible), even pigs, goats, everything

NA:

You're one of the few farmers I've noticed, or few people in the valley I've noticed,
with pigs out back. We were looking through the barn and admiring the old farm wall
that you got in the barn and I heard this squeal and it took a second to identify it and
I knew it was a pig.That's uncommon, where I come from folks do a lot of hog raising
and that's something that's just fallen away or gone away over the years?

JVT:

Yeah, you can always make money with pigs, not very much, but you can make money
with it. And pigs, and I guess it's true out there when they're about to die from old agj,
you can, you can't make any money. When we raise them we eat them ourselves and we
know what they are and we know they're not shot full of hormones and whatever. lVe
know what they are. Kinda like buying a new car and folks buying a used car you know
whatcha you've got. You know what wrecks it's been in and that's the way we got them,
we let these two get away from us and then we got hot weather and couldn't butcher
them so we finally had to wait till it gets cool enough to spoil them. We're going to have
enough pork to share some

NA:

Yeah, they look pretty good sized

JYT:

You can set up for awhile, usually butcher them right there in (unintelligible) and most
weigh probably weigh 400 even 400 a piece look like even more

NA:

lVhen you, how many users arc on your ditch? How many folks use your water, I say
ditch even though it's a pipeline. But bare with me

JVT:

On this side?

NA:

Just on the west side

JYT:

On the west side we've got let's see, six, maybe six

NA:

I

JVT:

It's on the same list as ever

NA:

It

JYT:

Yeah, but there's water over here and we take out turns and make the water back ovcr

assume

as as feeder calves

primarily?

that your water rotation works like everyone else's

is
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it

take to get through the rotation on your ditch?

NA:

What's the rotation? How long does

JVT:

Nine days I think, I'm not sure exactly, but's around 9 days.

NA:

And then the water's cut off and then it goes to the east side. Is that

JVT:

No, not on this side, it's about 3 days

NA:

It'sa3dayrotation?

JVT:

No, it's
ditches

NA:

For both ditches

JVT:

And then they divide, we have that on both sides on both ditches. They turn the water
back on our times and leave the ditches (unintelligible)

NA:

So you

JYT:

\ilell, they change it all the time when we can water and we can change it and put all
the water over there

NA:

Oh, okay. So you've got a total, you've got a total water right that applies to fields on
both sides of the river and you can use that water whenever it's convenient?

JYT:

lVell,

NA:

Not when it's convenient but when it's your turn?

JVT:

Yeah, when we do it some people try to cut but they would like for us to have it so
many hours over here, so many over thcre. IVe grip about it, but everybody else does.
(Unintelligible) going to mention it (unintelligible) and in the old days the old timers
were real bad about keeping the hours on the ditch. And the first hours on the ditch
were worth a lot more than State Engineers saying we have 3 feet of water to use
because if you don't have the hours on the ditch to deliver it and so some of the land
out here has 25 minutes an acre and a some of them have an hour an acre and so that's
is a big concern so a lot of people especially the ones that drop 30 minutes

NA:

How did that come into being where

JYT:

lVell, that's what I was saying, when the old people most of them Spanish background
would trade land out here they if they sold half their land they would retain over half
of their hours on their ditch

NA:

More than half their hours on their ditch

JYT:

And that's somcthing that I don't understand, maybe that's in the records and the old
books but down at boutrdaries maybe thcse hours are kept in these books. lilhcrcas the
records are that these hours on the ditch I don't know because they're not in the

it

not even that long. Not sure of the exact. You havc one water list for both

would use, since you've got fields on both sides, you would water, for example,
the west side fields off the during the period of the west side got water in it then the
water off the east side, when the east sides got water.
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courthouse they're not in the State Engincer so they have they have to be in those, I
understand that in some parts of the state where that was taken right there on the ditch
and people went to court and made the ditches give everybody hours

NA:

Well, it's generally tended, where I've seen it, it goes one of two ways, which is that the
hours are somehow proportioned to the acreage, ah, I haven't heard of a case where you
would sell parts of a land and keep more hours, the water rights

JVT:

Yep

NA:

The second parts (uninte[igible) That explains when you can't get

JVT:

And you know it's kinda funny because your land is real estate and your water is the
State Engineers a lot you in real estate and the hours on the ditch are just limbo you
know and where are the records

NA:

I've noticed that everybody keeps saying that there's a linkage between

JVT:

\ilhere actually have a record because you're dealing on a modern list, you have your
hours on that list and you have your acres with the State Engineer so you have your

NA:

But it's not constant, that's what you're saying though and that's what I'm saying

JVT:

No, it is, but what I'm saying is where are the records being kept that said that old post
here up here, gave or kept so many hours is (unintelligible) where are those old records,
you know you could go to the court house and find how many acres and who it's deeded
to like that abstractor when you land you can go to the State Engineer's office and the
court house now and find your what water rights you own but who has the right to
hours in the ditch? lYhere's the records? And when they made the list out here in the 60s
what records did they use to make the list to say that I have 30 minutes and that dukedown or horse-bound has an hour on each of his acres and we have 30 minutes on ours.
See? lilhere are the backs that saved it? Who has how much time on these acres?

NA:

lVhat I notice is that there is per acre gets the wildest hours (unintelligible) I've seen,
f've seen, I've been told that they've got everything from average to 3 I /2 hours per acre
ah 3 I /2 hours per acre up to only about 2 hours per acre and the point by then you've
described is the smallest number I've seen yet, ah, I don't know how that's wildly

different
JVT:

of those books that I've read document lvater dated between half and half hour
suits and you know the ditch, (unintelligible), in your half so I could (uninte[igible).
there could be something of interest you could find out. Could find difference in hours
at the best

NA:

lYhat

JYT:

It's a red hot handed reason,I mean it is what it amounts to, if you've got time on the
ditch you've got 6 feet of water on your ground and the guy down below you got two
feet on him.

NA:

I think most of the numbers that I'vc

Some

little I've seen, I can't find

a rhyme or a reason,

I haven't seen one

seen from state cngineering is that everybody in
the valley has anywhere from about 2.7 to about 3.3 acres per acre per year
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JVT:

Yeah and the ah, when they do it on your length of your (unintelligible) and if you
don't have a long (unintelligible), down below there is maybe (unintelligible), long
(unintelligible) say you need more water but then that's the reason that if your hours
don't jive with that what they say you know and that's what I can't understand where
the record is that says who has how many hours and then another that kinda bothers me
is that the ditch systcm should be responsible for anything any more 2.7 feet of water,
Indians go ahead and do it or whatever it gets and if they can't then the water is at the
dam and then we can change it

NA

My understanding is that ah oh what I'm starting to get a sense of is that there is not
a system for allocating water between ditches from one ditch to another

JVT:

No, there's not on the drainage ditch

NA:

Yeah, not anywhere on the members, despite the fact that you've got a water master
who would probably be after you all about that so there's no way to guarantee that the
ditch at one point along the river is going to get it's water allocated, the water as it goes
you have the right to

JVT:

\Yell, cventually and in fact of the rumors that we'll all get it like San Lorenzo ditch,
especially we'll be water maintenanced where you've got pipelines that are real easy to
do things and so you you're going to get your water

NA:

So the

JYT:

Well, if you know the flow per hour then each farm has his own hours, makes one meter
will do the trick and that's when the (unintelligible) got the hours, you know that's

next step would be to put water meters on the farm ditches and meters make sure
that each farm is getting what he

ridiculous because I'm going to have it out of a ditch association of the farm association
for water dispersement and his allocated amount you know, everybody's allocated by
the State Engineers and they turn to the ditch
NA:

Compared to the normal one in San Lorenzo west do you want that job?

JYT:

No, ah, you know you, I would like to see it set up in one ditch (unintelligible), legal
reasons! legal reason because you have an Indian monument besides come down here to
take our water and we have to go to court and we got 50 people paying to go, the law
suit is a lot easier to pay for with 6 people on the west side and we would like to keep
the ditch and because we have a calling or warned of erosion I mean

NA:

Well,

JYT:

Yeah, like I said I'd like to form that, I think they're doing me some good, changes,
hours were everybody gets an egual amount and I like our list, using our list, giving
water out but I think we do need a ditch boss to account for our excess water, water
that somebody doesn't want, you know these little problems that arise with lists and
some person could do, ditch commissioners, most of them are real busy people and they
don't have time to come out herc, whatever to settle some little dispute or patch a whole
in the ditch developed you know and then somebody to settle disputes and some other
things (Unintelligible) Like I said there was water and junk and grass everywheres so
we nevcr got in any arguments

it is probably insisting

on sharing of water too
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I mean I notice the summer seems to be a pretty dry
summer, the rivers, the rivers about empty and

NA:

Right, so has it gotten worse?

JVT:

Yeah, but this is the

NA:

oh really

JVT:

Yeah and I think that maybe the adjudications hoop between the ridge made it keep up
the river and decided it don't need to just make rice paddies, if they turn the water
down the river they give us a little bit of the water we won't dry and I think that what
caused it because in the summer up there their fields look like rice paddies all year long
see and this year I don't think we've had as much rain but we've had water in the ditch
constantly and that's the first year in many years that we've water all year long

NA:

That may also prove

JVT:

See Jupe has

NA

Didn't they have a culvert anywhere or something or was it just run it down the channel
into the river?

JVT;

Yes, it cam right into the river and then it would wash everybody's dam out down the
river had a lot of water

NA:

Bet that made friends real quick

JVT:

And a of course every body gripes because you know he had the key to the dam and
that's a good question I'll even ask him myself. of course you're going to run into (?)
who put that dam that they let him build it there and when the agreement that they
would be able to irrigate their farm out of it too and ah they were trying to file a law
suit against to stay that way but apparently it didn't fly because the adjudications
didn't buy it

NA:

In theory the adjudication that's just gotten resolved are put more water as you say in
the river and in everybody else's canals all the way down, if that should take place
whether its staying pretty much as it is do you think that the factitiousness of the folks
getting after each other's going to stop? Do you think that would solve a lot of the folks
getting after each other?

JYT:

No, your, they call

first year that we've had water all year long in the ditch

the key to the spare key to the dam and when it was his water turn he
would go up and turn the water on full blast and wash everybody's dam out down and
when his six days were up he'd go back up and shut it off during the

it adjudication or judgmcnt that all this supposed to be settlcd and
it's going to be an ongoing mess from no on amongst people and amongst Indian

monuments and amongst industry, the Army could build a base in Deming and we've
got to have this water and it's already adjudicated. Just a way for lawyers to make a
living, judges to make a living. People like us here we use this water to raise cows and
make $100 a year doing it and make us take the same amount of water never using it,
city people could have $40 or $50,000 a year jobs using the same water to produce
(uninteUigible)

NA:

Do you really think that there's a possibility that some industry is coming in here and
try to take Mimbres'water?
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JVT:

Well, Jupe Bounds tried to sell the water and did sell the water to the city of Bear and
it cost so much trouble out here that the city of Bear) asks of Jupe I think $17,000 on
lawsuits and everybody in the valley here has chipped in and gave money to stop them
throwing the water out the valley. The water pumped over here and it was such a big,
mass upheaval against it or whatever you want to call it that the cities told them they
didn't want the water if it was going to cause that much trouble

NA:

Was

JYT:

It's ah 1980 (uninteiligible)

NA:

Just out of curiosity, and I know you're feeling a little resentf ul whatever possessed him
to think he could sell all to Bear?

JVT:

Not all the water, his water

NA:

His water, ah, and he had

JVT:

Right, they missed him, they went to court and that's what proved that the San Lorenzo
ditch had deprived rights because

this something that transpired a long time ago?
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NA:

You've been the president of the San Lorenzo Ditch, "the west ditch', for how long?

JYT:

f've never have been cause it's such a monster

NA:

Such an office, how come your names on the papcr work? That's how I got your name,
that's how I got your name from the SEO in Santa Fe

JYT:

Yeah, but that's a good question, ah, I was a ditch commissioner and at one time, I guess,
Jupe was all mad at us and wouldn't do anything you know and I guess that was when
I was the president and (unintelligible) was one of the member and had Ray was a
member over here. Then we had a ditch meeting and they voted Jupe back in there
because he wasn't doing any work on the ditch see they couldn't afford it so they
wanted him back and that's where that came about. But as.far as we have a three
officers for the whole ditch see and we had an elcction and Jupe is president and
Ludwell was treasurer and Louis was secretary.

NA:

And we alluded to different kinds of disputes that have arisen over how to the ditch
is operated. Could you describe, how those, what kinds of disputes arose and how have
they been resolved and in particular is it most of the time has the stuff ended up in
litigation or has it been worked out?

JYT:

tlh, there's just

one litigation with Challis(?) down here. He was using tail water off of
this lVest side ditch and he had two acres down here plowed up and he would just water
whenever the watcr came down and so then the State Engineers come down through hcre
doing a survey and they mapped his two acrcs down here and so he came to the ditch
association and said where's my time on this west ditch? You never did have any time
on this west ditch and so it went to litigation and water master says that thcre was no
sign of him having a ditch right over here and he left the water right there but he don't
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have the ditch. That was the only litigation in the way that the other things have been
solved was things like the mad party just goes about his way and doesn't help out or
nothing until he gets happy again and jumps back in and starts to work and like Jupe
didn't want nothing to do with it for awhile there so we had to do some work on my
dam up here and he wouldn't sign the bills that he gave us, he wouldn't come to any
meetings or nothing so we just went ahead and did it, paid for it and went on. And
when he was president he gets the (unintelligible) up and everybody wants to sign it and
pay for it and go on

NA:

So by and large they resolve themselves.

JVT:

Yeah, time, time heals the wounds I guess. They don't ever really go away but people get
to talking at least

NA:

Disputes don't get so bad that the systems get shut down, not in your experience?

JVT:

That would be cutting your own throat, nobody is dumb enough to do that

NA:

I'm thinking for example about, you know, some guy up at the head of the duke gets
really pissed off and just shuts the water off

JVT:

Well, you've got, that's what you'd call sabotage and in the state that law is against it
and you would have it starts happening and then you'd have either set up there and
watch him or catch him and file charges against him and not only is there laws against
them doing it but in the sad thing about those laws are the fact that they were done the
1900s when 50 cents was a day's wages and now $100 is a day's wages and so you've got
that difference and your fines are geared to the 50 cent, so it doesn't amount to much
and of course you've got the 30 day jail term to go with it which might make a guy
think about checking your water off. But the real thing is that you have going like in
the majority of all the cases up here is the fact that they're saying that they shut the
water off, damage the crops and now they're going sue to damage to the crops and Jupe
Bounds down here said that his crops were damaged $25,000, well then whoever shut the
water off would have serious problems and so these ditches, I think, is one of your
strongest law points we have in the state equals real estate

NA:

And it's handled legally

JVT:

Yep

NA:

of difference in opinion between folks on the ditch there are limits to
what they can do to sorta get after the whoever they are crosswise with, is that the case?
So they can't cut water off?

JYT:

No, can't cut water off. You can damage the ditch system or whatever it is just like
arson you know whoever did it get in trouble, you know the irrigation laws were set up
when water was the life line, you know, it wasn't a compromise or computer chip
factory or something like that. Water and beans was your livelihood until the laws was
set up and so therefore it's one of your strongest laws in the state. It's like I said a while
ago, thcse laws are ongoing for change, if they build a computer chip factory down herc
that takes the bean water up there well they'rc going to take it.

as

real estate

So, regardless
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NA

Is it your opinion, and that's all I can really ask you for, is it your opinion that the
water that is being used up here is being used as efficiently as you can use it? That's
sort of a loaded question and you're free to tell me to take a flying leap, um,in other
words is there wastage in water?do you folks waste water?

JVT:

Oh hell, that's what I said a while ago before this adjudication suit and even though
they haven't enforced it you've got people who've quit dumping water up here on the
field and making them look like rice paddies, you know, and we've had water all year.
And so that was a waste and you know I enjoy my little farm here and my life and
everything else but if it comes to defense a lot of other things, medical or, El paso
needing water well that they're going to take the water and

NA:

You don't think, you don't think that your water priorities would protect in that case?

JVT:

No, it's like real estate if they need a piece of land to build a highway on they're going
take it and pay you for it, the water is the same they're going take it and pay you foi

it
NA:

So,

JVT:

They can, when we were living in Endless(?), this farmer had a field there by the high
school and they condemned his water and took the water for the football field, took his
field there, his farm, and built a gym on it. They can condemn you water just the same
as your real estate

NA:

I didn't realize that. I always thought that the, I always thought that the

JYT:

The only thing that water rights does is it says the water is used and underground and
your surface water is two different waters but you could own both of them and if
anybody, if its, you know, if a city or an army or whatever it is that wants it, and the
judge feels that it's a, you know, it's more important for the Army to have your watcr
than you to raise beans then they're going to take it and you will bi paid for it and take
your ranch to make an army base and I don't know if they will or not pay you or not
pay you but the same guys that have in Las Cruces down there claim they've never been
paid and their ranches were took in the 1940s,'42and then the war started.

NA

lYell, apparently they have settled.Up until 'E4 that was quite
they never got compensated

JYT:

I don't even think they were ever (unintelligible)

NA:

I don't think

JVT:

Time flies you know and I was reading something or seen
like it was yesterday and it was five years ago

NA:

I noticed your wife

JVT:

Have you talked to (unintelligible)?

NA:

I havc not, no sir. No, I'm trying but I, if I sit down with two people in one day, I'm so

in theory they can in effect they can condemn your water right?

so,

a

(unintelligible), because

I think it's been solved

it

on TV or something, just

was commenting that this was a great place to raise all your kids,
that she wouldn't have done it any different
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pooped the next day

JVT:

No, but I was wondering, you know, he knows a lot about (unintelligible), uh this,
what
is that, a committee of ten(unintelligible), and he was one of them a-nd tt ev *ere
trying
to stop the water and they collected up all this money and all these signe-d papers and

they claimed that little map you're talking about is the one that is...

NA

Yeah, there's a couple

of

(unintelligible chit chat)

those around now, started
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